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Focusing Communications
It’s been said “communication works for those who work at it.” Well, we are 

working at it. One of my priorities as SAME President is to help improve our 
communications—as national leadership, as 17 regions, as 105 Posts, and as 
30,000 members spread across the country and around the world. 

One way we are working to improve how we, as the national leadership 
team, communicate is to utilize the two National Vice Presidents and the 
President-Elect in specific oversight positions. Col. Marv Fisher, F.SAME, USAF 
(Ret.) and Col. Kurt Ubbelohde, F.SAME, USA (Ret.), our Vice Presidents, are 

overseeing the Regional Vice Presidents and the 
Committee & Council Chairs, respectively. This 
will help ensure cohesion among two integral 
components of our Society. SAME’s regions are the first line to connect with 
our 105 Posts; the Committees & Councils are in many ways, our first line to 
connect with key stakeholders across government and industry. 

Meanwhile, SAME President-Elect Col. Sal Nodjomian, F.SAME, USAF 
(Ret.), now oversees the Academy of Fellows and its chair. Fellows are our most 
experienced members. Making sure we are listening to them as to ways we can 
improve will be critical to achieving our mission. The Fellows Conclave, held in 
late August in St. Pete Beach, Fla., is a great step towards enabling the Academy 
to set its direction in support of the 2020 SAME Strategic Plan.

We will keep working to focus our efforts, but as an organization, our commu-
nications will become even more effective the more we all play a role in them. 
Share what you hear and learn. Contribute proven ideas through our online 
Best Practices System so other Posts can utilize them. Let’s enable members to 
use their “SAME time” to participate in opportunities that contribute to our 
Strategic Plan, without them having to reinvent the wheel. 

As we put the 2020 SAME Strategic Plan into action, our success will be 
measured by progress in three key areas. One is recruiting more military/govern-
ment members. The second is increasing member participation. And the third 
is enhancing industry-government engagement. 

Neither government nor industry alone can solve the challenges of the complex 
global environment we operate in. True collaboration, focused on solutions, must 
begin locally where issues are seen first-hand. SAME Post Issues Workshops will be 
a valuable tool in SAME leading collaborative efforts to identify and resolve national 

security infrastructure-related challenges. Already a Post Issues Workshop is planned for October with the Tulsa 
Post in concert with USACE Tulsa District. Certain issues that merit national discussion with senior government 
and industry leaders will be selected from workshops each year and presented at the SAME CEO Roundtable.

We have a busy fall ahead, including the SAME Small Business Conference in Atlanta (Nov. 16-18). To each of 
you, thanks for all you do as members and as professionals, to strengthen SAME, and to strengthen our nation.

Capt. Michael L. Blount, P.E., LEED AP, F.SAME, USN (Ret.)
SAME President 2016-2017

SUPPORTING OUR FUTURE
SAME’s STEM Camps program only grows 

more inspiring. Four camps were held this 
summer—the Engineering & Construction 
Camps in Vicksburg, Miss. (Army); Camp 
Lejeune, N.C. (Marine Corps); and Colorado 
Springs, Colo. (Air Force Academy); and the 
Atlanta Post’s Exploring Engineering Academy 
at Georgia Tech—giving nearly 250 students 
week-long experiences getting their hands 
dirty alongside real-life engineers! 

Thank you to all volunteers and sponsors, 
and the camp organizers: Richard Morales 
and Jack Seibert, F.SAME, Atlanta Camp; 
Cdr. Joe Angell, F.SAME, USN (Ret.), Col. 
Gil Burnet, USAF (Ret.) and Capt. Mike Loyd, 
USMC, Marine Corps Camp; Henry Dulaney, 
F.SAME and David Jenkins, Army Camp; and 
Col. Kurt Ubbelohde, F.SAME, USA (Ret.), 
Lt. Col. Scott Prosuch, F.SAME, USA (Ret.), 
and Janice Dombi, Air Force Academy Camp. 

For more on this year’s camps, see the STEM 
Corner on pages 83-84 of this issue.
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In December 2014, the SAME Board of Direction approved a motion to establish a Foundation that would build 
upon the success of the Education & Mentoring Fund and enable a broad range of individuals and organizations 

who desire to leave a legacy in support of military engineering and our nation’s future.

The SAME Foundation is now a reality.
The SAME Foundation will serve to give back by paying it forward—to afford opportunities for Society members 

and for America’s youth; to enable professional development and to support personal growth; to provide a means 
to recognize the passing of members through acts of memorial while helping Posts and partner organizations to 

inspire, develop and mentor the next generation of STEM professionals and leaders.

America’s future is bright. Let’s help make it brighter.

Contributions for the SAME Foundation are currently being accepted through the Education & Mentoring Fund.  
Visit www.same.org/donate for more information.

O U R  F O U N D A T I O N

is rooted in our foundation.

will help lead us
into the future.

O U R  H I S T O R Y

http://www.same.org/donate
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EXCLUSIVELY AT TME ONLINE
September 19, learn why you should include support services  
in lighting control requirements—by Andy Wakefield, M.SAME 

October 3, go inside the Horizontal Infrastructure Asset 
Management Pilot Project conducted at Joint Base Elmendorf-
Richardson, Alaska—by Robert Abernethy, M.SAME, and Kirk 
Abbott, AWAM, M.SAME 

October 17, see how 
reducing workplace injuries 
starts with proactive safety 
actions—by James Davis, 
CSP, PG, F.SAME 

www.same.org/TME

Chesapeake Post 
Supporting STEM
The Chesapeake Post’s annual 
scholarship banquet featured a 
past scholarship recipient as a 
guest speaker, and he discussed 
the support SAME has provided.

Federal Owners’ 
Forum Report 
SAME and DBIA have published 
a report on the Federal Owners’ 
Forum the two organizations co-
hosted this spring, outlining issues 
and challenges in project delivery. 

JETC Exhibit Hall 
Training Exercise
See the winning team’s report 
from the JETC Exhibit Hall Training 
Exercise. Participants had to find 
exhibitors that could help support 
a mock-disaster event in Phoenix.

 Featured In Society News   |   Pages 78-82
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We Make a Difference

Utilizing innovative technologies to sustain and 
maintain critical infrastructure

Frank Terak, National Market Lead, DoD  •  (412) 269-6077 
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Gunners Mate 1st Class Brandon Johnson (left) from Naval Construction 
Group 1 administers a Category III Gun Qualification Course to a Seabee 

attached to Naval Mobile Construction Battalion 5 during training at Port 
Hueneme, Calif., prior to the battalion leaving for a regularly scheduled 

deployment. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion 5 provides combatant 
commanders and Navy component commanders with combat-ready 

warfighters capable of general engineering, construction, and limited 
combat engineering across the full range of military operations.  

U.S. NAVY PHOTO BY MASS COMMUNICATION SPECIALIST 2ND CLASS ADAM HENDERSON
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Lance Cpl. Joshua J. Bracken, a Chemical, Biological, 
Radiological and Nuclear Defense Specialist with 4th Combat 

Engineer Battalion, 4th Marine Division, Marine Forces Reserve, 
prepares to receive a chemical sample at a simulated chemical 

warfare laboratory in an abandoned hotel at Pilottown, La. 
The training event was part of a hazardous material technician 

training course held by Marine Forces Reserve in July 2016.  
U.S. MARINE CORPS PHOTO BY SGT. IAN LEONES 
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Airman 1st Class Randle Taborn, a firefighter 
with the 182nd Civil Engineer Squadron, Illinois 

Air National Guard, Peoria, Ill., crawls through 
concrete structures during collapse rescue 

training at Training Exercise PATRIOT North 2016 
at Volk Field ANGB, Wisc. The Wisconsin Regional 
Emergency All-Climate Training Center provided 

the collapse rescue training for National Guard 
soldiers and airmen. The training exercise is 

held annually to test the Guard’s capabilities 
and to develop working relationships with first 

responders and government agencies.  
U.S. AIR NATIONAL GUARD PHOTO BY SENIOR MASTER SGT. DAVID H. LIPP
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TROOPS LEVELS IN AFGHANISTAN
President Obama in July announced 

plans to keep 8,400 U.S. servicemembers 
in Afghanistan through the end of his term. 
The president was joined for the announce-
ment by Defense Secretary Ash Carter 
and Marine Corps Gen. Joe Dunford, the 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The 
president had planned to draw down the 
number of American troops in Afghanistan 
to 5,500 by the end of the year. There are 
currently 9,800 U.S. troops in the country.

The decision means the United States 
will maintain a presence in Kandahar and 
Jalalabad. While there has been undeniable 
progress in Afghanistan, the president said, 
the country needs more time to develop 
governmental, military and economic capa-
bilities. The number of American forces will 
be higher than planned, but the missions 
will remain the same. Those missions are 
to train and advise Afghan forces and to 
support counterterrorism efforts aimed at 
the remnants of al-Qaida and the Islamic 
State of Iraq and the Levant, which is trying 
to gain a foothold in the country. 

There are 41 allies and partners working 
in the country, fielding more than 6,000 
troops. The Afghan security forces have 
more than 320,000 members and they are 
providing security for the people.
(Contributed by Jim Garamone, Defense 
Media Activity)

INVESTING IN INNOVATION
The Department of Defense (DOD) 

opened its second innovation hub with a 
new location in Boston, joining the first site 
that opened last year in Silicon Valley, Calif.

Defense Secretary Ash Carter has champi-
oned Defense Innovation Unit Experimental 
(DIUx) as one of the ways the Pentagon is 
investing in innovation and a model for 
outreach to the nation’s innovative tech-
nology communities. The DIUx hubs place 
DOD in a position to access leading-edge 
technologies, scientists and other experts 
on behalf of the nation and its warfighters.

In May, Carter launched DIUx 2.0 with 
several new features. “It now reports 
directly to my office,” he said. “It has its own 
contracting capability and budget resources. 
It has a new, flatter, partnership-style lead-
ership structure led by managing partner 
Raj Shah, an F-16 pilot and co-founder of 

a successful technology startup.”
The DIUx operating structure consists 

of three teams. A Venture Team will iden-
tify emerging commercial technologies 
and explore their battlefield potential. 
A Foundry Team will identify technolo-
gies that require development or adapta-
tion for military applications. Finally, an 
Engagement Team will introduce innova-
tors to national security challenges and the 
military to entrepreneurs.

An engagement mechanism called the 
Commercial Solutions Opening will lever-
age new flexible authorities for prototyping 
provided by Congress. This uses processes 
similar to those used by the private sector 
and routes funding in as little as 60 days 
after a proposal is accepted, Carter said.

Carter said he also wants DOD to be part 
of the coming revolution in biotechnology 
and the biosciences, because both can have 
an impact on the health and welfare of the 
department’s men and women in uniform.

Like San Francisco, Austin, Seattle and 
other places, Boston is an ecosystem of 
companies, universities and research 
institutions that exemplifies America’s 
innovative culture, especially in the union 
of biosciences, engineering, and data.
(Contributed by Cheryl Pellerin, Defense 
Media Activity)

AN INDISPENSABLE COMPONENT
Citizen-warriors and the entire Nation-

al Guard family are vital to the security of 
the United States, Defense Secretary Ash 
Carter said at the National Guard Bureau 
change-of-responsibility ceremony this 
summer, where Air Force Gen. Joseph L. 
Lengyel, was sworn in as Chief of the Na-
tional Guard Bureau.

The days of the National Guard serving 
exclusively as a strategic reserve that was 
called up only in emergencies are over, 
Carter said. “The post-9/11 environment 
has proven the Guard is an indispensable 
component of the Total Force, in day-to-
day activities and large-scale operations, 
in planning and execution, and in con-
ventional conflicts and novel threats.” 

The Guard keeps the skies free from 
danger, responds to disaster with compas-
sion and professionalism at a moment’s 
notice, and stands watch at home and 
abroad, Carter said, and never more so 
than over the past 15 years. 

“Since Sept. 11 [2001], the men and 
women of our Army and Air National 
Guard, and their families, have answered 
the nation’s call to deploy over 787,000 
times,” the secretary said.
(Contributed by Terri Moon Cronk, De-
fense Media Activity)

Maj. Gen. Gordon “Skip” B. Davis Jr., Commander, Combined Security Transition Command − 
Afghanistan (left), visits an element stationed at Shorab in Helmand Province in July 2016. President 
Obama this summer said the United States will keep 8,400 servicemembers in Afghanistan through  
the end of his term, up from an earlier plan for 5,500 to remain. DOD PHOTO BY PHOTO BY LT. J.G. CHRISTOPHER HANSON
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MAKING PROGRESS IN IRAQ
The biggest change in Iraq is the sense 

of confidence and optimism that leaders 
have “that absolutely didn’t exist last fall,” 
Marine Corps Gen. Joe Dunford said in 
late July after a full day of meeting with 
Iraqi, U.S. and other coalition leaders in 
Baghdad and Irbil.

Gen. Dunford noted it is almost a year 
since his first visit to Iraq after being 
confirmed as Chairman of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff. This was his fifth visit to Iraq since. 

“In the first few visits—July, October, 
even into December—I think there was a lot 
of angst about whether or not the support 
they were getting was sufficient, whether 
they were making the right progress on the 
right timeline and so on,” Dunford said. 
“The corner kind of turned after the first of 
the year, but you can really see it now where 
it’s not a question in their minds of whether 
they will beat [ISIL]; it’s a question of when.”

Iraqi leaders are actively planning the 
Mosul offensive, but they are also making 
sure they plan for what will happen next. 

Officials believe what they call the “day 
after” campaign will be just as important as 
liberating Iraq’s second-largest city.
(Contributed by Jim Garamone, Defense 
Media Activity)

ASSESSING SITUATION IN EUROPE
A U.S. initiative begun in 2014 to reas-

sure allies that the United States remains 
committed to enduring peace and stability 
in Europe has transitioned into a deterrent 
approach in light of Russian aggression, 
senior DOD civilian and military officials 
told Congress this summer.

Rachel Ellehuus, Principal Director for 
European and NATO policy, and Air Force 
Maj. Gen. David Allvin, U.S. European 
Command’s Director of Strategy & Policy, 
testified at a hearing of the House Armed 
Services Committee’s Oversight and 
Investigation Subcommittee on the future 
of the European Reassurance Initiative.

Russian malign influence and aggres-
sion against NATO and its allies is a key 
factor in Europe’s instability and drastic 
changes in its strategic environment, 
Maj. Gen. Allvin said. Following Russia’s 
attempt to annex Crimea and its activi-
ties in Ukraine, he added, the potential 
for Russia to “further advance its military 
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adventurism into NATO countries has 
demanded a strong response.”

“As we continue to see a malign influence 
and a Russia acting to upset international 
norms, we have transitioned beyond purely 
assurance to serving as a strong deter-
rent against Russian aggression,” Alvin 
continued, telling the panel that because 
of the changed atmosphere, U.S. European 
Command is planning and executing a 
stronger deterrent to Russian aggression. 
The request for $3.4 billion in FY2017 fund-
ing for the European Reassurance Initiative 
reflects this transition, the general said. 

Ellehuus said that European Reassurance 
Initiative responsiveness has allowed DOD 
to respond rapidly in a deterrent direction 
to Europe’s changing security environment.

“We will continue to move in that 
direction as Russia’s provocation does not 
change,” she said. “We’ve seen increased 
exercises and irresponsible behavior from 
the Baltics to the Black Sea, and we need to 
continue to move in step with [it].”

The role of U.S. leadership in the initiative 

is paying dividends, Ellehuus also said, 
noting that the majority of NATO allies 
have either halted or reversed downward 

trends in their defense spending. 
(Contributed by Terri Moon Cronk,  
Defense Media Activity)

U.S. defense officials say European Reassurance Initiative responsiveness has allowed the department 
to respond rapidly in a deterrent direction to Europe’s changing security environment. Above, soldiers 
of 3rd Combined Arms Battalion, 69th Armor Regiment, 3rd Infantry Division, conduct training at 
Strzelnica Range Complex, Zagan, Poland, while on a rotation in support of Operation Atlantic Resolve. 
U.S. ARMY PHOTO BY DANIEL CINTRON 
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SAME MEMBER NEWS
Rear Adm. Mark 

Handley, P.E., USN 
(Ret.), AECOM, was 
awarded the 2016 St. 
Thomas of Villanova 
Alumni  Me da l , 
presented to alumni for outstanding 
service and those who best symbolize 
the spirit and legacy of St. Thomas. 

Lt. Col. Christopher 
Boruch, F.SAME, USA 
(Ret.), joined Hanson 
Professional Services as 
Program Manager for 
Water Resources, and 
will be based in Jacksonville, Fla.

Col. Harold Chappell, P.E., USA 
(Ret.), has been promoted to Vice 
President and Director of Specialized 
Construction with Michael Baker 
International.

George B. Finelli was named a 2015 
Presidential Rank Award Meritorious 
Executive Winner (National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration).

Michelle French, 
C.I.H., has been 
promoted to U.S. Federal 
Business Development 
Leader with Stanley 
Consultants and elected 
Vice President.

James Hagan, F.SAME, has joined 
Veolia North America as Director, 
Federal Markets. 

Stuart Hazlett, SES, 
was named a 2015 
Presidential Rank Award 
Meritorious Executive 
Winner (Department 
of the Army).

John Herdina, RRC, RRO, joined 
Raymond Engineering-Georgia as a 
Roofing and Waterproofing Consulting 
Specialist and will be based in the firm’s 
Savannah, Ga., office. 

Richard Kaczkowski was named 
President of WBD LLC (a building 
enclosure services firm), and will main-
tain his responsibilities as Vice President 
and Group Manager of its parent orga-
nization, CTLGroup.

Emery Sayre, P.E., has joined 
Raymond Engineering-Georgia as a 
Staff Engineer and will be based in the 
firm’s Conyers, Ga., office.

Robert Slockbower, 
P.E., SES, F.SAME, 
was named a 2015 
Presidential Rank Award 
Distinguished Executive 
Winner (Department of 
the Army)

Jake Wessell, P.E., has joined Schnabel 
Engineering as a Business Development 
and Technical Professional with a focus 
on the Southeast.

Mark Willey, P.E., and Sam Briuglio, 
have each been promoted to Vice 
President with Pond & Company.

ACQUISITIONS & EXPANSIONS
Barr Engineering Co. acquired Darg, 

Bolgrean, Menk Inc., a structural engineer-
ing firm based in Golden Valley, Minn.

GEI Consultants Inc. acquired Franklin, 
Mass.-based Bourne Consulting Engineers, 
a coastal and waterfront engineering firm.

GZA GeoEnvironmental acquired Rose 
and Westra of Grand Rapids, Mich., which 
will now operate as a division of GZA.

Drash Consultants merged with TTL 
Inc., and will now be a wholly owned 
subsidiary of TTL.

Mason & Hanger acquired Hankins & 
Anderson, an architectural and engineer-
ing firm based in Virginia. 

Ross & Baruzzini acquired Mitchell 
Planning Associates, a  medical equipment 
planning firm based in Northbrook, Ill. 

WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff acquired 
Diseño Integral y Tecnologia Aplicada S.A. 
de C.V., a structural design and construction 
supervision company from Mexico City.

The firm also opened a new office in 
Silicon Valley, Calif.

CONTRACTS & AWARDS
Absher Construction Co. was awarded 

a $56.6 million firm-fixed-price contract 
for construction of the Bachelor Enlisted 
Quarters at Marine Corps Base Hawaii.

AECOM-Parsons JV was awarded $7.5 
million in a firm-fixed-price, level-of-effort 
contract by Washington Headquarters 
Services for construction management 
technical support services at the Pentagon 
and at Raven Rock Mountain Complex, Pa.

ATI Inc. was awarded a $4 million fixed-
price, IDIQ contract by USACE Omaha 
District for Military Munitions Response 
Program, environmental restoration, and 
environmental compliance services across 
the United States and its territories.  

Battelle Memorial Institute was 
awarded a maximum $99.5 million IDIQ 
contract by the Naval Facilities Engineering 
and Expeditionary Warfare Center for 
environmental support services at various 
installations worldwide.

BEM Systems Inc. was awarded, among 
a pool of other small businesses, a $500 
million A-E Environmental Services IDIQ 
contract by the Air Force Installation 
Contracting Agency for services at govern-
ment locations worldwide. 

YOUNG MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
Lindsey Maddox, 

Secretary for the SAME 
Young Member Council, 
has accepted a position 
with the Air Force Civil 
Engineer Center and will 
work in the Planning and Integration 
Directorate, Comprehensive Program 
Development Branch.

Omar Oweis, EIT, 
a Civil Engineer with 
Jacobs and Director of 
the Houston-Galveston 

Post’s highly successful “Young Member 
Initiative,” was recently named the Post’s 
2016 Young Member of the Year.

Corey Weaver, P.E., 
Structural Engineer with 
USACE Huntington 
District and Chair of the 
SAME College Outreach 
Committee, recently 
earned his Professional Engineer license.

Do you know of an SAME Young Member who 
should be featured? Email editor@same.org.

HANDLEY

SLOCKBOWER

HAZLETT

BORUCH

FRENCH

MADDOX

OWEIS
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Cape Environmental Management 
Inc. was awarded a maximum $95 million 
cost-plus-award-fee, IDIQ contract for 
environmental remedial action services at 
various locations within NAVFAC Pacific. 

Cardno-Amec Foster Wheeler JV 
was awarded a maximum $30 million 
firm-fixed-price, IDIQ A-E contract for 
facility assessments using the BUILDER 
Sustainment Management System at various 
U.S. Marine Corps installations worldwide. 

CB&I Federal Services was awarded a 
$14.6 million firm-fixed-price task order 
by NAVFAC Southwest under a previously 
awarded multiple award construction 
contract for fuel tanks closure at Defense 
Fuel Support Point San Pedro, Calif. 

CCI Energy and Construction 
Services was awarded an $8 million IDIQ 
contract for Simplified Acquisition of Base 
Engineering Requirement at Eglin AFB, Fla. 

CDM Smith has been awarded a $17.9 
million design-build contract for a new 
water distribution system at Naval Air 
Station Joint Reserve Base New Orleans, La.

Clark Construction Group was awarded 
a $616.3 million firm-fixed-price, incre-
mentally funded contract to design and 
build an office building at Fort Meade, Md. 

Cromwell Architects Engineers Inc. was 
awarded a maximum $25 million IDIQ 
contract for A-E- services for U.S. Navy 
Exchange retail and other Navy Exchange 
Service Command facilities.

David Boland Inc. was awarded a $17.2 
million firm-fixed-price contract with 
options to construct an Army Reserve 
Center in Dublin, Calif. 

Dewberry was awarded a five-year IDIQ 
contract by USACE St. Louis District for 
photogrammetric and LiDAR surveying 
and mapping services on an as-needed basis. 

Dutra Group was awarded a $13.7 million 
firm-fixed-price contract with options 
by USACE Galveston District for harbor  
channel dredging in Galveston, Texas.

DZSP 21 LLC was awarded a $43.8 
million cost-plus-fixed-fee contract for 
base operations support services at Joint 
Region Marianas, Guam. 

EMR Inc. was awarded a $7.63 million 
firm-fixed-price task order for renovations 
of the Navy Gateway Inn and Suites portion 
of Building 225 at Dam Neck Annex, 
Virginia Beach, Va. 

Environet Inc. was awarded a $15.5 
million firm-fixed-price task order to repair 
spalls and deck on Wharves B25-B26 at 
Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam, Hawaii. 

Granite Construction Co. was awarded 
a $22.4 million firm-fixed-price task 
order to improve Infantry Squad Defense 
Range 314C at Marine Corps Base Camp 
Pendleton, Calif. 

GSI Pacific Inc. was awarded a $9 million 
firm-fixed-price, incrementally funded 
contract for Military Munitions Response 
Program Remedial Action at the former 
Tisbury Great Pond munitions response 
site, Dukes County, Mass. 

Healy Tibbitts Builders Inc. was 
awarded a $16.5 million firm-fixed-price 
contract to replace a 24-in underwater 
waterline crossing Ford Island to Landing 
C at Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam. 
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We’ll help you hit the bullseye.
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challenges as our own. Creative solutions for complex problems 
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Submit Government & Industry News items, with high-
resolution images, to editor@same.org.

HICAPS Inc. was awarded a $13.5 million contract to renovate 
a Bachelor Enlisted Quarters at Naval Air Station Jacksonville, Fla. 

Jacobs was awarded a $9 million firm-fixed-price, IDIQ contract 
primarily for the design of Air Force Reserve and military projects 
within USACE Great Lakes & Ohio River Division.

Mortenson Construction was awarded $50.6 million for a firm-
fixed-price task order for construction of a Crab Island Security 
Enclave at Naval Submarine Base, Kings Bay, Ga.

Mead & Hunt/Tetra Tech JV was awarded a $45 million firm-
fixed-price, multi-year contract with options by the National Guard 
Bureau for A-E services for the Army and Air National Guard.

Medvolt LLC supported by Yaeger Architecture Inc. was 
awarded a $9 million firm-fixed-price contract with options to 
design and construct the Language Training Facility in the 10th 
Special Operations Forces Complex, Fort Carson, Colo.

Notkin Mechanical Engineers was awarded a maximum $30 
million firm-fixed-price, IDIQ contract for architectural and 
engineering projects primarily within NAVFAC Northwest. 

Ocean Construction Services was awarded a $7.8 million 
firm-fixed-price task order under a multiple award construction 
contract for the repair of Purvis Elementary School and Neville 
Roads electrical systems at Marine Corps Base Quantico, Va. 

Parsons was awarded a five-year, IDIQ contract by the General 
Services Administration to deliver services in support of the 
defensive and offensive cyber missions of U.S. Cyber Command.

Raymond Engineering-Georgia was awarded a $9.5 million 
firm-fixed price IDIQ contract for A-E services for multi-discipline 
construction projects at Robins AFB, Ga.

R.C. Construction Co. Inc. was awarded a $9.5 million firm-
fixed-price contract with options for expanding the tanker apron 
at Seymour Johnson AFB, N.C. 

The firm also was awarded a $16 million firm-fixed-price 
contract to repair Green Ramp North, Phase II, at Pope AFB, N.C. 

San Juan Construction Inc. was awarded a $54.8 million firm-
fixed-price contract with options for Echo Pier Restoration, U.S. 
Army Kwajalein Atoll, Marshall Islands.

Sauer Inc. was awarded a $10 million firm-fixed-price contract 
for fire protection system replacement and structural supports 
superstructure repair of Hangar 111, Naval Air Station Oceana, Va. 

SourceAmerica was awarded a $43 million firm-fixed-price, 
incrementally funded contract with options by Army Contracting 
Command for facilities maintenance at Fort Knox, Ky. 

Walsh Construction Co. was awarded a $20.4 million firm-
fixed-price contract by USACE Louisville District for the construc-
tion of a middle school addition to the high school at Fort Knox, Ky. 

Weston Solutions was awarded a five-year, $490 million 
multiple-award task order contract by USACE Omaha District 
to provide fueling system design, repair, and maintenance support 
to the Defense Logistics Agency and Department of Defense. 

Woolpert-RS&H LLC was awarded a $9 million firm-fixed-price, 
IDIQ contract to design Air Force Reserve and military construc-
tion projects within USACE Great Lakes & Ohio River Division.
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SEL designs cybersecure microgrids for net-zero energy, 
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• Layers robust cybersecurity features to ensure safe and secure operations. 

Learn how an SEL microgrid can help make your installation energy-independent at 
www.selinc.com/TME1.
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Compiled by Maj. Timothy D. Scheffler, P.E., CEM, M.SAME, USAF

ENGINEERING SECURITY 
What exactly would you say we do as military engineers? Some 

might say military engineers construct roads and bridges and 
buildings. Others might say we blow things up. 

I like to think that we build security. It may involve constructing 
clinics and schools with partner nations to enhance security coop-
eration while stabilizing regions and supporting a government’s 
ability to govern. It may involve building basic infrastructure to 
meet foundational needs of a community. It may involve blowing 
things up to help defeat the improvised explosive devices of extrem-
ist groups and create a secure environment. Or it may involve 
developing and sharing technologies, methods, and practices 
to make sure we do business in the best way and help the next 

generation do things more effectively and more efficiently.
I am a firm believer in Gordon Brown’s assertion that “engineers 

operate at the interface between science and society.” I do not 
think it could be any truer than in the case of military engineers. 
We carry a dual responsibility to society as both members of the 
military and members of the engineering profession. 

The following stories in this edition of Military News offer a 
small glimpse of the many things military engineers do at the 
interface between science and society. It is my hope that as you 
read them you will ponder the question I began with, along with 
a second, but more lasting question: why do you do what you do, 
and why are you passionate about it?—T.S. 

EXERCISE IRON STRIKE 
Interoperability and unit cohesion is an 

important part of the overall successfulness 
of the U.S. Army’s mission. In the spirit of 
increasing cohesiveness, soldiers from the 
842nd Engineer Company, 153rd Engineer 
Battalion, 196th Maneuver Enhancement 
Brigade, South Dakota National Guard, 
partnered with the 588th Brigade Engineer 
Battalion, 3rd Armored Brigade Combat 
Team, 4th Infantry Division during the Iron 
Strike field training exercise. The partner-
ship is part of the Associated Units Pilot 
Program, which was launched to estab-
lish formal relationships between active, 
Reserve, and National Guard units. 

The main focus of the 842nd Engineer 
Company is horizontal construction of 
roads and structures. The 588th Brigade 
Engineer Battalion supports the maneu-
ver of units by providing mobility and 
counter-mobility in addition to utilizing a 
signal company and a military intelligence 
company that support the brigade.

During Iron Strike, the 842nd helped to 
enhance defensive positions by using equip-
ment such as bulldozers and front-end 
loaders. The company dug tank ditches and 
defilades for tanks and fighting vehicles. 

Working with 3rd Armored Brigade 
Combat Team also allowed the Guard 
soldiers to be a part of a brigade-level exer-
cise. Said 1st Lt. John Lundeen, Executive 
Officer, 842nd Engineer Company. “We’re 
one team with one fight. We have the same 
uniform and the same objectives.” 
(Contributed by Staff Sgt. Grady Jones, 
3rd Brigade Combat Team, 4th Infantry  
Division)

RENDERING THE AREA SAFE
Marines with Explosive Ordnance 

Disposal (EOD) Company, 8th Engineer 
Support Battalion recently conducted 
improvised explosive device (IED) exca-
vation at Camp Lejeune, N.C. The training 
prepared the unit for an Integrated Training 
Exercise they will participate in later this 
year at Marine Air Ground Combat Center, 
Twentynine Palms, Calif.

The Marines started by building charges 
designed to blow away earth surrounding 
buried IEDs. The training included instruc-
tions on how to set up and use some of the 
cutting charges as well as demonstrations of 

the charges in action. The Marines learned 
how to use charges to remotely uncover or 
move IEDs, or use a cutting charge to sever 
command wires and other components to 
render the IEDs safer to work around.

The Marines split into two teams, setting 
up mock charges for each other. 

The team sweeping the lane for IEDs first 
connects with a mock on-scene commander 
who gives them a general idea of where the 
device is suspected to be buried. Utilizing 
different techniques and procedures, the 
team locates and identifies different compo-
nents of the IED. The teams then use the 
various explosive charges to uncover the IED 

Sgt. Christopher Hunt, directs a bulldozer operated by Spc. Kyle Anderson, at the Fort Carson Pinon 
Canyon Maneuver Site, during the Iron Strike field training exercise. Both soldiers are Horizontal 
Construction Engineers with the 842nd Engineer Company. U.S. ARMY PHOTO BY STAFF SGT. GRADY JONES, 3RD ARMORED 

BRIGADE COMBAT TEAM PUBLIC AFFAIRS, 4TH INFANTRY DIVISION
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to allow a better view and evaluation in order to render the area safe.
“We get new [EOD Marines] in all the time, and if we’re not 

overseas doing this, then we need to train technicians,” said Sgt. 
Derek Turner, an EOD technician with the company. “Just like 
knowledge passed on to me by senior Marines, I pass the informa-
tion onto the Marines of the next generation. That way we can stay 
ahead of the enemy and be the best we can be.”
(Contributed by Lance Cpl. Victoria Ross, II Marine Expedition-
ary Force)

ENHANCING COMMUNITY FAIRGROUNDS
Reservists from Dover AFB, Wright-Patterson AFB, and 

Grissom ARB completed a handful of construction and infrastruc-
ture projects to greatly improve aging fairgrounds in Norwich, 
N.Y., as part of the Department of Defense’s Innovative Readiness 
Training (IRT). The IRT program provides opportunities for 
active, Guard and Reserve servicemembers from across all military 
branches to take on community service projects while preparing 
them for real-world contingencies. 

Since the late 1800s, the Chenango County fairgrounds has 
entertained families with local farmers showing off prize livestock, 
traveling vendors operating rides and games, and harness races. 
Maintenance for the facilities is long overdue. Due to budget limi-
tations the Chenango County Agricultural Society submitted its 
service projects for military support through the IRT program. 
Various U.S. Air Force Reserve engineer units have rotated through 
the fairgrounds to help complete the projects in the submission. 
They fulfilled duties such as finishing the construction of a new office 
for fairground staff, expanding power throughout the property, 
and installing the necessary components for increased water usage. 

The 512th Civil Engineer Squadron was among the last of the 
squadrons on site before the annual fair in August. The positive 
impact to the community is tangible and the engineers have been 
able to gain needed skills they can later use downrange. 

Communities interested in submitting projects for IRT program 
consideration can visit www.irt.defense.gov. 
(Contributed by 2nd Lt. Steven Lewis, 512th Airlift Wing)

IMPROVING TANK MANEUVER LANES 
The 841st Engineer Battalion, U.S. Army Reserve, and the 194th 

Engineer Brigade, Tennessee Army National Guard, deployed to 
Bulgaria in support of Operation Resolute Castle with the mission 
to improve the conditions of tank maneuver lanes. 

At the beginning of the lanes, the team used articulated concrete 
blocks, which are pre-casted pieces of concrete block connected 
by rope-like cables. These types of concrete blocks are used to 
prevent washing out of the roadway or preventing pot holes from 
the use of heavy vehicles. 

The construction operations officer in charge, Capt. Aaron 
McDaniel, 841st Engineer Battalion, said that the biggest chal-
lenge in the lane construction was the installation of the articulated 
concrete blocks. When asked how the team overcame the challenge, 
he replied, “using the knowledge of what a civilian contractor would 
do, to start the foundation for building a home, was the technique 
used to build up the starting point area of the maneuver lanes.”
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U.S. Marines on a Black Sea rotation then 
conducted a practice run on the maneu-
ver lane, called proofing, which is used to 

ensure a site is suited to maneuver tanks. 
(Contributed by Capt. Kimberlee Lewis, 
841st Engineer Battalion)

SEABEES SUPPORT NOVO SELO
Seabees from Naval Mobile Construction 

Battalion 133, Naval Expeditionary Combat 
Command, deployed from Rota, Spain 
to Novo Selo Training Area in Bulgaria 
to complete military projects during 
Operation Resolute Castle, a construction 
operation in Eastern Europe spanning 
Estonia, Hungary, Bulgaria, and Romania. 

This operation is led by the U.S. military 
and focuses on emboldening local econo-
mies, increasing training opportunities, 
and improving the security of the region. 

The Seabees’ role was to increase the 
infrastructure at the training area, allow-
ing it to support greater numbers of troops. 
Work included construction of a pavilion 
with pavers near the morale and wellness 
building along with a brake test building 
near the motor pool, which was designed to 
house expensive brake-testing equipment 
through the harsh Bulgarian winters.
(Contributed by 1st Lt Matthew Gilbert, 
194th Engineer Brigade, Tennessee Army 
National Guard)

Soldiers with the 841st Engineer Battalion, U.S. Army Reserve, and 194th Engineer Brigade, Tennessee 
Army National Guard, and U.S. Marines with the Black Sea rotational team, proof a tank maneuver lane 
for future training at Novo Selo Training Area, Bulgaria. U.S. ARMY PHOTO BY SPC. STACI EVBUOMVAN, 194TH ENGINEER BRIGADE, 

TENNESSEE ARMY NATIONAL GUARD
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CIVIC ASSISTANCE IN ALBANIA
More than 25 airmen from the 107th 

Civil Engineer Squadron (CES), Niagara 
Falls Air Reserve Station, N.Y., participated 
in a Deployment For Training to Albania. 

The deployment saw the airmen work 
in the vicinity of Vau Dejes, where they 
renovated a clinic and a school that both 
serve the needs of the local municipality.

The area of Vau Dejes is very rural and 
agricultural based. Many of the people 
within the municipality only have limited 
means of transportation, which makes 
having a proper clinic within reach crucial to 
the community. In its original state, the clinic 
was on its way to not being able to meet the 
medical needs of those who come to it. 

A major issue facing the clinic is that 
the local water supply is only on for a few 
hours a day, leaving it without a steady 
water source. A last minute task, but one 
that the 107th was up for. The challenge was 
getting a 5,000-l water tank up high enough 
off the ground so that when it is used to 
supply water, there is adequate pressure to 

deliver it. Another major job was tearing 
off the existing rubber roof, repairing the 
structure, and installing a new corrugated 
metal roof with gutters and down spouts. 
The exterior got a new coat of paint, all 
the windows were replaced, and two new 
exterior doors were installed.

The school, located in Mjede, is also seeing 
much-needed renovations to improve the 
learning environment. It is an all-grades 
school, from elementary to high school. 
Work included painting, replacing broken 
windows and repairing all the bathrooms.

Following the 107th’s deployment, the 
airmen handed off to the 177th Fighter 
Wing, New Jersey Air National Guard to 
complete the facilities.

Once the work is completed, the Peace 
Corps, which has volunteers in the clinic 
and school and has helped coordinate 
getting many of their needs taken care of, 
will be better equipped to serve and help 
the local community.
(Contributed by Staff Sgt. Ryan Campbell, 
107th Airlift Wing)

Equipment Operator Third Class Sawyer Buck, 
Naval Mobile Construction Battalion 133, augers 
footer locations for a timber framed pavilion at 
Novo Selo Training Area, Bulgaria. U.S. ARMY PHOTO BY 

1ST LT. MATTHEW GILBERT, 194TH ENGINEER BRIGADE, TENNESSEE ARMY 

NATIONAL GUARD
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“HORSE” BRINGS CLINIC TO VILLAGE
Nearly 100 members with units of 

the Pennsylvania Air National Guard’s 
201st Rapid Engineer Deployable Heavy 
Operational Repair Squadron Engineer 
(RED HORSE) from both Fort Indiantown 
Gap and Horsham Air Guard Station 
deployed to build a medical clinic in 
support of Exercise Beyond the Horizon 
in La Blanca, Guatemala.

The clinic will be a location to identify 
disease and supply basic medical care to 
locals, with the capacity to serve approxi-
mately 100 patients per day. The area 
around the clinic is riddled with parasitic 
and insect-borne diseases, as well as hepa-
titis, HIV and AIDS. Aside from the newly-
constructed facility, the closest medical 
resource to the town is in Guatemala 
City—a treacherous 5-mi journey away.

Construction was not without challenges. 
Upon initial excavation of the area, the team 
quickly unearthed a myriad of utilized 
medical supplies: the site was a former 
medical waste dumping site. 

The polluted location, along with a water 
shortage and swarms of disease-carrying 
insects were a few of the many obstacles 

confronted by the team during the work, 
but “The Horse” charged on.

Overall, the mission was a tremendous 

Senior Airmen Daniel Clark, (left), and Matthew Patti, 201st RED HORSE Structures Technicians, 
Pennsylvania National Guard, attach a purlin beam to the trusses of a new medical clinic during Exercise 
Beyond the Horizon 2016 Guatemala.  U.S. AIR FORCE PHOTO BY SENIOR AIRMAN DILLON DAVIS
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success according to Senior Master Sgt. 
Ronald Hinsey, 111th RED HORSE 
Squadron, Detachment 1 Structures 
Superintendent. The medical clinic was 
properly erected for an area in desperate 
need, all while strengthening local and 
international bonds. 

The Guatemalan military supplied the 
beddown facilities for U.S. troops, as well as 
the armed security support for U.S. assets.
(Contributed by Tech. Sgt. Andria Allmond, 
111th Attack Wing Public Affairs)

OPENING WATERWAYS, SAVING LIVES 
A crew of soldiers from the 193rd 

Engineer Support Platoon cleared more 
then 200-T of debris from rivers earlier 
this summer in Webster County, W.V., in 
preparation for further expected rain.

Lt. Michael Judy, Commander of the 
193rd Engineer Support Platoon, hand-
picked soldiers from the 193rd and the 
119th Engineer Company to get the water 
flowing again around five bridges across 
the flood-affected areas.

Using an excavator and chainsaws, the 
team operated in areas including the Gauley 
River in Cowen. Two bridges crossed the 
river only 200-ft apart, causing half the river 
to still be blocked a week after the initial 
floodwaters raged through the area. 

Lt. Judy said this was a critical mission 
because of the potential rainfall. “That 
could be catastrophic for the area. If this 
builds up, it has the potential to be life 
threatening for the people in this area.” 

Every one of the soldiers has civilian 
experience. The experience and skill of 
Guardmembers is outstanding, Lt. Judy 
said, and without each individual soldier he 
could not get his mission done and could 
not possibly save lives. 

This is the last “hoo-rah” of the 193rd, 
however. The platoon is being absorbed into 
the 115th Engineer Company. “It’s kind of 
bittersweet to be the last commander of a 
unit,” Lt. Judy said, “especially when you 
spend two years with these outstanding 
gentlemen. I’m proud to see how they’ve 
[grown] and hopefully they go out and  

do better things with a bigger unit.” 
(Contributed by Sgt. Zoe Morris, 153rd 
Public Affairs Detachment)

Submit Military News items with 
high-resolution (300-dpi) electronic 
images, to editor@same.org.

A soldier from the 193rd Engineer Support 
Platoon clears debris from the Gauley River in 
Cowen, W.Va. U.S. ARMY PHOTO BY SGT. ZOE MORRIS, 153RD PUBLIC 

AFFAIRS DETACHMENT
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INVESTING IN HYDROPOWER
The Department of Energy (DOE) in 

July released a new report that assesses the 
future of hydropower through 2050. 

“Hydropower Vision: A New Chapter 
for America’s First Renewable Electricity 
Source” finds that with continued tech-
nology advancements, innovative market 
mechanisms, and a focus on environmental 
sustainability, hydropower in the United 
States could grow from 101-GW to nearly 
150-GW of combined electricity generation 
and storage capacity by 2050. Today, only 
3 percent of the nation’s dams currently 
generate electricity.

The report highlights key advances in 
pumped-storage, which can create an addi-
tional 36-GW of capacity. As more of the 
nation’s electricity comes from wind and 
solar energy, hydropower and pumped-
storage hydropower resources can provide 
the flexibility and reliability the electricity 
grid needs to deliver affordable clean energy 
to American homes and businesses.

Additionally, the report looks at the 
public health and environmental benefits. 
Between now and 2050, hydropower 
could save $209 billion from avoided 
damages from greenhouse gas emissions;  
$58 billion from avoided healthcare costs 
and economic damages due to air pollu-
tion; and 30-trillion-gal of water that would 
otherwise be used for steam generation or 
power plant cooling. 

Hydropower Vision also includes a road-
map that defines a range of actions needed 
to realize the economic and social benefits 
of increased hydropower in the future 
based on three foundational “pillars” of 
optimization, growth, and environmental 
sustainability. The roadmap finds that driv-
ing long-term cost reductions will require 
continued technology development and 
collaboration among industry experts, 
federal agencies, and academia.

In concert with the report’s release, 
DOE announced $9.8 million in available 
funding for up to 12 projects to develop 
innovative technologies that will reduce 
capital costs and deployment timelines 
for pumped-storage hydropower and  
non-powered dams. 

For more information, visit  
www.energy.gov/eere.
(Contributed by DOE)

IMPROVING AIRPORT EFFICIENCIES
A new airspace technology demonstra-

tion (ATD-2) laboratory was announced 
this summer at Charlotte Douglas 
International Airport in North Carolina. 

The laboratory, a partnership between 
the Department of Transportation and 
the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA), is part of a five-
year test project aimed at streamlining 
the arrival and departure of aircraft and 
improving surface operations to increase 
safety and efficiency and reduce fuel use 
in our nation’s aviation system.

The ATD-2 project is a major step in 
the government’s efforts to create the air 
transportation system of the future. This 
initiative will provide coordinated sched-
ules between the ramp, tower, terminal, and 
center control facilities, giving air traffic 
managers the tools to make better decisions 
about how to reduce congestion. 

NASA is committed to transforming 
aviation by dramatically reducing its 
environmental impact, helping maintain 
safety in more crowded skies, and paving 
the way for revolutionary aircraft shapes 
and propulsion. 

The agency projects that its green avia-
tion initiatives could save the commercial 
airline industry as much as $255 billion 
over the next 25 years.
(Contributed by NASA)

WARMING CONTINUES IN 2015
The recently released “State of the Climate 

in 2015” report, led by the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration’s National 
Centers for Environmental Information, 
confirms that 2015 surpassed 2014 as the 
warmest year on record since at least the 
mid-to-late 19th century.

Last year’s record heat resulted from a 
combination of global warming and one of 
the strongest El Niño patterns experienced 
since at least 1950, according to the more 
than 450 scientists who contributed to the 
report. They found that most indicators of 
climate change continued to reflect trends 
consistent with a global warming. 
Key Report Findings
• The 2015 average global carbon diox-

ide concentration was 399.4-ppm, an 
increase of 2.2-ppm compared with 2014.

• Aided by the strong El Niño, the 2015 
annual global surface temperature was 
0.76°–0.83°F (0.42°–0.46°C) above the 
1981–2010 average, surpassing the previ-
ous record set in 2014.

• The globally averaged sea surface temper-
ature was 0.59°–0.70°F (0.33°–0.39°C) 
above average, breaking the previous 
mark set in 2014.

• Global sea level measured about 2.75-in 
(70-mm) higher than that observed in 
1993, when satellite record-keeping for 
global sea level rise began.

The Department of Energy has released a new report looking at the future of hydropower through 
2050. Above, The Dalles Dam, located on the Columbia River in Oregon. PHOTO COURTESY USACE PORTLAND DISTRICT
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• There were 101 tropical 
cyclones total across all 
ocean basins in 2015, well 
above the 1981-2010 aver-
age of 82 storms. 

• The eastern/central Pacific 
had 26 named storms, 
the most since 1992. 
The North Atlantic, in 
contrast, had fewer storms 
than most years during the 
last two decades.

• The Arctic land surface 
temperature in 2015 was 
2.2°F (1.2°C) above the 
1981-2010 average, which 
tied 2007 and 2011 as the highest years on record. 
The State of the Climate report is published annually as a special 

supplement to the Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society. 
(Contributed by NOAA)

REDUCING BUILDING ENERGY USE
DOE announced it is investing $19 million through 18 inno-

vative projects to help improve the efficiency of homes, offices, 
schools, hospitals, restaurants and stores. 

Buildings are the largest energy consumer in the nation—
accounting for more than 40 percent of the nation’s total energy 
demand and greenhouse emissions, and resulting in an annual 
energy bill totaling $430 billion. 

On average, nearly one-third of this energy is wasted such 
as through heating, ventilation, air conditioning and refrigera-
tion systems (HVAC&R). It is estimated that the United States 
could save nearly $80 billion annually by reducing energy use in  
buildings by 20 percent.
Sensors & Controls 
• Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) will develop 

a platform for design and specification of HVAC control 
sequences—OpenBuildingControl—that inter-operates with 
both whole-building energy simulation and automated control 
implementation. 

• Carnegie Mellon University will develop a sensing and control 
system that can save significant energy by estimating the number 
of occupants in an area, and then adjusting HVAC operations. 

• PARC will develop a wireless system of peel-and-stick sensor 
nodes that are powered by radio frequency hubs, relaying data 
to building management systems that can reduce energy use.

• Clemson University will develop low-cost, digital, plug-and-play, 
passive radio-frequency identification sensors for measuring 
indoor and outdoor temperature. 

• University of California-Berkeley will create a low-cost, open-
source, wireless sensor system, which will be integrated with 
building management systems, their components, and smart-
phones, to enable installation of secure and easily deployed 
building energy efficiency applications, such as demand response.

• Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) will develop system-level 

NOAA IMAGE
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architecture for a plug-and-play multi-
sensor platform, which can use peel-
and-stick sensors less that one-quarter 
of an inch thick and powered by indoor, 
high-performance, flexible photovoltaics.

• SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory 
will develop a toolkit for DOE’s open-
source VOLTTRON platform, which 
supports building energy management 
and grid integration applications. 

• Columbia University will use metering 
and automated feedback to encourage 
occupants of multifamily buildings to 
save electricity by reducing appliance 
use or shifting use to non-peak hours.

HVAC&R & Joining Technologies 
• Optimized Thermal Systems will 

develop a manufacturing procedure for a 
serpentine heat exchanger for HVAC&R 
systems that has 90 percent fewer joints 
than current heat exchangers; joint leaks 
can release greenhouse gases into the 
atmosphere and reduce system efficiency.

• Ingersoll Rand will reduce refrigerant 
leaks and enhance HVAC&R systems’ 

efficiency by improving the strength and 
quality of brazed joints.

• ORNL will develop adhesive chemis-
tries for bonding aluminum and copper 
during heat exchanger manufacture, 
resulting in enhanced bonding and 
significant energy savings.

• ORNL will integrate its Ground-Level 
Integrated Diverse Energy Storage 
System with HVAC systems to provide 
efficient, building-integrated electrical 
and thermal energy storage.

• ORNL will develop a residential, gas-fired 
split heat pump that will use an ammonia 
refrigerant, which is not a greenhouse 
gas and can convert chemical energy to 
heating and cooling without using any 
moving seals.

Windows & Building Envelope
• LBNL will develop insulation that is 

two- to four-times more efficient than 
conventional materials and at a compa-
rable installed cost. The new insulation 
will make it easier and cost-effective to 
retrofit existing buildings.

• LBNL will extend its popular detailed 
envelope heat-transfer model THERM 
with moisture-transfer modeling capa-
bilities to help industry evaluate and 
design energy-efficient façades that miti-
gate moisture and problems, avoiding 
structural degradation and mold.

• Iowa State University will develop an 
infiltration diagnostics system that uses a 
laser to locally heat a portion of the build-
ing envelope, and then uses an infrared 
camera to pinpoint air leaks.

• Glint Photonics will develop a stationary, 
roof-mounted concentrating daylighting 
system that uses internal optics to track the 
sun in the sky and light guides to transmit 
the light to the building interior, reducing 
the energy use for electric lighting. 

Energy Modeling
• University of Miami will integrate several 

existing energy modeling packages to 
create a tool that is customized for the 
design and operational requirements of 
data centers and large computer rooms.

(Contributed by DOE)
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HELPING CITIES GO GREEN
The Environmental Protection Agency 

(EPA) has selected six cities to receive 
technical assistance with sustainable design 
strategies under its Greening America’s 
Communities (GAC) program. 

EPA will fund a team to visit each city 
to create designs that will support a larger 
planning and implementation process for a 
pilot area. The teams will provide assistance 
to help communities use green infrastruc-
ture and other environmentally friendly 
designs to create more walkable, bikeable, 
and vibrant neighborhoods.
2016 GAC Communities
• Columbia, S.C., will create designs to 

protect an urban stream and create a 
greenway that will minimize flooding 
and establish a walkable connection 
through the Capital City Mill District.

• Brownsville, Texas, will add green infra-
structure to the International Greenway 
along the U.S.-Mexico border to manage 
stormwater, create a more walkable street, 
and add shade and plants to cool an area 

experiencing higher temperatures due to 
climate change. 

• Muscatine, Iowa, will redesign a former 
state highway that now serves as a city 
street to help it become a safer gateway 
into downtown for both cars and bicycles.

• Multnomah County, Oregon, will create 
designs for streets and public spaces in 
the Jade District to address heat island 
and air quality issues, manage storm-
water, bolster infill development, and 
support the character and concerns of 
the surrounding community.

• Oklahoma City will use green infra-
structure to minimize flooding from a 
local stream and make improvements to 
streets in four neighborhoods that will 
increase safety and improve quality of 
life for residents.

• Honolulu will receive assistance to 
design street improvements and green 
infrastructure to better support walking 
and economic development around two 
planned rail stations.

(Contributed by EPA)

SUPPORTING NUCLEAR CLEANUP 
DOE has announced up to $40 million 

for four new Energy Frontier Research 
Centers (EFRCs) to accelerate the scien-
tific breakthroughs needed to support its 
environmental management and nuclear 
cleanup mission. 

The four centers will be led by Florida 
State University, Ohio State University, the 
University of South Carolina and DOE’s 
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory. 

The EFRCs will conduct basic research 
aimed at assisting with the cleanup of 
hazardous waste that resulted from decades 
of nuclear weapons research and produc-
tion. The goal is to achieve fundamental 
advances in science to enable safe, efficient, 
and cost-effective waste cleanup and storage 
technologies. The new centers are funded 
by DOE’s Office of Science and designed to 
support the work of the department’s Office 
of Environmental Management. 

Since it was established in 2009, the 
EFRC program has produced more than 
7,500 peer-reviewed scientific publications 
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and helped lay the scientific groundwork 
for fundamental advances in solar energy, 
electrical energy storage, carbon capture 
and sequestration, materials and chemistry 
by design, biosciences, and materials in 
extreme environments.  
(Contributed by DOE)

MONITORING CLIMATES FROM SPACE
NASA and the U.S. Agency for 

International Development (USAID) have 
opened a new environmental monitoring 
program in West Africa that will enhance 
the role of space-based observations in the 
management of climate-sensitive issues 
facing the world.

SERVIR-West Africa, based in Niamey, 
Niger, is one of four NASA-USAID spon-
sored centers operating in developing 
regions of the world. The center is the 
newest facility for a growing global commu-
nity of scientists and decision-makers who 
are using publicly available data from space 
to manage climate-sensitive issues, such 
as food security, water resources, land use 

change and natural disasters.
Teams of scientists at SERVIR-West 

Africa will draw on a continuous stream 
of space-based climate, weather and other 
data from NASA’s constellation of Earth 
observing satellites, sharing timely infor-
mation with policy makers, government 
agencies and other stakeholders in Ghana, 
Burkina Faso, Senegal and Niger to address 
critical regional issues, such as food security 
and fresh water availability.

SERVIR’s global network of regional 
knowledge centers also includes the 
Regional Center for Mapping of Resources 
for Development in Nairobi, Kenya, 
serving eastern and southern Africa; 
the International Centre for Integrated 
Mountain Development in Kathmandu, 
Nepal, serving the Hindu-Kush-Himalaya 
region; and the Asian Disaster Preparedness 
Center in Bangkok, Thailand, serving the 
lower Mekong region of Southeast Asia.

For more information, visit  
www.servirglobal.net.
(Contributed by NASA)
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LOCAL RESILIENCE IN ACTION 
The Boulder County Collaborative, a partnership that was 

formed by communities of Boulder County, Colo., in response to 
the catastrophic floods that struck the region in September 2013, 
has used the National Institute of Standards and Technology’s 
(NIST) Community Resilience Planning Guide for Buildings and 
Infrastructure Systems to develop and adopt its own resilience 
design performance standard for community facilities and 
infrastructure systems. 

This partnership marks one of the first times that the strategies 
and procedures documented in the NIST guide have been followed 
on a large community scale.

The new Boulder County standard will allow the cities and towns 
within the Collaborative (Boulder, Lafayette, Longmont, Louisville, 
Jamestown, Lyons, and Nederland) to establish long-term “time-
to-recovery” goals for all hazards that could affect the county’s 
building clusters and the infrastructure systems—such as energy, 
water, bridges and culverts—that support them. Based on the NIST 
guidelines, these goals set the desired resilience performance (the 
ability to prepare and plan for, absorb, recover from and adapt to 
hazards) for both structures and infrastructures over a long time 
period, which is defined by Boulder County as 50 years. 

Stated the county’s report: “The power of the NIST approach 
to community resilience is that these time-to-recovery goals for 
facilities are not considered in isolation. The infrastructure that 

supports the facilities must also meet the goal.”
For more information, visit www.nist.gov/el/resilience/guide.

(Contributed by NIST)

The Colorado floods of 2013 spurred affected Boulder County communities 
to develop and adopt a resilience design performance standard for facilities 
and infrastructure systems. COLORADO NATIONAL GUARD PHOTO

Submit Energy & Sustainability News items, with high-
resolution images, to editor@same.org.
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Compiled by Lewis E. “Ed” Link, Ph.D., M.SAME

AN INTEGRATED APPROACH
The U.S. Army Engineering Research and 

Development Center (ERDC) Construction 
Engineering Research Laboratory 
(CERL) has developed and supports the 
Sustainment Management System (SMS). 

The SMS suite contains four modules, 
BUILDER and ROOFER for building 
facilities, and PAVER and RAILER for 
transportation infrastructure. Additional 
modules are under development for fuels 
infrastructure (FUELER) and utility infra-
structure (Utilities SMS). Furthermore, an 
enterprise capability is being developed to 
support analysis across different asset types. 

The systems exist as individual applica-
tions for managing assets. This approach 
works well when managing asset domains 
individually. But it does not consider the 
complex synergies and interdependencies 
among different facility types. 

As the Department of Defense (DOD) 
moves to a more joint operating environ-
ment, advanced planning requires a more 
holistic, integrated approach. ERDC is 
developing a next generation enterprise 
application that will integrate the disparate 
applications into a common, modernized 
information technology platform for SMS 
information. This enterprise application 
portal is designed to remove the proverbial 
firewalls or “stovepipes” between different 
asset management domains, and move to 
an integrated architecture. 

This enterprise platform will enhance 
comprehensive facilities portfolio manage-
ment and streamline complex business 
processes. Like cloud-based solutions, it 
will be available to anyone with internet 
access and the appropriate permissions.

Utilities SMS. The initial version of 
U.SMS (version 1.0) will include water and 
electrical infrastructure, and will require 

input from linear-segmented installation 
geographic information system data files. It 
will contain the utilities inventory, provide 
age-based or direct rating capabilities to 
score linear segmented data with red, 
amber, and green assessments, and provide 
life expectancy-based replacement invest-
ment forecasts. The system will be web 
enabled, and generate reports and work 
plans. Future development upgrades will 
include modules for wastewater, storm 
water, natural gas, and thermal systems.

U.SMS data fields are aligned with 
the Spatial Data Standard for Facilities, 
Infrastructure & Environment version 3.1 
format. U.SMS meets the mandate for all 
real property facilities and components 
to be assessed and rated using an SMS 
or alternate data system that generates a 

Facility Condition Index. The system will be 
compatible with enterprise SMS software. 

The Air Force Civil Engineer Center 
provided funding for development of this 
new software. Field testing is anticipated 
to begin during 2016. 

FUELER. Over the course of many years, 
the U.S. Air Force’s Air Combat Command 
has developed a structured, repeatable 
assessment methodology for fuel assets. The 
procedures were initially based on a list of 
questions that captured the major aspects of 
an operational fuel facility. Eventually, the 
information and knowledge was captured 
in a software solution, ACC FAST. 

With Defense Logistics Agency support, 
ERDC/CERL in collaboration with the 
ERDC Information Technology Lab 
(ITL) took ownership of the ACC FAST 

Effective and proactive asset management is an important goal of the Department of Defense given  
the substantial real property it has worldwide. Above, workers pave roads at a training area in Bulgaria. 
USACE PHOTO BY MARK NEDZBALA

PLANNING AHEAD MATTERS
Asset management continues to be a major focus for reduc-

ing costs and increasing capabilities of defense infrastructure. 
Promoting a culture of safety is equally critical to ensuring 
effective and sustainable operations. 

This Technology News column looks at recent advances in the 
tools available for managing installation assets, including both 
water distribution and fuel systems; it examines the potential 
risks encountered working on cultural, historic, or natural sites; 

and it provides an example of the continuing efforts to address 
safety issues related to infrastructure, in this case accessing a ship 
at a dock or pier via brows. 

Given the U.S. military’s substantial real property assets, 
making progress toward more effectively operating and main-
taining them will lead to a better and safer living and working 
environment, better operational efficiency, and a lowered risk 
of mission interruption or failure.—E.L.
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code base in order to further develop its 
functionality and integrate the solution 
into the broader SMS. The work aims to 
provide fuels engineers and managers with 
a computer software technology to support 
fuel asset lifecycle management. Major 
features include fuel facility management, 
condition assessment, project management, 
document management, and work plan 

analysis in a modern software platform. 
ERDC-CERL and ERDC-ITL recently 

presented an Initial Operating Capability 
of the software to the Federal Fuels 
Engineering Panel at the Defense Logistics 
Agency. The demonstration was well 
received and included example scenarios 
of the next-generation solution architecture 
and technical foundation for SMS FUELER 

running on the Windows operating system. 
Initial Operating Capability pilot assess-
ments are scheduled to begin in the first 
quarter of FY2017, with full operating 
capability scheduled in early FY2018. 
For more information, contact Clint Wil-
son, ERDC-CERL, at clint.wilson@usace.
army.mil (Utilities); Mike Grussing, Ph.D., 
ERDC-CERL, at michael.d.grussing@us-
ace.army.mil (Enterprise); or Joe Karbarz, 
ERDC-ITL, at joseph.e.karbarz@usace.
army.mil (Fuels). 

WATER SYSTEM REHABILITATION 
Deteriorating infrastructure is receiving 

a great deal of interest across the United 
States. Limited rehabilitation of aging water 
pipe systems has resulted in many water 
main pipes reaching their useful service life, 
creating a high risk of pipe failure. 

In general, the condition of water distri-
bution systems on Army installations is 
similar to that of U.S. communities at large, 
where a 15 percent leakage rate is the target. 

At Fort Leonard Wood, Mo., the ERDC-
CERL net zero water team prioritized 
rehabilitation of water main pipe areas 
based upon their remaining service life. 
The team produced a future pipe replace-
ment expenditure plan, based on industry 
models, that can be used as an example for 
other installations to follow.

The “Buried No Longer” pipe replace-
ment modeling tool was developed by the 
American Water Works Association using 
the data collected and methods used for the 
National Mains Replacement Model, using 
the Nessie Model approach. This model 
allows the user to generate utility-scale 
estimates of possible water main replace-
ment needs based on the national study. 
The model also generates a view of how 
a cap on replacement expenditures in the 
short term may affect future replacement 
requirements. The model requires a vari-
ety of installation-specific data, including 
distribution system age, population served, 
expected growth rate, pipe costs, and pipe 
materials and sizes. 

Without such data the model can be 
run using assumptions derived from 
survey data for similar sized systems in 
the same geographic region. It is possible 
to compare the results of analysis using 
sub-model defaults with analysis using 
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installation-specific data where available.
Ideally, a pipe should be replaced before it 

reaches the end of service life when replace-
ment or rehabilitation is less expensive than 
the costs of numerous unscheduled breaks 
and associated emergency repairs. 

For Fort Leonard Wood, the results 
of both the pipe material and pipe size 
categories show that annual replacement 
expenditures will increase over time, peak-
ing at a level of $850,000 in 2038. Major 
expenditures during the investment years 
are incurred by pipes with diameters 
between 6-in and 10-in, initially asbestos 
cement and later cast iron pipes. 

The base case results also illustrate that 
the per capita replacement cost is projected 
to double over the analysis period with an 
expected annual inflation rate of 2.1 percent 
compared to the projection. 
For more information, contact Elis-
abeth Jenicek, ERDC-CERL, at 
elisabeth.m.jenicek@usace.army.mil; or 
Bryan Parker, Fort Leonard Wood, Mo., at 
bryan.l.parker.civ@mail.mil. 

MANAGING WATER WITH DATA
Typically, a big challenge to an effective 

water management program is the lack of 
detailed end use data in order to evaluate 
water use intensity.

A recent ERDC-CERL effort capital-
ized on water meters in buildings at Fort 
Leonard Wood. When coupled with porta-
ble flow recorders containing data logging 
capability, these meters provided flow data 
at a scale that allowed detailed analysis. 

The use of Meter-Master 100EL Flow 
Recorders was initiated at Fort Leonard 
Wood in June 2013. Since that time, flow 
recorders have been rotated between 12 
different buildings—ranging from barracks 
and battalion headquarters to clinics and 
dining facilities. This effort gave a better 
understanding of where significant water 
consumption occurs on the base in a real 
time setting. The analysis also can pinpoint 
potential leaks, losses, and other sources of 
unaccounted for consumption. 

The flow recorders capture absolute 
amounts of water flow through the service 

pipe in real time. The recording interval 
ranges from 10 seconds to one minute, with 
operation from 30 to 90 days, respectively. 
The effort at Fort Leonard Wood employed 
a one-minute interval. Data were down-
loaded at three-month intervals using 
Meter-Master Model 100 Software on a 
laptop computer. The units were relocated to 
new buildings after a year’s worth of meter 
data had been collected in order to capture 
seasonal variability of water demand.

The flow recorder sensor, which is 
connected to the device with a cable, is 
affixed to the side of the meter body using 
a Velcro strap. The software must be used 
to configure the recorder for the specific 
meter model and pipe diameter and for 
the desired recording interval.

Following collection of both flow 
recorder and end use factor data, the two 
data sets were combined to produce a longi-
tudinal record of water use intensity (WUI) 
for each building. 

The use of flow recorders to evalu-
ate building-scale water use can identify 
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demand patterns that point to the need for further investigation. 
Comparing water flow with end use factors can establish WUI 
values that are normal and those that fall outside of the expected 
ranges. This technology is readily available and can be adopted by 
any installation to improve water management programs.
For more information, contact Elisabeth Jenicek, ERDC-CERL, 
at elisabeth.m.jenicek@usace.army.mil; or Jeannie Elseman, Fort 
Leonard Wood, Mo., at jeannie.m.elseman.civ@mail.mil. 

INCREASING SAFETY OF BROWS
Brows are movable bridges used by personnel to board or leave 

a ship, submarine, or other vessel while in port. 
The U.S. Navy owns over 650 brows, some as old as 50 years. 

The brows are essential in accessing a ship when it is docked 
at a pier. But they may be placed at a steep angle elevating the 
walking surface well above the deck or the pier. In most cases, 
shipping pallets are improperly used as makeshift stairs to access 
the brow in these conditions. Injuries have occurred as the pallets 
are unsuitable to be used in this manner. 

Throughout the Navy’s inventory there are numerous types of 
brows, each one with varying design elements. Because each brow 
is different, it is difficult to produce a single “one-solution-fits-all” 
design to alleviate the trip, slip, and fall safety issue associated 
with current practice. Brows must be adaptable to various shore 
configurations and different types of ships. For instance, brows 
can connect a patrol craft, a submarine, or an aircraft carrier to 
stair towers on the pier side or directly to the pier. 

Naval Facilities Engineering and Expeditionary Warfare Center 
(NAVFAC EXWC) evaluated brows under the Navy Mishap 
Prevention & Hazard Abatement program and produced two 
design solutions for a modified option. 

New Designs. The first design is a Ramp Box Assembly. It 
includes a rugged ramp box with a stowable pedestrian ramp. The 
Ramp Box Assembly would attach with structural fasteners to the 

Flow recorder being attached to meter and programmed. ERDC-CERL PHOTO
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underside of a new (or possibly an existing) 
brow on each end. Pedestrian ramps can be 
set by placing ramp attachment hooks into 
pre-made slots. When not in use the ramps 
are stowed in the rugged ramp boxes. 

The second design option is a bolt-
on Hook and Pin Ramp Kit that can be 
attached to a new or existing brow. The kit 
requires minor modifications to be made 
to the brow: drilling holes and adding 
threaded inserts for the hook fasteners. 
The ramp length is minimally 3-ft long; 
however, any ramp length can be fabricated. 

Field Test. In 2015, the Navy evaluated 
both options at the Ship Repair Facility, 
Japan Regional Maintenance Center, 
Yokosuka, Japan. A new brow was built 
with two Ramp Box Assemblies and one 
Hook and Pin Ramp Kit. The Hook and Pin 
Ramp lengths supplied for the demonstra-
tion effort were 3-ft and 4-ft long.

During the evaluation, both safety brow 
prototype design options (Ramp Box 
Assemblies and Hook and Pin Ramp Kit) 
operated as intended. 

Improvements to the Ramp Box 
Assembly design include a rugged ramp box 
that is thinner to minimize the step down 
height from the walking surface of the brow 
to the pedestrian ramp; lower ramp attach-
ment slots to accommodate a variation in 
position of the brow; a different mechanism 
to secure the ramp in the “step” position; 
and replacing the commercial-off-the-shelf 
pedestrian ramp with a custom ramp. 

Improvements to the Hook and Pin 
Ramp system include redesigning the 
hooks to eliminate any pinch points and 
so they can be easily and rapidly removed 

when not in use; using a less reflective mate-
rial for the ramp surface; providing multiple 
hook attachment locations; and providing 
a fixture to attach the ramps to the side of 
the brow while not in use.

NAVFAC EXWC has implemented 
recommendations based on the field test 
and expects to contract for an improved 
safety brow with pedestrian ramps and ramp 
boxes for retrofitting existing brows. 
For more information, contact Natasha 
Reed, NAVFAC EXWC, at natasha.reed@
navy.mil; or Martin McMorrow, NAVFAC 
EXWC, at martin.v.mcmorrow@navy.mil.

IMPROVING SITUATIONAL AWARENESS
U.S. warfighters have a legal obligation to 

avoid actions that may result in unneces-
sary damage to significant cultural, historic, 
or natural (CHN) sites, to the extent prac-
tical and consistent with mission neces-
sity. Yet there is currently no systematic 
approach or data schema for identifying 
and communicating risks on such sites to 
military planners, operators and trainers. 

A National Defense Center for Energy 
and Environment demonstration and 
validation project—the Consolidated 
Environmental Resource Data Information 
Process (CERDIP)—has confirmed the need 
for a standardized process for collecting, 
visualizing, and downloading geospatial 
CHN data to improve situational awareness 
in support of operations overseas.

CERDIP was developed to provide a 
repeatable process of obtaining, converting 
and displaying information on nationally 
and internationally recognized CHN sites 
and properties. The process was developed 

within an unclassified environment. The 
data was formatted to ensure compli-
ance with standards that would allow for 
seamless insertion into defense and intel-
ligence mapping platforms. A prototype 
database was populated with CHN data for 
five representative African countries. An 
integrated existing visualization platform 
operated by the Pacific Disaster Center was 
leveraged that allowed for easier viewing 
and exchange of information for situational 
awareness and decision support. 

The resulting standardized geospatial 
data schema and leveraged visualization 
platform were shown to be valuable for 
operational planning: siting of contingency 
bases and logistic hubs; military training; 
and engagement with partner militaries. 

Monetary and diplomatic risk can be 
reduced as well if the warfighter is provided 
better situational awareness of sensitive 
sites, as this allows for less disruptive, and 
alternative movement and concentration 
of forces where possible. 

The CERDIP data schema also influenced 
a No Strike List template under develop-
ment by the U.S. Committee for the Blue 
Shield for use by the military. 
For more information, contact Steven 
Hearne P.E., Environmental Technol-
ogy Office, Office of the Deputy Assistant 
Secretary of the Army (Environment, 
Safety, and Occupational Health), at 
steven.r.hearne.civ@mail.mil.

(Left) Typical brow installation. (Right) “Safety Brow” option two, Hook & Pin Ramp. PHOTOS COURTESY NAVFAC EXWC
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On August 23, 2011, a 5.8-magnitude 
earthquake, with an epicenter 84-mi 
southwest of Washington, D.C., damaged 
several buildings across the national 
capital region, including the Washington 
Monument. Decorative scrim and night 
lighting hid scaffolding during repairs. 
PHOTOS COURTESY PERINI 
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Managing History
 
As the National Park Service turns 
100 years old, in a time of budget 
constraints and ever-urgent priorities, 
it must remain innovative and flexible 
to fulfill its mission of protecting and 
preserving the nation’s natural and 
historic resources for future generations. 
 
By Brian Labbe, M.SAME, and Robert Collie

One hundred years ago, in August 1916, 
the National Park Service (NPS) was created 
to protect and preserve the nation’s natural 
and historic resources for the enjoyment 
of future generations. Today, the agency is 
responsible for more than 400 sites in the 
United States and its territories, including 
parks, landmarks, monuments, battlefields, 
cemeteries, scenic trails, and other markers 
of historic and natural heritage. 

Stewardship has required sound manage-
ment, sensitivity to public needs, and the 
wise use of limited financial resources. Even 
so, reports for 2015 indicate an $11.9 billion 
backlog in deferred maintenance. While 
NPS will likely continue to face the chal-
lenge of fulfilling its mission amid budget 
constraints and ever-urgent priorities, three 
high-profile projects—the Washington 
Monument, Ellis Island, and Alcatraz 
Island—demonstrate how it is managing 
to sustain its assets in response to natural 
disasters and normal wear and tear.

WASHINGTON MONUMENT
When completed and opened to the 

public in 1888, the Washington Monument 
was the tallest structure in the world. While 
surpassed a year later by the Eiffel Tower 
and by many other structures since, the 
monument does remain the tallest unre-
inforced, load-bearing masonry structure. 
NPS assumed responsibility for the monu-
ment in 1933 and has maintained it through 
periodic preservation efforts since.

On August 23, 2011, a 5.8-magnitude 
earthquake, with an epicenter 84-mi south-
west of Washington, D.C., damaged several 
buildings in the national capital region, 
including the Washington Monument. 
Cracks and fallen debris were evident. The 
interior of the monument was believed to 
be structurally sound. Nevertheless, it was 
closed for public safety. 

NPS immediately initiated a program to 
expedite repairs. Congress appropriated 
half of the $15 million budget on condition 
that the funds be matched from private 
sources. Philanthropist David Rubenstein 
donated the $7.5 million match.

Damage assessment was conducted in 
dramatic fashion. A team of architecture 
and engineering consultants skilled in 
rope-access techniques rappelled down the 
monument for a stone-by-stone inspec-
tion. The most severe damage was observed 
along the top 100-ft, particularly at the 
pyramidion (the top 55-ft), where some 
stones had not only cracked but shifted.

For repair crews to reach the damaged 
areas, scaffolding was erected from the base 
to the 555-ft peak. Progressing by hand and 
winch at a rate of 25-ft per day, the scaffold-
ing was supported by a tension-pressure 
system with padded braces on the corners 
and sides every 26-ft to prevent damage 
to the monument. Work platforms were 
constructed every 100-ft and supported 16 
motorized swing stages to provide access to 
the repairs. Although the monument was 
not admitting visitors, it still made a bold 
visual statement on the National Mall. To 
project a more aesthetic appearance during 
repairs, NPS elected to drape the monu-
ment and scaffolding with decorative scrim 
and lighting. This strategy, well received 
during previous restoration work, was again 
welcomed by the public.

With scaffolding up, NPS and its general 
contractor team took a closer look to 
confirm previously discovered damage and 
identify additional needed repairs. Under 
a rigorous quality control program, each 
stone panel was meticulously mapped, 
noting its condition, and indicating the 
type and size of remedy to be applied. 

Mockups were created of each type of 
repair to determine the most effective tech-
niques. Work included repointing, epoxy 
injection, caulking, and Dutchman repairs 
to replace damaged portions of marble. At 
the pyramidion, interior saddle anchors 
were installed to secure the stone panels 
to the ribs for greater stability.

The project was safely and successfully 
completed in time for a grand reopening on 
May 12, 2014. The Washington Monument 
emerged again as a durable memorial to 
our first president and a symbol of the 
strength and stability of the country.

ELLIS ISLAND
From 1892 to 1954, Ellis Island served as 

the main East Coast immigration station 
into the United States. Many citizens can 
trace their ancestry to the 12 million immi-
grants who passed through the Gateway to 
America. In 1965, the island was named 
part of the Statue of Liberty National 
Monument, and a restoration program, 
led by Lee Iacocca, received substantial 
support from public donations. By 1990, 
the island’s Main Immigration Building 
opened as a museum and it now welcomes 
three million visitors each year.

On October 29, 2012, unprecedented 
storm surges from Superstorm Sandy inun-
dated Ellis Island, flooding the museum’s 
basement and destroying electrical and 
mechanical equipment. Although exhibits 
were spared, loss of the building’s climate 
control system forced the removal of more 
than a million artifacts to a safer location 
to prevent their deterioration. 

After cleanup, Ellis Island reopened to 
the public in October 2013. Temporary 

Under a rigorous quality control 
program, each stone panel was 
meticulously mapped, noting its 
condition, and indicating the type and 
size of remedy to be applied.
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heating, cooling, and electrical systems 
ensured staff and visitor comfort. The return 
of mementos of immigrants’ journeys and 
reinstallation of interpretative exhibits had 
to await restoration of permanent systems.

In appropriating Sandy relief funds, new 
federal policies required that reconstruction 
take into account best available guidance 
from the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA). Rebuilt structures and 
systems had to be placed at least 1-ft above 
the 100-year flood plain and critical systems 
at least 2-ft above. For Ellis Island, NPS 
determined that 3-ft above the flood stage 
was both preferable and practical.

In the powerhouse, a new mezzanine 
level was constructed to keep replacement 
boilers and chillers above the flood line. 
Electrical switchgear and panels were relo-
cated to upper floors in the powerhouse and 
the Main Immigration Building. Ductwork 
was installed with insulation on the outside 
where it can easily be replaced if damaged.  
Moving new air handlers to upper floors 
would have affected the historic appearance 
of the Main Immigration Building, so they 

were installed in the basement. However, 
all essential plumbing, fire protection, 
mechanical, electrical, and fire alarm build-
ing services are now in line with FEMA and 
NPS guidelines. Once the new systems were 
operational, artifacts previously on display 
were returned in the fall of 2015 and new 
exhibits were added to the museum.

ALCATRAZ ISLAND
The long history of Alcatraz Island 

includes service as a U.S. military fort 
and prison beginning in the 1850s, but it 
is best known for the federal penitentiary 
established there in the 1930s. Alcatraz 
gained fame for its austere appearance, the 
notoriety of its inmates, and the treacherous 
currents of San Francisco Bay that deterred 
escape attempts. When the prison closed in 
1963, Alcatraz was essentially abandoned.

American Indian protests to reclaim 
Alcatraz in the 1960s and early 1970s 
brought national attention to Native 
American culture and new awareness of 
the island’s historical value. Opened to the 
public in 1973, the once-forbidden island 

proved a popular attraction. It was named 
a national landmark in 1986.

Funds were not immediately forthcoming 
to reverse the deterioration from age and 
the harsh ocean environment. At Alcatraz, 
as with so many of the national resources 
entrusted to its care, NPS increasingly has 
relied on volunteers, private donations, 
support from foundations and non-profit 
organizations, and public-private partner-
ships in addition to congressional appropria-
tions. Fundraising took a creative turn when 
crumbling concrete was put to good use in a 
play on the prison’s nickname by offering a 

(Top) Although museum exhibits at Ellis Island were spared from storm surges during Superstorm 
Sandy, the building’s electrical and mechanical equipment was destroyed and had to be completely 
replaced. (Right) A project is currently underway at the cellhouse at Alcatraz Island to repair concrete 
and reinforce steel on exterior walls, patch interior walls, install cathodic protection to control corrosion, 
and restore historic windows and doors. 
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piece of “The Rock” in return for donations.
As funding gradually became avail-

able, NPS began a significant multi-year 
program to restore the historic character of 
Alcatraz and improve public safety. A proj-
ect is currently underway at the cellhouse 
to repair concrete and reinforce steel on 
exterior walls, patch interior walls, install 
cathodic protection to control corrosion, 
and restore historic windows and doors. 
Extensive scaffolding and shielding was 
erected for removal of hazardous lead paint 
and for carrying out the repairs. Work 
restrictions and noise and visual barriers 

were implemented to protect the birds that 
make the island their home, including some 
endangered species. Alcatraz remains open 
to the public during construction.

INTO THE FUTURE 
NPS’s openness to novel repair and resto-

ration techniques and to innovative funding 
solutions is yielding outstanding results. 
However, challenges will only multiply for 
the foreseeable future. 

In the march of history, new elements of 
our heritage that deserve protection will 
be added to the agency’s charge. To keep 

these treasures alive for as long as possible, 
NPS must prepare to confront threats to 
vulnerable sites—from earthquakes to wild-
fire to climate change to rising sea levels, 
while constantly fighting a rearguard action 
against the passage of time. NPS’ centennial 
is cause for justifiable pride, but it must also 
provoke reflection and hard decisions on 
the investments needed to maintain our 
country’s history for the next 100 years.

Brian Labbe, M.SAME, is Senior Vice President and Robert 
Collie is Project Manager, Perini Management Services Inc. 
They can be reached at 508-628-2807, or blabbe@perini.
com; and 508-628-2625, or rcollie@perini.com.
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Efforts Today, for Tomorrow
Supporting Asset Management  
through Effective Project Management
 
The Walla Walla District of the U.S.  
Army Corps of Engineers incorporates 
project management principles in each 
phase of managing its hydropower dam 
assets to ensure the best possible return 
on investment to the public. 
 
By Capt. Brent N. Vance, USA 

On the lower Snake and Columbia 
Rivers, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE) maintains many dams that are 
in constant need of small upgrades to 
their hydropower assets. Improvements to 
efficiency, safety, and capability are met in 
part through USACE Walla Walla District’s 
Small Capital Program. 

Asset management is key throughout the 
process. In fact, the work starts before an 
asset even exists, and is continued once it is 
procured and then maintained, improved 
or replaced. Just like any business upgrad-
ing its machinery, Walla Walla District 
makes sure a renovation will add the most 
possible value during the planning phase 
of project management. Then, throughout 
project execution, the future management 
of the asset at the dam is taken into account. 
This allows USACE to deploy, maintain 
and upgrade dam hydropower assets in 
a manner that provides the best possible 
return on investment to the public. 

FRAMEWORK FOR SUCCESS
Asset management across USACE is inte-

grated into program and project manage-
ment through Engineering Regulation 
5-1-11, USACE Business Process. Just as 
soldiers follow procedures to prepare for 
a combat mission, a project is carried out 

within a framework to provide consis-
tency and structure. While the framework 
USACE uses was arrived at through years 
of refining and looks familiar to anyone 
acquainted with the Project Management 
Institute’s Project Management Body of 
Knowledge, it is written specifically to 
meet our organization’s needs. 

Asset management is supported from 
project inception through closeout within 
the framework of the Project Management 
Business Process. Projects that are in 
the approval stage are identified by asset 
assignment and are even called “Asset Work 
Orders.” This document communicates 
to each of the stakeholders what asset is 
being procured or improved and how the 
value of the asset will be affected. Once 
projects are approved, they are set up in a 
project management automated informa-
tion system (P2) that facilitates schedule 
and resource requirement establishment. 
Then the projects are funded and financially 
managed through the Corps of Engineers 
Financial Management System (CEFMS). 

CEFMS is used to record obligations and 
expenditures applied to individual assets. 
P2 helps project managers build projects 
that fit asset management requirements. 
The process gives managers a combined 
focus on asset and project management. 
In fact, our mission as program managers 
actually parallels the definition of asset 
management: “a systematic process of 
deploying, operating, maintaining, upgrad-
ing, and disposing of assets cost-effectively.”

MANAGEABLE APPROACH 
USACE, like most project-based organi-

zations, uses a work breakdown structure 
(WBS) to divide a project into manageable 
pieces. Our breakdown structure is similar 
to what others in industry use, but Level 2 
of our WBS is assigned as an Asset Level. 
This level captures all costs attributable 

to the asset and is similar to what some 
organizations use on Level 1. 

At Level 3 of the WBS, we capture 
deliverables such as pre-design, design, 
acquisition, construction supervision and 
administration, and close-out. Under each 
of these three levels, there are activities or 
sub-level breakdown structures to capture 
specific deliverables. This system ensures 
that cost allocation during project execu-
tion supports asset management.
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McNary Lock and Dam is located on the 
Columbia River in northeastern Oregon. 

Each area of the dam has capital assets that 
are supported through USACE Walla Walla 

District’s Small Capital Program.  
USACE PHOTOS BY JEREMY BROWNFIELD

AUTOMATED SYSTEMS
Walla Walla District’s project manage-

ment software allows the use of a WBS and 
activities to schedule and manage resources, 
and to communicate fiscal requirements to 
CEFMS. Both USACE and the Bonneville 
Power Administration (BPA) have a stake 
in seeing that hydropower assets work effi-
ciently at the dams. Funds are allocated 
proportionally based on predetermined 
hydropower cost share requirements for 

each dam. There is a fiduciary responsibility 
to use the money for its intended purpose. 

CEFMS supports the allocation, obliga-
tion and expenditures of funds, and the 
capitalization of assets in accordance with 
USACE and BPA policies. For example, 
when McNary Lock and Dam was origi-
nally completed on the Columbia River in 
1954, two fish ladders were built with extra 
openings at their bases. These openings are 
no longer needed due to operational flow 

changes. Because the openings no longer 
help fish passage—and because they also 
make dewatering fish ladders for routine 
maintenance costly and time consuming— 
it was necessary to make a change. 

To remedy the issue, permanent rein-
forced concrete closures needed to be 
placed. Both BPA funding and congres-
sional allocations were brought together in 
the agreed-upon proportions in USACE’s 
financial management system. The project 
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was prioritized; an Asset Work Order was produced; 
a project was established in P2; a WBS was developed; 
and activities were created to schedule and resource 
work to produce a deliverable. 

USACE’s automated systems served a forcing func-
tion to get proportional funding in place and assign 
all project costs for capitalization of the asset.

PROJECT-CENTRIC APPROACH
The Walla Walla District’s Small Capital Program 

supports asset management in every step of the 
project management process. The program remains 
project-centric while maintaining focus on setting 
assets up for success through planning and executing 
projects within the agency’s framework. 

Today’s projects become tomorrow’s managed 
assets at the dams. While this asset focus means 
that managers need additional training and support,  
the end result is project management effectively 
supporting asset management.

Capt. Brent N. Vance, USA, is Small Capital Program Manager, USACE 
Walla Walla District; 509-251-0213, or brent.n.vance@usace.army.mil.

LEVERAGING FLEXIBILITY 
For my college internship, I worked as an estimator at a small construc-

tion firm. Everything we did was centered on successfully bidding 
and completing commercial projects. On the other hand, my older 
brother worked designing cellular telephones. Even though we were 
both completing projects, everyone in his organization reported to 
functional managers with specific expertise. While Walla Walla District, 
doctrinally, has a project structure, more practically, it lies somewhere 
between a project and a functional organization. This corresponds to 
more of a matrix organization—we have functional areas of expertise 
and project managers to report to. That ensures the right people are 
involved to allow us to be good at asset management on the dams while 
we are planning and executing projects. Our resources are comprised 
of many assets that are owned by functional managers. This provides 
the flexibility to apply resources to support asset management. Project 
managers are periodically employed to perform project-specific tasks 
to make improvements to the assets, or to replace them.

Thanks to the functional aspect of the district’s organization, project 
management is not approached within a vacuum of a single project 
perspective and we are able to manage the effects of projects across all 
assets at our six hydropower dams.—B.V.

Turbines are comprised of small individual assets that need to be maintained to keep the system operating, such as external thrust bearing oil coolers (shown 
above) that remove heat caused by friction.
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DEMOLITION
Clearing the Way for Future Flight
 
Kennedy Space Center in Florida is 
undertaking major infrastructure 
demolition and deconstruction work  
to make room for new space exploration 
programs to take off. 
 
By Kim Rivera, P.E., and Doug Toth, Ph.D., P.E., 
M.SAME

Unused federal and military structures 
and facilities are costly to maintain. In 
many cases, demolition or deconstruc-
tion can prove highly effective and reduce 
operations and maintenance (O&M) costs. 
The demolition program of Kennedy Space 
Center in Florida is an excellent model for 
successful facility management, energy 
efficiency, and material recycling/reuse.

Kennedy Space Center, which has 
served as the processing and launch center 
for the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA) for more than five 
decades, is undergoing major infrastructure 
changes with the end of the Shuttle Program 
and the start of several new space exploration 
initiatives. Kennedy is demolishing unused 
and unnecessary facilities and structures to 
make way for the new programs. 

Over the past 12 years, NASA has demol-
ished or deconstructed, and designed the 
demolition of, over 375 buildings and struc-
tures, encompassing more than 2.0-million-
ft², including Kennedy’s iconic Mate/
Demate Device, which was used to attach 
the Space Shuttle to a jet for air transport 
or to detach it for processing.   

ONGOING REQUIREMENTS
Facilities planned for demolition are 

frequently abandoned or “mothballed” by 
agencies, but they still have an associated 
O&M cost—widely ranging from $.50/ft² 

to $10/ft² based on the facility’s function. 
Often, the power at these abandoned facili-
ties remains on to prevent unsafe spaces 

and to stop mold from forming. For certain 
specialized structures, such as Launch 
Complex 39B, significant modifications 

The Merritt Island Launch Annex deconstruction (top: before; bottom: after) included all facilities at the 
Goddard Space Flight Center Space Flight Tracking and Data Network. The complex was established 
for the Apollo Program and tracked radio transmissions from every Shuttle launch for the past 30 years. 
PHOTOS COURTESY JONES EDMUNDS & ASSOCIATES
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are required to prepare the launch pad 
for the next generation of space flight. By 
demolishing the facilities, O&M costs are 
eliminated. It is estimated the O&M savings 
alone at Kennedy have been $6.5 million. 

Kennedy Space Center’s process for 
demolition is highly effective. Facilities are 
placed on a master list and are selected if 
a variety of conditions are met, including 
institutional use; anticipated future use; 
National Register of Historic Places status; 

and facility condition. A contract then is 
awarded to prepare fixed-price demolition 
contract documents. The process works well, 
with demolition packages prepared almost 
annually and deconstruction performed 
in the following fiscal year. Sometimes 
funding has allowed for multiple demoli-
tion packages to occur in a fiscal year, or a 
delay in awarding construction contracts, 
in which case the design implementation 
is held until funding is available.

ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGES
Due to their use and age, most facilities 

demolished at Kennedy have had hazard-
ous materials and environmental concerns, 
including asbestos-containing materials, 
polychlorinated biphenyls, heavy metals in 
coatings, and contaminated soils. Stringent 
environmental requirements range from 
those regulating threatened, endangered, or 
protected species to contaminated soil and 
groundwater from a facility’s past operations. 

The Mate/Demate Device located along  
the Shuttle Landing Facility runway at  
Kennedy Space Center being demolished. 
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The demolition design process includes 
an environmental survey for hazardous 
materials for each facility and abatement 
design specifications and contract draw-
ings. NASA has special contract conditions 
for how the demolition contractor should 
perform work on contaminated sites and 
where threatened or endangered species 
are present. Kennedy requires that an 
Environmental Checklist be submitted 
for each project, which includes a list of 

possible hazards that a project may encoun-
ter. From the Environmental Checklist, a 
Record of Environmental Concerns (REC) 
is developed for each project. The REC 
has procedures for many environmental 
hazards, such as relocation of gopher 
tortoise burrows or bats nesting in roof 
joints. The project team reviews the REC 
along with hazardous material and envi-
ronmental safety surveys, then determines 
how to proceed during demolition.

RECYCLE AND REUSE
Based on Executive Order 13693, 

Kennedy must meet the target 50 percent 
landfill diversion rate for construction and 
demolition debris. Project teams identify 
facility components and materials that can 
be economically recycled or reused, which 
depends on individual facility features and 
local recycling markets and material needs. 
The demolition package provides direc-
tion to the contractor on materials to be 
salvaged and provided to the government 
for reuse/recycling and materials that the 
contractor can retain for recycling. 

Kennedy’s specifications require the 
contractor to provide records for all waste 
streams generated on every construction 
project, not just demolitions. Requirements 
include quantities of both regulated and 
non-regulated asbestos, construction and 
demolition debris, recycled metal, and 
recycled concrete. 

Abatement of asbestos in particular is 
a major demolition cost and it affects the 
ability to divert materials from the landfill. 
For some facilities, Kennedy’s practice is to 
abate all friable and non-friable asbestos-
containing materials. This is cost-effective 
for smaller facilities, minimizes risk during 
demolition, and allows for recycling of 
additional waste streams. One example 
is abating non-regulated asbestos mastic 
on pipe insulation or duct insulation. The 
contractor can then recycle the metal pipe 
or duct. Kennedy also has the ability to 
selectively abate non-regulated asbestos-
containing materials on larger facilities, 
so that a large quantity of material can be 
diverted from the waste stream while mini-
mizing abatement cost associated with large 
quantities of non-friable asbestos. 

This process is being used for the 
demolition of the Kennedy Space Center 

Headquarters, where primarily only friable 
asbestos-containing materials is abated, 
thereby saving approximately $2 million 
in project costs. The design will have the 
contractor strategically abate non-regulated 
floor tile mastic from concrete floor slabs, 
so that more than 271,000-ft² of concrete 
floors can be diverted from the landfill. 
Kennedy has a concrete recycling center 
(the Diverted Aggregate Reclamation and 
Collection Yard) that will crush the cleaned 
concrete to use around the installation, 
such as using it as riprap along the NASA 
Causeway shoreline.

Another recent NASA demolition 
project was the Merritt Island Launch 
Annex, which included all facilities at the 
Goddard Space Flight Center Space Flight 
Tracking and Data Network at Kennedy. 
This complex was established for the Apollo 
Program and was responsible for tracking 
radio transmissions from every Shuttle 
launch for the past 30 years. 

The demolition work included the 
Operations Building, Generator Building, 
Engineering Support Office, Towers, 
Satellite Antennas, Transmitter Building, 
Relay System Building, Hydromechanical 
Building, Hazardous Material Storage 
Building, Hurricane Shuttle Shelter, Lift 
Truck Shelter, and the Gate House.

GATEWAY TO SPACE
Demolition is helping Kennedy Space 

Center prepare for the future of space flight, 
for both NASA and for private companies 
operating out of the “Gateway to Space.” 
Demolishing facilities that are no longer 
necessary saves the federal government 
energy and maintenance costs, reduces 
environmental concerns and health 
hazards, and returns previously developed 
areas to green spaces. 

Kennedy’s demolition program is a 
unique process that is highly functional 
and cost effective, and it can be modeled 
or modified by other NASA field centers 
and federal agencies to support their needs 
in reducing costs and implementing best 
practices for facility and asset management. 

Kim Rivera, P.E., is Project Manager, and Doug Toth, Ph.D., 
P.E., M.SAME, is Senior Vice President, Jones Edmunds & 
Associates Inc. They can be reached at krivera@jonesed-
munds.com; and dtoth@jonesedmunds.com.
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The 14,000-acres of forest surrounding the Air 
Force Academy may not be included in the 
installation’s $3.2 billion plant replacement value, 
but they are a significant asset that must be 
managed both for safety and in order to sustain 
their recreational and environmental benefits.  
U.S. AIR FORCE ACADEMY PHOTOS
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A Treasured Asset 
14,000-Acres of Forest in Colorado Springs
 
The forests that surround the U.S. Air 
Force Academy are no less an asset to 
be managed and sustained than the 
facilities and infrastructure that occupy 
the campus grounds.  
 
By Diane J. Strohm, and Col. Robert L. Fant, P.E., 
F.SAME, USAF (Ret.)

The forests of the U.S. Air Force Academy 
in Colorado Springs, Colo., are no less an 
asset to be managed than any facility or 
infrastructure on the campus. 

One may not think of a forest as an asset 
that needs to be managed. We think of 
making sure the facilities for which we are 
responsible are kept in the best working 
order. We think of programs that forecast 
maintenance needs far into the future. When 
will the roof need to be replaced? When will 
the HVAC systems require an upgrade or 
replacement? What items belong on the list 
of preventive maintenance actions that need 
to be done on a weekly or monthly basis? 

The International Organization for 
Standardization defines asset management 
as the “coordinated activity of an organiza-
tion to realize value from assets.” Assets, 
in turn, are defined as “an item, thing, or 
entity that has a potential or actual value 
to an organization.” 

Whether a forest may be considered an 
item, a thing, or an entity can be debated. 
One could put this living, breathing organ-
ism into one or all of those categories. What 
is not up for debate is the value of 14,000-
acres of forest to the Air Force Academy. 

While the intrinsic worth of the forests is 
difficult to quantify (they are not included in 
the academy’s $3.2 billion plant replacement 
value), the academy would not be what it is 
today without them. The installation realizes 
great benefit from its forests.

UNDERSTANDING SUSCEPTIBILITY 
Often referred to as the “Jewel of the 

Air Force,” the Air Force Academy and its 
picturesque setting are treasured by more 
than a million visitors annually. Nestled 
in the foothills of the Colorado Front 
Range, the academy is a great source of 
pride for the Colorado Springs community. 
Not only as a as a world-class institution 
of higher learning, but for the forests that 
grace the landscape. The 14,000-acres of 
forest provide important wildlife habitat, an 
array of recreational opportunities, and a 
chance to find solitude, which is important 
for cadets seeking recreation and solace 
from their curriculum.

The forests provide a setting that is both 
scenic and operationally important to the 
academy’s mission. They offer a natural 
setting where cadets can train, while expe-
riencing and encountering nature firsthand. 
In fact, helping manage the woodlands is 
a hands-on learning experience for the 
cadets. The 10th Civil Engineer Squadron 
routinely partners with cadets in monitor-
ing the health of the forest, and nurturing 
and restoring it when needed. 

But the forests cannot be taken for 
granted. The foothills directly south were 
pillaged by the 2012 Waldo Canyon Fire. 
That 18,000-acre fire burned 147-acres 
on the academy, resulting in evacuation 
of its housing areas. A decade earlier, the 

138,000-acre Hayman Fire destroyed more 
than a hundred homes and threatened evac-
uation of the academy. Consider the wide-
spread defoliation of fir trees in portions 
of the Front Range, where the academy is 
located, or the recent mountain pine beetle 
epidemic that annihilated millions of acres 
in Colorado. Proactive asset management 
of forest on the academy property mini-
mized damage by this insect and several 
other bark beetles with recently surging 
populations. Compound these concerns 
with overstocked forest conditions and a 
prolonged drought and it becomes clear 
just how fragile this asset is.   

PROTECTING HABITAT
The significance of the academy land-

scape as a haven for numerous wildlife 
species cannot be overstated, especially 
considering habitat fragmentation from 
increasing development along its borders. 
Elk, deer, bear, coyotes, foxes, cougars, 
bobcats, turkeys and the federally-threat-
ened Prebles meadow jumping mouse are 
among the many species that call this home. 

Specific measures are incorporated into 
forest management projects to enhance 
habitat, such as retaining rub trees for elk, 
fostering pockets of mid-canopy pine for 
Abert’s squirrel, and preserving snags (dead 
trees) for denning and roosting. Certain 
tree species provide for a high-quality 

The Air Force Academy’s Jacks Valley shown prior to proactive thinning in 2012 and after. Forest 
thinning helps restore the landscape to a healthier state, more reminiscent of historical conditions.
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wildlife food source, such as quaking aspen. 
Enhancing biological diversity by regener-
ating healthy young stands of aspen at the 
Farish Recreation Area will help ensure the 
future of this short-lived “pioneer” species, 
favored by humans and wildlife alike. 

PROACTIVE ACTIONS
Healthy forests are resistant to insect 

epidemics and devastating wildfires. Active 
asset management to enhance tree health 
and vigor is integral to sustaining the 
academy landscape, which is comprised 
primarily of ponderosa pine forest. This 
fire-adapted ecosystem would histori-
cally have incurred frequent low-intensity 
wildfires that maintained an open park-like 
condition by taking out many smaller trees. 
Forest thinning helps restore the landscape 
to a healthier state, more reminiscent of 
historical conditions. 

Because wildfires have been actively 
suppressed over the past century, much 
of the Front Range forest is now heavily 

overgrown. This situation can easily lead to 
a devastating crown fire with widespread 
tree mortality. What would have been a 
low-intensity surface fire is now often a 
major forest-replacing event. The Waldo 
Canyon Fire is a compelling example of an 
unnaturally catastrophic wildfire. 

The Air Force Academy remains commit-
ted to preventing calamitous wildfire, to the 
extent possible. Wildfire behavior is affected 
by three factors: weather, topography, and 
fuels. Since only the fuels can be manipu-
lated, the focus has been to reduce woody 
fuels in critical locations. Collaborating 
with adjacent landowners and agencies 
is key to reducing risk. The academy has 
been an active participant in recent regional 

planning efforts to design complementary 
projects along joint boundaries, greatly 
enhancing treatment effectiveness. 

Strategic fuelbreaks are crucial to 
improve firefighter access and safety, and 
to reduce woody fuels. The academy’s focus 
has been along its boundaries, in addition 
to roads and trails accessible by firefighting 
equipment. Breaking up fuel continuity in 
extensive areas of brush affords a fighting 
chance to halt a racing wildfire. 

A vital aspect of many installations 
across the nation, forests are also inexora-
bly linked to the base infrastructure they 
surround. Their line item value may be hard 
to quantify—but their importance stretches 
well beyond dollars and cents. They are well 
worth managing, and preserving. 

Diane Strohm is Natural Resource Manager, U.S. Air Force 
Academy, Colo.; dstrohm@kellin.net.

Col. Robert L. Fant, P.E., F.SAME, USAF (Ret.), is Chief of 
Installation Management, U.S. Air Force Academy, Colo.; 
robert.fant.1@us.af.mil.

Cadets plant seedlings in a recently burned area at the Air Force Academy. 

The forests provide a setting that  
is both scenic and operationally 
important to the academy’s mission.
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I Don’t Waste Your Budget 
Keys for Managing Facility Services Contracts

 
While federal agencies have relied on outsourcing for a variety of facility services for well over 40 years, 
there continue to be a few basic—yet easily avoidable—mistakes they still commonly make.  
 
By Capt. John H. Edwards, P.E., CFM, M.SAME, USN (Ret.), and Alisa Griffin, FMP, LEED Green Associate

As government agencies seek better ways to sustain 
and operate their facilities in an environment of budget 
strains, facility managers often turn to outsourcing as 
a means to deliver these services at a lower cost. 

However, if the process for developing and execut-
ing facility services contracts is poorly managed, the 
results are likely to be increased costs to address contract 
modifications or disputes, low internal customer satis-
faction, unnecessary management time spent dealing 
with contract issues, or an adversarial relationship 
with a contractor. 

While federal agencies have relied on outsourcing for 
a variety of facility services for well over 40 years, there 
are still a few basic mistakes they commonly make. 
By recognizing and avoiding these pitfalls, you can 
manage a successful facilities program that supports 
critical mission functions and keeps resources focused 
where they should be.

I Not Understanding Contract Scope  
and Terms 

It seems obvious that if an agency is going to ask an 
outside source to perform work it should know what 
it is asking for, and that the service provider must 
comprehend what is expected. Unfortunately, a lack 
of understanding of contract scope and terms is far 
too common.

We recently assisted a client that was struggling to 
provide comprehensive facility maintenance services 
for a large government installation. The installation 
was not satisfied with the service it was receiving. The 
contractor was suffering financially. And the relation-
ship between the two parties was characterized by 
finger-pointing and accusations. Both were competent 
parties that had operated in this environment before, 
though not with one another. So what went wrong?

Our assessment revealed that, as often is the case, 
both parties shared a role in the difficulties they were 

facing. The Statement of Work issued by the govern-
ment did not include all of the facilities or equipment 
for which it expected service from the contractor. It also 
included some facilities that were obsolete or had been 
demolished. Conversely, the contractor was not able 
to demonstrate to the government all the work that it 
had been performing because its maintenance program 
did not document all scope elements and its use of a 
computerized maintenance management system was 
less than optimal. It took nearly three years of frustra-
tion, intervention by a third-party consultant, and a 
significant contract modification before the delivery 
of services reached a level that was amenable to both. 

I Not Aligning Contract Performance 
Measures with Mission Requirements 

Even if the agency and service provider are in 
harmony with respect to the contract scope and terms, a 
poor grasp of customer mission requirements can lead 
to the wrong measures being used to judge contract 
performance. A common mistake we see in this area is 
selecting “input” measures to evaluate the contractor 
(the number of trash pickups completed or number of 
hours expended for preventive maintenance) rather 
than describing the results expected. 

Defining relevant, outcome-based performance 
measures requires the facility management team to 
truly understand its customers’ missions and ensures 
that funds for facility services are being spent on the 
most important needs. Including those measures in 
the Statement of Work provides the contractor with 
maximum flexibility to decide on the methods of 
accomplishment and encourages both innovation and 
efficiency in delivering its services. Utilizing perfor-
mance measures such as equipment uptime, mean time 
before failures, annual energy intensity reduction, and 
customer satisfaction can align service delivery with 
customer mission requirements.
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I Mismatch between Services Delivered 
and Customer Expectations

Despite having a well-written contract in place, facil-
ity managers can still spend a significant portion of 
time dealing with internal customers not happy with 
the level of service they are receiving. If the contractor 
is performing as required—but the end user is not satis-
fied—it usually points to a mismatch in expectations.

A written service level agreement (SLA) provides 
facility managers with a tool 
for understanding customer 
requirements, documenting 
expectations, and evaluat-
ing service delivery on a 
consistent basis. Facility 
leaders should meet with 
the internal customer and 
listen for what is driving 
their dissatisfaction. Once 
they know the root of the complaints, the team can 
review the terms of the contract and determine if the 
customer’s needs can be met within the current scope. 
If not, the facility team should commit to reviewing the 
cost for any changes to the contract scope needed to 
meet expectations and to seeking the funds from the 
appropriate source to satisfy customer needs. 

The facility team should develop an SLA that 
describes what the customer can expect based on 
the contract scope (original or revised) and how the 
services will be evaluated by the customer. In addition 
to guidelines available from many agencies, organiza-
tions such as the International Facility Management 
Association and APPA: Leadership in Educational 
Facilities offer resources that may provide a fresh 
perspective on setting and maintaining SLAs. 

I Developing a Quality Assurance Plan 
without the Resources to Execute It

The primary responsibility for contract quality falls 
on the contractor and its quality control system. The 
government’s quality assurance (QA) methodology 
provides verification that it is receiving services of 
the quantity and quality for which it is paying. For 
the agency facilities team, QA ensures reliable services 
that enable customer missions and helps demonstrate 
stewardship of taxpayer dollars. For the contractor, it 
validates they are meeting their obligations and opens 
the opportunity for incentives (either direct financial 
rewards or positive contract evaluations that have 
longer-term benefits).

However, an unrealistic and unaffordable QA 
plan can serve to create frustration and mistrust. We 
consulted with a client whose QA approach relied on 

“100 percent inspection” of contractor services and 
contained financial penalties based on the percentage 
of deficiencies it uncovered. The number of personnel 
available to perform QA inspections fell far short of 
that needed to fully inspect all contract work, so the 
owner intended to target its limited inspections at those 
areas it knew to be problematic. 

The result from this QA approach would be a 
disproportionate level of deficiencies because it would 
ignore acceptable contractor performance that never 

received an inspection. No 
one wins in this situation. The 
owner believes the contractor 
is underperforming and the 
contractor is unfairly penal-
ized because of a lack of QA 
resources. Fortunately, our 
client revised its approach to 
consider the resources available 
for QA activities and developed 

a plan that met its responsibilities while being fair to 
the service contractor.

I Failing to Recognize and Promptly 
Address Contract Performance Problems

There is a saying that “bad news doesn’t get better 
with age.” This is especially true in a service contract 
environment. But the premise of this adage assumes 
that you know of bad news. Taking steps to understand 
the contract scope, define appropriate performance 
measures, establish SLAs, and implement an affordable 
and adequate QA plan should provide early warning 
indicators for problems that are developing.

Contract issues must be promptly addressed and 
corrected once they are brought to light. Too often we 
are brought in to help resolve performance problems 
or intervene in disputes that result from a basic lack 
of communication, whether not understanding roles 
and responsibilities, a crushing workload that leads 
to delays, mistrust of others, fear of confrontation, 
or concerns about legal or contractual ramifications. 

Poor communication around a facility contract issue 
merely compounds whatever the problem already 
is. Those involved in a dispute often waste available 
resources, perpetuate the actions that are causing fric-
tion, and become more entrenched in their positions. 
Only by bringing issues to the appropriate forum in a 
factual, dispassionate way can they be addressed—and 
corrected—to the benefit of all.

Capt. John H. Edwards, P.E., CFM, M.SAME, USN (Ret.), is Senior Facility 
Management Consultant, and Alisa Griffin, FMP, LEED Green Associate, 
is Staff Professional, Facility Engineering Associates P.C. They can be 
reached at 703-591-4855 Ext. 1036, or john.edwards@feapc.com; and 
703-591-4855 Ext. 1001, or alisa.griffin@feapc.com.

There is a saying that “bad news 
doesn’t get better with age.” This is 
especially true in a service contract 
environment. 
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The Navy’s Path to  
Sustainable Asset Management
 
A new Utility Inventory and Condition 
Assessment Program developed by 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
enables maintenance and capital 
replacement projects to be prioritized 
across installations, regional commands, 
or even the entire enterprise. 
 
By Joseph Ridge

Among its many responsibilities, 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
(NAVFAC) is the U.S. Navy’s utility 
company and responsible to “support the 
warfighter with safe, reliable and cost-
effective utility services.” 

The challenges facing the Navy and 
NAVFAC have increased as infrastructure 
reaches or exceeds its useful life, regula-
tory and operational requirements ratchet 
upward, and obtaining necessary funding 
grows more challenging. In this environ-
ment, NAVFAC has aggressively adopted a 
system-wide asset management initiative to 
ensure that funding is directed to highest 
priority assets through a transparent and 
repeatable process. 

NAVFAC has developed and imple-
mented a process—the Utility Inventory 
and Condition Assessment Program 
(U-ICAP)—that enables maintenance and 
capital replacement projects to be priori-
tized across utilities within an individual 
base or Public Works Department, across 
Facilities Engineering Commands, or even 
across the entire enterprise. 

The new assessment program is grounded 
in three key principles. 
• U-ICAP should be built from, and use as 

its foundation, NAVFAC’s key software 
tools, where significant effort had already 

been expended. These include its Esri 
geographical information system (GIS) 
and Maximo, a computerized mainte-
nance management system. 

• Navy personnel, rather than contractors, 
should be responsible for ensuring the 
accuracy and validity of the data required 
for U-ICAP with technological tools to 
facilitate the process and revised business 
processes to ensure the future sustain-
ability of this program. 

• Business rules should be put in place to 
emphasize the importance of U-ICAP 
and to provide incentives for each base 
to fully participate.

INSIDE THE CHALLENGE
NAVFAC had a clear sense of what the 

desired outcome was. The challenge was 
how to implement a process at more than 
65 bases around the world with a work force 
consisting of Navy personnel, contractor 
staff, and foreign nationals. 

The initial effort focused on a pilot project 
at Naval Station Great Lakes, Naval Support 
Activity Crane, and Naval Support Activity 
Mid-South to test the overall concept. 

The three key elements of the effort were 
a custom computer application developed 
by CDM Smith that replicated the Navy’s 
Maximo screens; a data model populated 
with the existing Maximo and GIS data; and 
a protocol that was developed to assess the 
condition of the assets. The tool enabled 
field staff to validate the accuracy of the 
existing data, update it as appropriate, 
record the condition of the assets, and link 
the GIS and Maximo record for each asset. 

CDM Smith home-office staff performed 
quality checks as field staff collected data 
to assess how well the process and the 
application was working and to determine 
what changes to the training materials, 
application and business process might 
be required. During the pilot project, field 
data collection was undertaken over several 

Conducting inventory of assets and then evaluating their condition is a major element of U-ICAP.  
PHOTO COURTESY CDM SMITH 
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months so that the evaluation of the initial 
base (Great Lakes) could be completed 
and necessary modifications could be 
made before starting the process at Crane. 
Similarly, Mid-South lagged Crane and had 
the advantage of earlier improvements. 

The second major element of U-ICAP 
was to create a process that assessed the 
risk of the inventoried assets failing and 
provide a consistent method for assessing 
risk across utilities. NAVFAC and CDM 
Smith developed a risk assessment process 
that created criteria and a scoring protocol 
using factors to assess Likelihood of Failure, 
Consequence of Failure, and Redundancy. 
The focus was to evaluate how an asset fail-
ure would impact the service required by 
NAVFAC’s customers. The risk assessed for 
a specific group of assets increased as the 
interrupted service impacted the warfighter 
and as the severity of the outage increased 
(measured in outage time required to 
permanently repair). 

A specialized web-based tool was devel-
oped to facilitate and record the risk assess-
ment process. This tool can be accessed 
readily from any Navy or public computer. 
It displays the evaluated risk for a utility, 
a Public Works Department, a Facilities 
Engineering Command, or the Navy as a 
whole and provides a summary score for 
each group of assets. The intent is that as the 
evaluated risk of a group of assets increases, 
the responsible staff should develop and 
propose appropriate corrective mitigations. 

FULL-SCALE IMPLEMENTATION
With the completion of the pilot project, 

NAVFAC began a three-phase implementa-
tion program for the remaining Facilities 

Engineering Commands. The first phase 
focused on loading existing Maximo 
and GIS data into the mobile applica-
tion for each base, training local staff on 
the inventory and condition assessment 
process, and then conducting the inven-
tory phase. NAVFAC monitored and 
tracked progress at each base, and CDM 
Smith provided technical and data qual-
ity support. Upon the completion of the 
inventory and condition assessment phase, 
each base undertook the risk assessment 
phase. Risk assessment was conducted in 
one- to three-week workshops at the bases 
with engineering, maintenance and other 
subject matter experts participating. The 
risk process was structured so that it was 
repeatable. The initial workshop sessions 
were developed as training sessions so staff 
could complete the process on their own in 
future years. Workshop participants were 
required to identify alternative approaches 
to mitigate the risks for that set of assets. 
Eventually the preferred mitigation was 
identified, and groups of mitigations were 
packaged to create projects that then were 
submitted for funding approval. 

Full roll-out started in December 2013 
with inventory training at Naval Air Station 
Key West. The first round of risk assess-
ments was completed in July 2015 with 
several bases in Japan and Diego Garcia. 
Uploading of all field verified asset data into 
Maximo was completed by September 2015 
and the updated GIS data also was made 
available by September 2015. 

To ensure the sustainability of the 
U-ICAP process, the Navy developed, 
and is now rolling out, a comprehensive 
preventative maintenance program that 

consists of a standard job plan library for 
the full range of utility assets. 

This will be critical since the job plan 
includes tasks to update the condition of 
all existing assets and provides a vehicle to 
update the inventory of assets. 

Each Public Works Department is under-
taking an effort to match the standard 
job plan library with its asset inventory. 
They will determine whether the standard 
job plan for a specific asset is appropri-
ate, potentially adjust the recommended 
frequency, then develop an appropriate 
implementation structure through combin-
ing like activities and asset locations (strate-
gies to support maintenance efficiency). The 
final step is to update Maximo to reflect the 
modified preventive maintenance program. 
That effort is anticipated to be completed 
for all 65 bases by September 2016. 

A CONSISTENT APPROACH
NAVFAC believes U-ICAP will improve 

its ability to support the warfighter through 
reliable and cost-effective utility service. 
• Nearly 900 NAVFAC and contractor 

employees have been trained in the 
U-ICAP process and implemented it 
at their bases of operation. To support 
ongoing efforts an online library has been 
created that includes all procedures and 
training materials.

• The Navy’s Maximo asset database has 
been validated and the number of assets 
captured in the system has increased by 
nearly 200,000, to over 430,000 assets.

• Over 150,000 assets were bar coded, 
easing future asset identification; 120,000 
Maximo asset records were linked to the 
Navy’s GIS system; and over 200,000 
photographs were taken to document 
the current condition of the assets and 
provide a historical process. 

• 31,000 risk assessments were completed, 
creating 1,800 new projects to be included 
in the Navy’s Sustainment, Restoration 
and Modernization Program. 
Of equal importance, the Navy has made 

the investment in tools, training and busi-
ness requirements to ensure that the effort 
will provide a consistent and transparent 
approach for future funding submittals.

Joseph Ridge is Vice President, CDM Smith; 603-222-8330, 
or ridgejt@cdmsmith.com.

Risk Rating Risk Category Recommended Action

1-3 Low Risk No repairs or projects needed to mitigate risk. 

4-5 Moderate Risk Mitigations should be identified. Implement low 
cost options or operational changes. Consequence 
and likelihood scores should be used to determine 
if projects should be funded. 

6-7 Significant 
Risk

Mitigations must be identified and a project must 
be developed.

8-10 Considerable 
Risk

Mitigations must be identified and immediate 
funding of project should be considered. 

U-ICAP establishes a standard scoring protocol that guides what types of corrective actions should be 
planned and undertaken given the identified risk for a particular asset. CDM SMITH IMAGE
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Educating the Public on Explosives Safety
 
The Department of Defense is working 
to educate the public about the actions 
to take if they encounter or suspect they 
may have encountered a munition.  
 
By Geoffrey Carton, M.SAME, Col. J.C. King, USA (Ret.), 
and Brian Jordan

Since our nation’s founding, our mili-
tary forces have conducted munitions 
activities on Department of Defense 
(DOD) properties throughout the United 
States to maintain readiness to defend 
our national interests. Munitions-related 
activities included live-fire training or 
testing, production, demilitarization and 
disposal. When DOD no longer needed 
these properties, they were cleaned up 
according to the practices and standards 
of the time, prior to being transferred to the 
public. News articles post-World War II, for 
instance, describe an intensive program to 
remove munitions and to inform the public 
of the potential hazards, especially with 
taking munitions as souvenirs. 

Despite these efforts and work, muni-
tions and related contaminants still remain 
on many properties. In 2000, a fatal incident 
occurred involving unexploded ordnance 
from the Camp Shelby Joint Forces 
Training Center in Mississippi. Teenagers 
entered a fenced and posted operational 
range and removed several projectiles.  
Weeks later, one munition detonated while 
being handled, killing one teenager and 
critically injuring another. 

As a result, the U.S. Army evaluated its 
outward looking explosives safety efforts and 
developed a consistent nationwide program 
focused on three key tenets: recognize, 
retreat and report. The 3Rs Program, which 
was adopted by DOD, educates individuals 
and communities of the danger associated 
with munitions, even Civil War-era muni-
tions, and the actions to take upon encoun-
tering a munition to avoid injury. 

INTERIM RISK MANAGEMENT
While DOD continues to address remain-

ing munitions issues under the Defense 

Environmental Restoration Program, it 
realizes some properties may not be cleaned 
up for decades. In 2013, the Office of the 

The Department of Defense continues to recover munitions under the Defense Environmental 
Restoration Program, however, given the complexity of remediation projects and associated funding 
requirements, some properties may not be cleaned up for decades. PHOTOS COURTESY DOD ENVIRONMENT, SAFETY, AND 

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH NETWORK AND INFORMATION EXCHANGE
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Secretary of Defense established interim 
risk management (IRM) procedures to 
address potentially significant threats to 
human health at sites where DOD does not 
anticipate conducting an environmental or 
munitions response for an extended period. 

Although DOD intends for IRM activi-
ties to address both environmental contam-
ination and munitions, these activities do 
mainly focus on addressing the potential 
explosive hazards posed by munitions. 
Through its IRM activities and the comple-
mentary 3Rs Program, DOD is working 
to inform and educate families, workers 
and communities about the importance 
of following explosives safety measures. 

COMMUNICATING CONCERNS
Formerly Used Defense Sites (FUDS) 

include properties that DOD once used 
for munitions-related activities and no 
longer controls. Detecting and remov-
ing munitions that may be present and 
remediating munitions-related and other 

environmental contaminants from the 
environment is very complicated.   

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE), which executes the FUDS 
Program for the Army, is implement-
ing IRM with a Notification and Safety 
Education Initiative at those sites where 
investigations, removal, or remedial actions 
will not occur for an extended period. In 
2015, USACE began notifying landowners 
with property on or adjacent to FUDS that 
their land may be affected by environmental 
contaminants or munitions. The goal is to 
inform landowners and others about the 
potential risk present and educate them 

of actions to take to reduce the risk posed. 
USACE uses methods to help safeguard 
affected communities, maintain transpar-
ency, and allow for early and continuous 
engagement. Specific IRM activities at 
FUDS include notifying property owners 
whose land is within a FUDS boundary; 
coordinating with government officials 
whose constituents reside within a FUDS 
boundary; staffing a toll-free FUDS infor-
mation telephone line (855-765-FUDS); 
providing 3Rs Program materials at FUDS 
where munitions may be present; and 
conducting public education activities 
tailored to specific cleanup sites.

USACE will implement these notification 
and safety education activities at designated 
FUDS at least once every five years. 

WORKING TO REDUCE RISK
A 2011 study identified 24 civilian inci-

dents associated with FUDS resulting in 
29 fatalities and 34 injuries. The majority 
of these incidents occurred prior to 1967. 

While DOD continues to address 
remaining munitions issues under the 
Defense Environmental Restoration 
Program, it realizes some properties 
may not be cleaned up for decades.
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Used or disposed munitions may still be present on numerous properties 
that the U.S. military uses or once used—including sites that already have 
been cleaned up and returned to communities. 

In at least 20 of the incidents, the people involved intentionally 
disturbed a munition. This retrospective study validates the 3Rs 
Program’s approach that encourages the public to avoid injury 
or death by not approaching, touching, disturbing or moving a 
munition or suspect munition they encounter, but immediately 
leaving the area and reporting it to local law enforcement.

The 3Rs Program encourages everyone to learn, follow and 
educate others about the 3Rs of explosives safety—even service-
members, as taking souvenirs and picking up munitions on the 
battlefield is an ongoing problem that can injure and cost lives. 

Concerns about munitions will persist into the future. Even 
after site cleanups are completed, munitions may remain, requir-
ing an ongoing and continuous need for awareness and action. 
Fortunately, through the IRM efforts and the 3Rs Program, DOD 
is continuing its commitment to protect our families, workers and 
communities from the hazards associated with munitions. 

Geoffrey Carton, M.SAME, is Senior Analyst, CALIBRE Systems; geoff.carton@calibresys.com.

Col. J.C. King, USA (Ret.), is Director for Munitions and Chemical Matters, Office of the 
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army (Environment, Safety & Occupational Health); 
james.c.king4.civ@mail.mil.

Brian Jordan is FUDS Project Manager, USACE Albuquerque District; brian.d.jordan@
usace.army.mil.

The views and conclusions in this article are those of the authors and do not necessarily represent 
the views of the U.S. Army or the Department of Defense.

INFORMING THE PUBLIC 
The Army refined its core 3Rs message and its 3Rs explo-

sives safety education materials based on input from focus 
groups that included risk communicators, explosives safety 
professionals, parents, and educators. By design, the message 
is consistent, straightforward, and memorable.
• Recognize – Know when you may have encountered a 

munition, and that munitions are dangerous.
• Retreat – Do not approach, touch, move or disturb it, but 

carefully leave the area.
• Report – Call 911 and advise the police of what you saw 

and where you saw it.
The 3Rs Program and its message are the basis for inform-

ing the public of the dangers associated with a munitions 
encounter. The program focuses on key demographics (such 
as children) and behaviors (such as disturbing munitions) 
that may lead to death or serious injury. Explosives safety 
guides, briefings, signs, and publications are offered for use 
in outreach and explosives safety educational programs. 

An extensive toolbox of 3Rs Program materials is available 
from the DOD Environment, Safety & Occupational Health 
Network and Information Exchange website. The website 
provides information and outreach materials including files 
for printing, videos, and presentations.  A recent redesign 
of the site makes the content mobile-friendly and also 
allows different audiences—children and families, military 
personnel and their families, communities, and workers—to 
navigate quickly to find information appropriate to them.

You can help your community by reporting munitions 
when you encounter them. If you or your family members 
have kept a munition as a souvenir, request assistance from 
local law enforcement. Doing so may save a life.

For more information, visit www.denix.osd.mil/uxo.
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A Culture of Safety  
Starts with Leadership 
 
Leadership that promotes risk 
awareness throughout the organization 
is essential for the safety of military 
engineers given the complex and 
dynamic environments they operate in.  
 
By Anthony J. Militello, P.E., CSP, and Carolann 
Wolfgang, Ph.D., CSP

Military engineers execute critical 
contingency construction work, perform 
humanitarian assistance, and support 
disaster recovery and peacetime exercises. 
These operations are conducted around the 
globe and often in expeditionary, austere, 
or other adverse environments that pres-
ent new, complex, and dynamic risks. 
Expeditionary environments inherently 
have the essentials of a tough problem.   

Despite the challenges, an expecta-
tion remains that the critical design and 
construction support that military engi-
neers provide is done safely. Risks of any 
consequence need to be, and can be, driven 
to lower probability both in theater and 
in garrison. Leadership’s prioritization of 
dynamic risk and encouraging communica-
tion throughout the military engineering 
pipeline is critical and can be as overwhelm-
ingly successful as leadership’s application 
of the same techniques during combat.

A HEALTHY BALANCE 
A unit’s culture of safety does not happen 

by chance. It is a natural outcome when 
risk is evaluated throughout the lifecycle of 
manning, training, and equipping. 

Military engineers are constantly faced 
with complex problems stemming from the 
need to balance ever-changing pressures. 
They must often choose between reducing 
risk margins by expediting production and 

lowering standards and costs, to increasing 
risk margins by delaying work, requiring 
gold-plated standards, or ignoring risk 
mitigation costs. When immediacy is 
emphasized in risk management, it is easy 
to think of safety as mutually exclusive 
to production. In contrast, embracing an 
in-depth questioning attitude, unambigu-
ous accountability, and a systems viewpoint 
forges a culture that maintains a healthy 
balance of risk assessment without paralyz-
ing operations. By balancing situational 
complexities, establishing a good decision-
making framework, and blasting through 
perceived myths (such as believing that 
complex and tough problems can sneak 
up on you, that productivity is equal to 
strict time-based thinking, and that tension 
will always exist between quality, safety, 
and production), leadership can create 
a balanced culture with enlightening 
dialogue that inspires courage in every 
individual to make the right decision.

AVOIDING “EASY” SOLUTIONS
High-consequence events are often asso-

ciated with high-risk operations—such as 
weight handling, high voltage electrical 
work, heavy equipment operations, and 
working at heights. Consequently, what is 
critical to the management of operations 
that cause high-consequence events is 
systems-based management of the contrib-
uting high-risk activities. 

When applying the hierarchy of hazard 
controls (elimination, substitution, engi-
neering controls, administrative controls, 
and personal protective equipment) it is 
important not to default or rely on what is 
fastest and easiest to implement. Dealing 
with complexity by first handling the 
system’s “low hanging fruit” may not be 
desirable. Analysis of the selected control 
method must consider system boundaries, 
time and ease of implementation, and the 
ability to communicate the control and 
ensure its implementation as designed.  

Controls also must consider and evaluate 
the resources available at the point of execu-
tion and implementation. Familiar technol-
ogy, software, or other electronic solutions 
may not be available or supportable in an 
expeditionary or remote environment. 
Those implementing the controls must 
be savvy in any required technology. Risk 
evaluation through appreciative inquiry 
must be pervasive throughout the organi-
zation and at every stage of an evolution.  

Master Chief Petty Officer of the Navy Mike 
Stevens, USN, speaks with Seabees during 
his visit to Naval Air Weapons Station China 
Lake, Calif. Encouraging communication 
throughout the military engineering pipeline 
and promoting risk awareness is a key role 
of leadership. U.S. NAVY PHOTO BY MASS COMMUNICATION 

SPECIALIST 1ST CLASS MARTIN L. CAREY
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MAKING TIME FOR TRAINING 
During unprecedented high opera-

tional tempo and increased demands by 
Combatant Commanders for the unique 
skills of military engineers, the concept of 
“just-in-time” training has become more 
prevalent. Sustaining that approach can 
have a deleterious effect on safety.  

The Naval Construction Force found 
several successful approaches to thwart 
“just in time” hazard controls. For example, 

weight handling was an essential high-risk 
activity for which training for operators 
and riggers was previously delivered at 
the site of deployment. However, training 
times increasingly became compressed, 
replaced with mission activities other than 
skills training, or eliminated altogether. 
In addition, relying on limited equipment 
inventory during training made the risk of 
damaging or incapacitating that equipment 
an untenable scenario.  The solution: weight 

handling training is now delivered earlier, 
during the pre-deployment pipeline. 

This change not only has improved the 
quality and thoroughness of the training, 
it also has ensured that it now occurs in an 
environment more conducive for learning.

CULTURE OF SAFETY
Recently awarded the Secretary of 

the Navy’s Safety Excellence Award for 
Expeditionary Safety, Naval Mobile 
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Construction Battalion 5 found unique 
ways to deliberately infuse safety into its 
operations and significantly improve safety 
of forward operating units.  The battalion’s 
safety culture was promoted by implement-
ing the communication of leading indica-
tors and emphasizing the need to eliminate 
the negative stigma regarding the public 
sharing of mishaps. Battalion leadership 
also developed an extremely successful 
“train, implement, and assist” process to 
identify and mitigate workplace hazards 
and instituted a “method stand-down” at 
the 60-day mark of every deployment to 
create the space and time for leaders to 
focus the Seabees and revisit safety plans, 

activity hazard analyses, standard operating 
procedures, and best practices.

Maintaining a culture that weighs the 
present while gauging future needs is 
imperative for creating a risk-aware orga-
nization. Moreover, an organization that 
is balanced by a healthy, conscious, and 
competent human element is key to success 
when faced with dynamically changing 
pressures.  Production, cost, and schedule 
are undeniably important—but risk evalu-
ation must be highly valued for the most 
experienced leaders, as well as for the most 
novice military engineer.

Bill Gates opined: “Success is a lousy 
teacher. It seduces smart people into 

thinking they can’t lose. And it’s an unreli-
able guide to the future.” 

As we organize, train, maintain and 
equip our expeditionary engineering 
forces, we must do more than rely on our 
history of safe execution. We must never 
lose sight of what brought those successes 
to fruition, including a culture committed 
to advancing the right dialogue.

Anthony J. Militello, P.E., CSP, is Director, Occupational 
Safety and Health, Office of the Deputy Assistant 
Secretary of the Navy (Safety); 703-614-5530, or  
anthony.j.militello@navy.mil.

Carolann Wolfgang, Ph.D., CSP, is Safety Director, 
Naval Facilities Engineering and Expeditionary 
Warfare Center, Port Hueneme, Calif.; 805-982-3537, or  
carolann.wolfgang@navy.mil.

MAKING DECISIONS MATTER
Establishing a decision-making 

framework for tackling a significant 
risk challenge of high-consequence/
low-probability mishaps includes 
several key elements.

• Take a systems view and set appro-
priate boundaries for the system. 

• Help individuals to think more 
broadly and creatively while keep-
ing the problem limits reasonable.

• Be systematic in approach: use 
guidelines and past failures, and 
be generative to create a new way 
to see the problem/issue.

• Support individuals to use diverse 
data and express it productively.

• Acknowledge the upsides and 
downsides of the decisions.

• Stimulate deep thinking to deal 
with short-term present conditions 
and to assess future scenarios.

• Be open to discussions character-
ized by diversity. 

• Capitalize on diverse yet depend-
able and flexible communication 
pathways.

• Manage starting conditions and 
monitor for emergence.

• Concede to the present to begin, 
while being ready for the tough 
problem to evolve towards optional 
scenarios.

Seabees, assigned to Naval Mobile Construction Battalion 4 guide in place a super panel that is being 
held by a forklift while training to erect a Mabey Johnson Bridge at Port Hueneme, Calif. U.S. NAVY PHOTO BY 

UTILITIESMAN 3RD CLASS STEPHEN SISLER
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Capturing Reality
 
Laser scanning and reality capture 
offers advantages for documenting 
structures or safety incidents that 
are not available through traditional 
sketching or surveying.  
 
By Lt. Col. Patrick Suermann, Ph.D., P.E., LEED AP, 
M.SAME, USAF

On June 2, 2016, with President Barack 
Obama in attendance, 812 new officers 
graduated from the U.S. Air Force Academy. 
When the ceremony concluded, all in 
attendance enjoyed a traditional air show 
performed by the Air Force demonstration 
team, the Thunderbirds. No one could have 
predicted that a few hours later, Maj. Alex 
Turner, USAF, pilot of the number six jet, 
would be on the Peterson AFB tarmac shak-
ing hands with the president after ejecting 
from his F-16 Fighting Falcon. 

The cause of the accident remains under 
investigation, but the response that day 
was swift. Peterson AFB’s 21st Space 
Wing followed through with its training 
and convened the Emergency Operations 
Center. Simultaneously, Lt. Col. Chad 
Gemeinhardt, USAF, Roger Clarke, and 
technicians with the 21st Civil Engineer 
Squadron including Staff Sgt. Ed Halper, 
USAF, were preparing to survey the crash 
site by reviewing the existing guides for 
documenting crash sites: Air Force Manual 
91-223, Air Force Instruction 34-242, Air 
Force Instruction 34-501, and Air Force 
Instruction 10-247, Volume 4. However, 
these technicians had a technology in hand 
that was probably never imagined when 
Air Staff reviewed these products. 

What was their secret? Laser scanning. 

EQUIPPED FOR SUCCESS
The 21st Civil Engineer Squadron at 

Peterson is one of the only squadrons 
with terrestrial-based light detection and 
ranging (LiDAR) laser scanning survey 

equipment. The equipment uses the same 
technology employed on aerial topographic 
data collection aircraft, but on a smaller, 
back-packable platform. 

Here’s how it works. The equipment 
sends out a laser. When the laser is inter-
rupted, it reflects the data back to the unit. 
After several minutes of a 360° sweep out 
to approximately 330-m, the equipment 
captures a 360° image. In this way, the 
equipment first captures reality, through 
knowing where everything is in true scale, 
and then drapes the 3D mesh with photo-
realistic (color) imagery. The results provide 
an immersive reality that is queriable to 
resource or survey grade accuracy (the 
quality/reliability depend on the time spent 
collecting and post processing factors).

This method stands in stark contrast 
to the existing Air Force manuals and 
instructions, which call for either rudi-
mentary sketches, or if possible, optical or 
global positioning system-based surveys. 

By contrast, a laser scan reality capture 
provides a snapshot of a moment in time 
that can be queried again and again—even 
after returning back from the scene. 

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
LiDAR and reality capture is safer, faster, 

and better. The approach exceeds other 
previous means for documenting incidents 
or structures that once required sketching 
or surveying. It is safer because it requires 
less people on a search and rescue survey 
team and it documents a 3D environment 
that can be queried later with an infinite 
number of questions. 

Looking ahead to the future, airmen 
should be equipped to “capture reality” for 
managing assets for construction safety, 
and when needed, to respond to incidents. 

Lt. Col. Patrick Suermann, Ph.D., P.E., LEED AP, M.SAME, 
USAF, is Chief of Emergency Services & Engineering HQ 
Air Force Installation & Mission Support Center; patrick.
suermann@us.af.mil.

Laser scanning and reality capture offers a safer, faster approach to documeting incidents. U.S. AIR FORCE IMAGES 

BY STAFF. SGT. ED HALPER, 21ST CIVIL ENGINEER SQUADRON
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The Role of the Fire Protection Engineer
 
Placing high priority on the safety of its 
facilities and the people who live and 
work inside, the federal government 
has set forth strict requirements for Fire 
Protection Engineer qualifications and 
early involvement in all design projects. 
 
By Chris Butts, P.E.-FPE, SET, CFPS, M.SAME

Safety is an important component of 
maintaining and operating Department 
of Defense (DOD) facilities. Building safety 
often includes physical security, explosive 
safety, and antiterrorism measures, as well 
as protection from emergency events such 
as fire. To minimize or eliminate the risks 
to building occupants, the federal govern-
ment requires the involvement of a quali-
fied Fire Protection Engineer (FPE) during 
the design process. An FPE specializes in 
designing passive and active fire protection 
systems, including detection, suppression, 
and life safety systems. 

If a fire protection or life safety system is 
not properly designed, installed and main-
tained, the inadequacies often will not be 
apparent until an emergency occurs. At that 
point, it may be too late. 

According to the latest edition of DOD’s 
Unified Facility Criteria (UFC) 3-600-01, 
Fire Protection Engineering for Facilities, an 
FPE must meet the following requirements:
• A registered Professional Engineer who 

has passed the fire protection engineer-
ing written examination administered 
by the National Council of Examiners 
for Engineering and Surveys.

• A registered Professional Engineer in 
a related engineering discipline with a 
minimum of five years experience dedi-
cated to fire protection engineering that 
can be verified with documentation.
These requirements set the basis for 

ensuring the appropriate level of experience 
and expertise in fire protection engineering 
are brought to the table during the design 

process. Though documentation of expe-
rience is often required of design team 
professionals hired by DOD, the level of 
scrutiny reserved for FPEs is higher. They 
are recognized for their fire protection and 
life safety systems experience, which keeps 
building personnel safe in an emergency.

This responsibility is not taken lightly, 
which is why DOD requires an experienced 
and knowledgeable FPE professional take 
part in all building projects, according to 
the latest edition of UFC 1-200-01, General 
Building Requirements. The FPE serves 
as an integral part of the design team, 
performing analyses and submitting docu-
ments at several major milestones.

INTEGRATING INTO DESIGN 
Integrating fire protection starts prior to 

the first design submission. 
According to UFC 3-101-01, the project 

architect begins by working with the FPE 
to analyze the type of construction, life 
safety codes, and building codes required 
for the type of building being designed. This 
analysis includes evaluating the distance to 
exits, common travel paths, locations of fire 
extinguishers, compartmentalization, and 
other life safety factors. This early involve-
ment allows the architect to address life 
safety and fire protection issues upfront, 
and ensures that the FPE is fully invested in 
the design of a system they ultimately will 
be asked to review for compliance.

At the first design submission, UFC 
3-600-01, Section 1-4, requires an FPE to 
analyze a project’s minimum fire protection 
provisions and submit a Basis of Design 
document, which includes numerous key 
features. Among the many requirements 
in the document include building code 
analysis (type of construction, height and 
area limitations, and exposure protection); 
classification of occupancy; requirements 
for fire-rated walls, fire-rated doors, fire 
dampers with their fire-resistive ratings, 
smoke compartmentation, and smoke 
barriers; analysis of automatic sprinkler 
systems and suppression; water supplies, 
water distribution, and location of fire 
hydrants; smoke control methods and 

smoke control systems; the type of fire 
alarm system and location of equipment; 
interior finish ratings; identification of 
hazardous areas associated with the facility; 
and fire department access.

The detailed Basis of Design document 
is submitted separately from the overall 
design submission to clearly show where 
and how the emergency systems have been 
integrated into the overall building.

ADHERING TO REQUIREMENTS
As the Architect of Record completes 

the design, the FPE is required to review 
the 100 percent design submission and 
certify in writing that the design is compli-
ant with UFC 3-600-01 and all applicable 
criteria, including National Fire Protection 
Association Codes and Standards. A letter 
stipulating the design meets the applicable 
codes and standards is submitted to the 
project’s owner representative with the 100 
design submission.

By involving the FPE early on, the 
design team can identify and quickly 
address potential problems at the begin-
ning of the process. This ensures the team 
stays proactive, the design progresses 
smoothly, and the process is completed 
in an efficient manner—all of which 
will lead to a quality product that meets 
construction timelines and, eventually,  
keeps building occupants safe.

Chris Butts, P.E.-FPE, SET, CFPS, M.SAME, is Director of 
Fire Protection Engineering and Code Services, Pond & 
Company; 678-292-1101, or buttsc@pondco.com.

If a fire protection or life safety system is not 
properly designed, installed and maintained, 
the inadequacies may not be apparent until an 
emergency occurs.  PHOTO COURTESY POND & COMPANY
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Pursuing International Contracts
 
When competing for and carrying  
out U.S. government projects overseas, 
what you do not know will hurt you.  
 
By Michael H. Sedge, M.SAME

“The greatest concern a manager should 
have is that for which he does not know.” 

This advice was given to me two decades 
ago. Now, as the owner of five companies 
providing professional services on four 
different continents, I can say that nowhere 
do these words hold more truth than in 
international contracting.

Each year, thousands of companies 
enter the global marketplace thinking 
that because they are working for the U.S. 
government domestically, they are qualified 
and understand the procedures and policies 
sufficiently to handle jobs overseas. This, in 
fact, is rarely the case. 

Even worse, there are times when even 
government representatives and contract-
ing officers are not fully aware of the specific 
requirements in countries where work is to 
be performed—particularly when awards 
come from domestic contracting offices. 
An example of this recently came across 
my desk. We were asked to execute (as 
a subcontractor) a design-build renova-
tion project of a U.S. military hospital in 
Europe. The prime had taken a contract 
and scope of work, issued by a U.S.-based 
Army Corps of Engineers contracting 
office, and passed it onto us.

In my return comments, I noted that 
while this contract would be perfect for 
a project stateside, it was missing several 
major items required in the country of 
execution. I then provided a list of exam-
ples. Two weeks later an email arrived from 
the prime stating, “We forwarded your 
comments to the contracting office. They 
reached out to their counterparts in Europe. 
Attached are an additional 37 pages of host 
nation and EU requirements.”

DETAILS MATTER
U.S. government contracts for work 

abroad often carry a short, but very signifi-
cant clause to the effect that contractor must 
abide by all host nation rules, regulations 
and laws. Such wording changes the entire 
landscape of your contract, your bidding, 
your pricing, and your risk. 

Legal Liabilities. Even though the juris-
diction of a contract may be in the United 
States, specific clause wording makes you 
liable, in most cases, to all host nation legis-
lation. This happened to us recently. We 
were awarded a contract for energy audits 
on U.S. Navy installations overseas. For 
certain aspects of the work we hired a local 
subcontractor. A month after completing 
the project, we received a letter from the 
lawyers of a firm that we had never heard of 
stating we had not paid them. Further inves-
tigation found that, little known to us, our 
subcontractor had sub-contracted the work 
to a third party and, in accordance with 
host nation law, we were liable for payment. 
Nearly a year later and many international 
legal hours, the issue was resolved.

Competitions. Depending on the coun-
try where the work is to be performed, there 
may be a variety of unknowns, such as host 
nation compliance, labor laws, international 
treaties and your liability under foreign laws 
and jurisdictions. A request-for-proposal or 
government contracting officer may reveal 
some of these issues, but you cannot assume 
they cover everything.

One of the best examples is the now-
famous Base Operations and Support 
contract for Camp Lemonnier, Djibouti. 
Following award from Naval Facilities 
Engineering Command, the new contractor 
tried to reduce the local labor force to fit 
its projected needs, only to have every local 
national walk out, literally shutting down 
the base. This was due to the fact that the 
national government ensured all workers 
would remain employed—something that 
should have been known, and considered, 
during the bidding process, but was not.

Similarly, a construction contractor 
recently told me they were bidding work 
in Djibouti and would bring a labor force 
from Egypt. Despite no one from the 

European construction often requires a host nation safety manager, in addition to any U.S. requirements 
administered by the Occupational Safety & Health Administration. PHOTO COURTESY MICHAEL-BRUNO LLC
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U.S. government saying anything to the 
contrary, I informed them that accord-
ing to international treaties, 80 percent 
of the labor force had to come from local 
resources. That, more or less, blew their 
winning strategy out of the water.

Design Specifications. Architecture-
engineering (A-E) firms that work overseas 
know “Host Nation Compliance” trans-
lates to greater complexity and costs. Very 
common in Europe and parts of the Pacific, 
this requirement is extending into Western 
Asia and the Middle East. This means that 
you must design not only to meet all U.S., 
international, and Unified Facilities Criteria 
norms, but you also must fulfill all codes 
of the country in which you are working. 
In the case of conflicts, host nation codes 
take priority in most cases.

U.S.-based design firms must have a host 
nation A-E partner and address issues such 
as multi-language design, dual measure-
ment standards, extended reviews, addi-
tional deadlines, greater decision-making 
to facilitate double code and compliance 
and increased expense. 

Cooperative working relationships can 
also create challenges. Our European 
company, for instance, provided host 
nation compliance to a Chicago firm two 
years ago. The prime would not accept the 
fact that host nation structural regulations 
required support columns twice the size of 
those used in the United States. The firm 
was trying to reduce the construction 
costs and ultimately de-scoped this part 
of our contract. They wound up going with 
another firm. Six months later I received a 
call asking why we had not complied with 
local structural laws. I explained the facts 
and, in the end, this issue cost the prime 
contractor and the U.S. government a great 
deal of time and money to repair. 

Construction Management and 
Administration. Overseas project manage-
ment takes on several unique aspects—
beginning with people. All personnel going 
into a foreign country will require certain 
legal documentation. It surprises me when 
I hear, “We checked on the internet and are 
going into the country as tourists.” 

You may be able to get away with this in 

some countries with very short scheduled 
projects, but it is not legal and it ultimately 
will catch up with you.

Another thing I frequently hear, partic-
ularly in the Middle East, is “We have a 
local sponsor.” In Bahrain and the United 
Arab Emirates, the way to obtain a legal 
visa and residency is to own a company 
in that country or utilize a subcontractor 
that can act as a sponsor. What has arisen, 
however, are several “sponsor” companies, 
which the national government is trying to 
eliminate. These “sponsor” companies offer 
visas to non-resident workers. To do this, 
they require these individuals to become 
their “employees” on paper. They can then 
list these individuals as legal workers of 
their company and obtain visas and resi-
dent paperwork—all of this, naturally, at 
a monthly or annual fee to the prime U.S. 
government contractor.

The fact that this practice is common 
and used by many contractors does not 
make it legal. And in the end, it could 
create serious issues for a firm and its 
in-country project staff.

Overseas project management takes on several unique aspects, beginning with people. All personnel going into a foreign country require legal documentation. 
PHOTO COURTESY MICHAEL-BRUNO LLC
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In some countries you may also be required to have 
additional staffing. We recently provided a European-
certified safety manager to a prime contractor, which 
was in addition to its safety manager. The Italian 
government required this figure be present to fulfill 
national safety law, given that military bases occupied 
by U.S. Armed Forces in this country are legally Italian 
territory where national construction law applies. 

Materials and Supplies. Overseas work can create 
challenges for construction materials as well. One 
example, for instance, is that there is a European 
requirement that all construction materials used 
must be manufactured and purchased in the European 
Union. If material does not fulfill this requirement, 
the systems cannot be legally certified. 

Currency and Banking. We recently completed a  
$2 million design-build project. It was priced nearly 
two years ago using an U.S. dollar to Euro exchange rate 
of $1.35 to €1.00. Over the course of the project, the 
dollar gained strength in the European market, causing 
us to gain $.17 to every dollar—a great increase to our 
profit. While we were all smiles about the additional 
revenue, it is a cautionary reminder. This exchange rate 
could have gone in the other direction, increasing our 
liability and costs by the same amount. 

Another often overlooked issue is payment to inter-
national subcontractors and suppliers. We found this 
very challenging in Africa, where certain banks have 
been blacklisted by the U.S. government for supporting 
terrorism. You cannot send funds from a U.S. bank to 
these financial institutions. If you are working with 
companies that deal with these banks, you will need 
to find alternative payment methods. In our case, we 
obtained a list of authorized financial institutions 
(available from U.S. embassies, the Department of 
Commerce, and U.S. government internet resources) 
and requested suppliers and subcontractors to have 
an account with one of these banks.

KNOW THE SITUATION
To avoid pitfalls when pursuing international 

contracts, do your homework. Do not rely exclusively 
on the information provided by a request-for-proposal. 
Know the rules and regulations of the country in which 
you will be working. Understand that host nation 
compliance is written into contracts for a purpose. 

Perhaps most importantly, do not underestimate the 
advice and value of your local partner. In most cases, 
they are the ones who will keep you out of trouble and 
save you money on U.S. government projects.

Michael H. Sedge, M.SAME, is President, Michael-Bruno, LLC; +39-081-
578-5281, or michaelb@mb-global.com.

Disclaimer: Information and suggestions within this article are not and should 
not be considered as legal consultation. They are merely the views of the author. 

31st Medical Group Hospital, Aviano AB, Italy. U.S. AIR FORCE PHOTO BY STAFF SGT. MERCEDES CROSSLAND

LESSONS LEARNED: 31ST MEDICAL GROUP HOSPITAL PROJECT
When Synergy Kirlin Joint Venture (SKJV) and team partner Kroeshell 

Engineering Co. received the award to upgrade the 31st Medical Group 
Hospital at Aviano AB, Italy, it was both exciting and concerning. None of 
the firms had worked overseas. Now they look back on the lessons learned.

“We discovered that international work comes with unique issues,” 
explains Jake Gum, an executive with Kirlin Builders. “Host nation laws 
and compliance, dealing with different languages, unusual design require-
ments, measurements, European specs, materials and methodologies.”

“Strive for community. Make it a team effort,” Gum adds. “Our team 
was comprised of many different companies, as most projects are. In this 
case we were dealing with different nationalities and languages as well. 
Everyone had the project’s best interest in mind first. That made our 
goals easier to obtain. When project hurdles arose, we approached them 
as a team, stayed positive and crossed them together as a community 
of professional contractors and engineers.”

SKJV discovered quite a bit during the proposal process that reduced 
its risk and saved government time and money. These were items that 
are typically taken for granted in the United States, but they are not 
standard or available internationally.

Barry Klassy, Executive Vice President, Kroeshell Engineering Co., 
emphasizes that firms must do their research. “We had to navigate 
multiple, complex differences between business domestically and 
internationally. We looked at currency exchanges and fluctuations, 
subcontract structures, Value Added Tax waivers, immigration visa 
requirements and timelines, translation services, Defense Base Act 
insurance, host nation compliance, and code differences.”

The SKJV-Kroeshell team recommends companies looking to work 
abroad bring their “A” team. Managing any project risk takes good 
people. Managing international project risk takes great people. Oversight 
is hard; it is even harder when it is foreign-based work. Make sure your 
project managers are great leaders with the ability to communicate 
efficiently with the client, with the partners, and with the local nationals. 
These individuals can make or break a project.—M.S.
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2016 SAME  
Small Business Conference
November 16-18, 2016
Cobb Galleria • Atlanta, Ga. 
Build relationships with the more than 2,000 attendees expected at the  
2016 SAME Small Business Conference—the premier venue for small  
businesses looking to grow their presence in the federal A/E/C marketplace;  
for large businesses to engage with potential teaming and subcontracting  
partners; and for government agencies to connect with small businesses  
that can help them complete their missions. 

The Small Business Conference is growing. 
You need to be a part of it!

Register today at www.same.org/sbc!

A Return on Your Investment
The 2016 SAME Small Business Conference is being developed with input from the  
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the Department of Veterans Affairs along with other 
stakeholders and partners to ensure that this conference delivers maximum value to  
attendees across industry and throughout the federal government. 

See you in Atlanta!

http://www.same.org/sbc


Schedule-at-a-Glance

  Wednesday, Nov. 16
8:00 a.m.–8:00 p.m. Registration Open
8:00 a.m.–11:00 a.m. Exhibitor Set-up
9:00 a.m.–10:30 a.m. Small Business Council Meeting
11:30 a.m.–1:00 p.m. Opening Plenary Session & Luncheon: Michael Jackson 

and Senior Government Engineering Leaders
1:20 p.m.–5:50 p.m. Government Agency Mega-Sessions
1:20 p.m.–5:50 p.m. Education Sessions
1:20 p.m.–8:00 p.m. Exhibit Hall Open
6:00 p.m.–8:00 p.m. Opening Reception in Exhibit Hall

  Thursday, Nov. 17
7:00 a.m.–6:30 p.m. Registration Open
7:30 a.m.–8:30 a.m. Continental Breakfast
8:30 a.m.–9:45 a.m. Plenary Session: Michael Jackson and Small Business 

Administration Leader
10:30 a.m.–11:30 a.m. Business Opportunity Briefings 
10:30 a.m.–11:30 a.m. Education Sessions 
10:30 a.m.–5:00 p.m. Matched Networking Tables 
10:30 a.m.–6:30 p.m. Exhibit Hall Open
11:30 a.m.–1:00 p.m. Lunch in Exhibit Hall
1:00 p.m.–5:00 p.m. Business Opportunity Briefings 
1:00 p.m.–5:00 p.m. Education Sessions
5:00 p.m.–6:30 p.m. Networking Reception in Exhibit Hall

  Friday, Nov. 18
7:30 a.m.–12:30 p.m. Registration Open
8:00 a.m.–8:30 a.m. Continental Breakfast
8:30 a.m.–12:00 p.m. Exhibit Hall Open
8:30 a.m.–12:30 p.m. Business Opportunity Briefings 
8:30 a.m.–12:30 p.m. Education Sessions
8:30 a.m.–12:30 p.m. Matched Networking Tables
12:45 p.m.–2:30 p.m. SAME Small Business Awards Presentations & Closing 

Keynote Luncheon: Lt. Gen. Rick Lynch, USA (Ret.)
12:45 p.m.–5:00 p.m.  Exhibit Hall Breakdown

NOTE: Schedule subject to change.

Pre-Conference Events 
  Tuesday, Nov. 15

8:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m. Government Agency Meetings
9:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m. Registration Open
9:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m. Exhibitor Set-up
10:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m. SAME Board of Direction Meeting
12:30 p.m.–5:00 p.m. Government Training Sessions

Featured Speakers

Michael Jackson
Global Business Advisor 

Global business advisor Michael Jackson has 
consistently and successfully predicted and 
detailed changing market performances, trends 
and consumer behavior for companies, industries 
and markets around the world—and all while 
motivating his business audiences to perform to 
a better personal standard. Know as “The Other” 
Michael Jackson, he will connect with attendees 
in a personalized way and deliver insights on the 
topic of change in a business context. 

Lt. Gen. Rick Lynch, USA (Ret.)
Renowned Leadership Expert 

From company command, to helping lead “The 
Surge” in Iraq, to serving as head of all U.S. Army 
installations, Lt. Gen. Rick Lynch, USA (Ret.), 
steadily climbed his way up. He will share with 
attendees the key leadership principles he has 
come to embrace in his 34 years as a soldier and 
a leader—from focusing on opportunities, not 
obstacles; to being demanding, not demeaning; 
and remembering to always celebrate diversity, 
achieve a work-life balance, and have fun.

  #SAMESBC



Opening Plenary Session & Luncheon
Thursday, 11:00 a.m.–1:00 p.m.
Global business advisor Michael Jackson will deliver insights on change in 
a business context, then lead a plenary discussion with senior military and 
government engineering leaders from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Air Force Civil Engineering, and 
Department of Veterans Affairs. Learn about the important role small 
businesses play in helping these federal agencies achieve their missions. 

Opening Reception in Exhibit Hall
Wednesday 6:00 p.m.–8:00 p.m.
Make connections and start to forge lasting relationships with the more than 
2,000 professionals from government and industry expected to attend the 
2016 SAME Small Business Conference. Ensure a productive and valuable 
week in Atlanta by building your network on day one!

Government Agency Mega-Sessions
Wednesday, 1:20 p.m.–5:50 p.m.
Hear directly from senior military and federal government leaders, including 
small business and acquisition decision-makers, about how their agencies are 
performing in meeting their small business program goals, gain insight into future 
strategies and trends, and discover potential opportunities for your business to 
support their respective needs. 

• U.S. Army Corps of Engineers: 1:20 p.m.–2:20 p.m.
• Naval Facilities Engineering Command: 2:40 p.m.–3:30 p.m.
• Air Force Civil Engineering: 3:50 p.m.–4:40 p.m. 
• Department of Veterans Affairs: 5:00 p.m.–5:50 p.m. 

Exhibit Hall featuring the Small Business Passport and  
Innovative Product Theater
Wednesday 1:20 p.m.–8:00 p.m.; Thursday 10:30 a.m.–6:30 p.m.; Friday 8:30 a.m.–12:30 p.m.
With more than 250 exhibitors, featuring large and small businesses, government 
agencies and professional organizations, the 2016 Small Business Conference 
Exhibit Hall will provide unparalleled opportunities to build your business and 
grow your career. Take a tour with the Small Business Passport and meet with 
participating small businesses to get your passport stamped and be entered into 
a prize drawing!  Get a front-row seat to learn about some of the newest, most 
innovative technologies in the A/E/C industry at the Innovative Product Theater! 



Closing Keynote Luncheon and 
SAME Small Business Awards
Friday 12:45 p.m.–2:30 p.m.
Lt. Gen. Rick Lynch, USA (Ret.) will close out 
the 2016 SAME Small Business Conference 
with an insightful and engaging keynote 
address. Lynch is the author of Adapt or 
Die: Leadership Principles from an American 
General, in which he shares, with refreshing 
directness, how to gain the confidence needed 
to lead in our ever-changing world.

Matched Networking Tables
Thursday 10:30 a.m.–5:00 p.m.; Friday 8:30 a.m.–12:30 p.m.
Individuals looking to form teaming agreements and partnerships will find the Matched Networking Tables 
profoundly helpful. The format focuses on matching specific large business and government agency 
needs with the small businesses that can fulfill them. This should allow both parties an opportunity to 
discuss real business opportunities and lay the foundation to develop new client-consultant relationships 
for small businesses.

Business Opportunity Briefings
Thursday 10:30 a.m.–11:30 a.m. / 1:00 p.m.– 
5:00 p.m.; Friday 8:30 a.m.–12:30 p.m.
Hear from federal acquisition and engineering 
leaders on how small business can support them. 
Invited Agencies Include:

• U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
• Department of Veterans Affairs
• Naval Facilities Engineering Command
• Air Force Civil Engineer Center
• Department of Energy
• General Services Administration
• U.S. Public Health Service
• U.S. Coast Guard

Preceding the closing keynote, SAME will honor those 
companies and individuals that have been unmatched 
champions of small businesses in the federal marketplace. 
Awards include the Small Business Award, the Large 
Business Award, the Industry Small Business Advocate 
Award, and the Post Small Business Liaison Officer Award. 

Deadline to submit award nominations is close  
of business on Sept. 30, 2016. For more information,  
visit www.same.org/sbc.

Plenary Session with the Small 
Business Administration
Thursday 8:30 a.m.–9:45 a.m. 
This session will feature conference facilitator 
Michael Jackson moderating a plenary session 
with a senior leader from the Small Business 
Administration. Each year, this session provides 
attendees with invaluable updates on what’s 
new in the federal small business marketplace. 
Hear about updates to small business rules and 
regulations and discover how the government 
is working to ensure small businesses have 
opportunities to support the nation’s A/E/C needs. 

Tailored Education Sessions
Wednesday 1:20 p.m.–5:50 p.m.; Thursday 
10:30 a.m.–11:30 a.m. / 1:00 p.m.–5:00 p.m.; 
Friday 8:30 a.m.–12:30 p.m.
Built from a robust Call for Presentations that 
attracted more than 60 submissions from across 
government, industry, academia, and other 
professional organizations, the 2016 Small 
Business Conference will offer 22 education 
sessions tailored to beginner, intermediate and 
advanced levels of experience in the federal 
marketplace—from business development 
strategies to legal concerns, regulatory changes, 
contracting and acquisition matters, and more.

Register today at www.same.org/sbc!

http://www.same.org/sbc
http://www.same.org/sbc
http://www.same.org/sbc
http://www.same.org/sbc


Saving Time and Enabling Success 
One of SAME President Mike Blount’s focuses this year is to streamline communications 

across the Society, both vertically and horizontally. This effort underscores one of the tenets 
we adopted when developing the 2020 SAME Strategic Plan. We termed it “One Society” 
to emphasize the need to move together in a unified direction nationally, 
while enabling the success of our Posts locally. Communication is the key! 

How do we do that in a volunteer organization? The most precious 
resource of every volunteer is TIME. So the ideal outcome for any 
volunteer is to have a big impact (add value) for a reasonable (available) 
investment of personal time. We have been working hard at the national office to create ways to enable Posts 
to contribute to the Strategic Plan while functioning more efficiently regionally, locally, and as individuals. 

Post Web Site Hosting: When we adopted a new platform for our national website last 
December, we included an integrated Post-level capability. Now, over 70 of our 105 
Posts have their websites hosted…for free! Some of the time-saving features include 
reducing Post-level time managing the site and providing the ability to toggle between 
national, regional and Post calendars to avoid event conflicts. We also continue to refine 
the national website thanks to your feedback.

Best Practices System: We continue to develop our Best 
Practices System (on the SAME national website) in an 
effort to save Posts time when they are developing events 
and other activities. The ultimate goal is to have a “cata-
logue” of templates covering every type of event that Posts 
have conducted, from monthly meetings to golf outings to 
industry days to government-industry workshops. We are 
making great progress thanks to more than 600 submissions 
from Posts, and are organizing them in a way to make it 
easy to search and retrieve what you need.

Post Leaders Workshop: I cannot emphasize enough the value of the Post Leaders Workshop. We now 
contract experts who teach Post leaders how to recruit, manage, and retain volunteers. The need that 
Posts expressed was simple—the same volunteers do all of the work. Our intent for focusing the workshop 
is to give Post leaders the tools they need to spread the load and save time. And it is working in many 
Posts. Our intent also is for participants to become trainers, and teach other Post leaders what they have 
learned and then put it into action at their Post! 

Government-Industry Engagement Plan: A huge part of the value SAME adds as we 
execute our national security mission is to facilitate the relationship between govern-
ment and industry across the A/E/C industry. Whether we are focused on professional 
development, government contracting or finding creative solutions to problems in 
a resource-constrained environment, our “Government-Industry Engagement Plan” 
defines clear roles for Posts and the national office. Our intent in developing that 
engagement as part of the 2020 SAME Strategic Plan was to save Posts time by focusing 
efforts in a way that our industry and government leaders felt would be beneficial.

2016  
POST LEADERS WORKSHOP
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Brig. Gen. Joseph “Joe” Schroedel, P.E., F.SAME, USA (Ret.)
SAME Executive Director

National Partnering Agreements: We have set a course of establishing national partnerships with a 
purpose that enables Posts. A great example is our national partnership with the Army Educational 
Outreach Program and the Technology Student Association (TSA) that provides access for SAME 
Posts to help support a robust K-12 STEM competition program (250,000 students). TSA coordinates 
the efforts nationally with our STEM Committee, which coordinates requirements for judges with 
local Posts. The result: SAME Posts are afforded a “low cost” (time), “high payoff ” opportunity to 
support STEM by just providing judges! There are even opportunities to judge virtually.  

SAME National Foundation: One of the reasons we established a national SAME 
Foundation is to provide an alternative for Posts. Some have, or have had, their own 
foundations in order to satisfy legal and tax laws as a nonprofit organization. The efforts 
required to manage these funds are tremendous and not without problems as some 
Posts have experienced. The SAME Foundation will provide a means for Posts to retain 
control of their funds while having their investments managed nationally as part of the 
total principal. We are in the process now of establishing the first Foundation Board. 

Real TiME: In May, we launched an e-newsletter, Real TiME, that is designed to provide members 
with the information they need to know from SAME for the month ahead including deadlines and 
reminders (see page 82 for some highlights of the first few issues). We also are including links to 
education opportunities and event registration as well as updates on the Committees & Councils, 
Posts and Regions, and Academy of Fellows. By consolidating a lot of our messages within Real 
TiME we aim to reduce the volume of emails that members receive from the national office. 

SAME Small Business Conference: This fall, Nov. 16-18 in Atlanta, 
we will host the 2016 SAME Small Business Conference, with a 
focus on offering a forum for several federal agencies to reach 
out to industry. We have worked over the last year with the 
Department of Veterans Affairs to incorporate its engineering and 
construction component into our conference. In the past, SAME 
Sustaining Members have had to choose between conferences. That 
is no longer the case. This will truly be a Federal Small Business 
Conference. Along with the Department of Veterans Affairs, the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and other stakeholders, we all have 
worked jointly over the last several months to incorporate several 
beneficial enhancements, including a Call for Presentations process 
that attracted more than 60 submissions to fill over 20 education 
sessions—a significant jump from years prior. The SAME Small 
Business Conference will keep growing and evolving to ensure 
we deliver lasting value to attendees and make optimum use of 
everyone’s time, both government and industry.

Academy of Fellows: The first Fellows Conclave was held in August in conjunction 
with the Post Leaders Workshop in St. Pete Beach, Fla. The Academy of Fellows has 
embarked on a great effort to more clearly define the role of the Academy and SAME 
Fellows in contributing to the 2020 SAME Strategic Plan. 

We will keep refining these and other initiatives and continue to focus our efforts 
on enabling members to make the most effective use of their available time to SAME.  
To all of our volunteers, thank you for your dedicated service to the Society, to our 
profession, and to our nation. 

FELLOWS 
CONCLAVE

2016 SAME 
Small Business Conference
Nov. 16-18, 2016  |  Atlanta, Georgia
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PROGRAMS UPDATE 
Helping our members grow 

professionally is one of the 
four goals of the 2020 
SAME Strategic Plan. 

One way we look 
to support profes-
sional development 
is through our national 
webinars. Recently, the Small Business Council and the 
Energy & Sustainability and Environmental Committees 
have hosted live webinars on topics tailored to their audi-
ences’ interests. We have more webinars from SAME 
Committees & Councils on tap the remainder of 2016, 
and we also have started to bring webinars forward through 
our Partner Program. The first of these offerings have been 
presented by CH2M and Michael Baker International. Keep 
tuned to the Real TiME e-newsletter each month for up-to-
date information on when SAME webinars are being held. 

As we look ahead to our next major event, the Small 
Business Conference in Atlanta (Nov. 16-18), the educational 
content that came in through the Call for Presentations was 
amazing and will allow us to exceed our goal of doubling 
the number of education sessions from prior years. Just like 
it was at JETC, you will find it hard to choose what session 
you want to sit in on! 

Another avenue we offer for continuing education is 
bringing our eight-hour courses direct to SAME Posts. 
Some have been very proactive in utilizing this opportunity. 
Leading the way is the Honolulu Post, which last year offered 
our course on Building Commissioning. This fall, the Post 
is offering our Project Management course, in which all 
attendees receive the PlanTrax software (a $395 value). 

Let me know if your Post is interested in SAME helping 
coordinate an eight-hour course for your members. For more 
information on offerings, including courses offered through 
our Strategic Partners, visit www.same.org/continuinged.

All ideas are welcome to me at ndesport@same.org.  

Col. Nick Desport, RA,  
LEED AP, F.SAME, USAF (Ret.)

SAME Director of Programs

CALL FOR PRESENTATIONS:  
2017 FACILITIES MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP

The 2017 Facilities Management Workshop—co-hosted by 
SAME and IFMA—will be held Feb. 8-10 in San Antonio, Texas. 
The Call for Presentations is open until Oct. 7, 2016. Share your 
knowledge and expertise with government and industry profes-
sionals who support the people, places, processes, systems and 
technologies of the work environment.

For more information on the 2017 Facilities Management 
Workshop, including how to submit a presentation for review, 
visit www.same.org/fmworkshop.

NATIONAL LEADERSHIP NOMINATIONS DUE DEC. 1
Nominations for National Officers and Elected Directors to serve 

on the SAME Board of Direction will be open from Oct. 1, 2016 
through Dec. 1, 2016. Elections for candidates approved through 
the nomination process will be held starting in March 2017.

For more information on qualifications to serve and to submit 
nominations, visit www.same.org/boardnominations. 

ACADEMY OF FELLOWS NOMINATIONS DUE OCT. 3
Nominations for the next class of SAME Fellows are due to  

the SAME national office by the close of business on Oct. 3, 2016. 
For more information, visit www.same.org/fellows.

YOUNG MEMBER COUNCIL ADDS ENLISTED COMMITTEE
The SAME Young Member Council has organized a new Enlisted 

Committee to better serve noncommissioned officers and enlisted 
members (age 39 and under). The committee’s main goals are to 
increase enlisted membership in SAME and to find more ways 
to represent their interests. The committee is led by Master Sgt. 
Amanda Wakefield, USAF, and Master Sgt. Adam Boubede, USAF. 

For more information, visit www.same.org/young-member.

CAAP APPLICATIONS DUE OCTOBER 14
SAME’s Credentialing Achievement Awards Program 

(CAAP) helps fund exam sitting or registration fees for 
Young Members and noncommissioned officers to obtain 
credentials, certifications or licensures to strengthen their 
professionalism and enhance their career. 

The next CAAP application deadline is Oct. 14, 2016. 
For more information, visit www.same.org/young-member.
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POST NOTES

Pikes Peak Post members, 
friends and family gathered for 
Young Member Night to watch 
a minor league baseball game on 
July 24, between the Colorado 
Springs Sky Sox and the Round 
Rock Express. The 23 people who 
attended enjoyed a full course 
barbeque, group seating at the 
Coors Picnic Terrace, and a visit 
by the Skysox mascot: Sox the Fox. 

The Chesapeake Post held its annual scholar-
ship banquet on June 15, bringing together nearly 
90 students, parents and STEM professionals. The 
Post awarded scholarships to 26 students, which 
included two SAME Engineering & Construction 
Camp scholarships. A total of 21 students were on 
hand to receive their awards (above left). 

Dr. Robert Gibson, Associate Director of 
the Scientific Assessment and Workforce 
Development Program at the Oak Ridge 
Associated Universities (ORAU) was the guest 
speaker. Dr. Gibson presented the history of ORAU and how it ties in directly with STEM 
fields. On average, about 40 percent of the students placed in a government internship 
through Oak Ridge become government employees. 

Other highlights of the evening included a talk by Brady Vickers (above right), a 
Chesapeake Post scholarship recipient for three years. Vickers told the audience the power 
of networking and the number of connections he has made within the Post. He described 
his search for a summer internship. During his application process, the interviewer saw 
that he was a member of SAME. They had a discussion about SAME and it turned out 
the interviewer was from the Philadelphia Post. While Vickers could not say if being 
a member of SAME got him the internship, he had a feeling it helped distinguish him 
from other applicants. Brady joined the Post four years ago and is graduating from York 
College this summer with a degree in mechanical engineering. He will be working at 
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.

SOCIETY TRIVIA:  
DID YOU KNOW?

1 Which SAME National President had a 
U.S. Air Force Base named after him?

2 Who was the first Chair of the SAME 
Architectural Practice Committee?

3 What three states have the most 
SAME Posts?

Answers to July-August “Did You Know”
(1) Brig. Gen. Charles Dawes, USA (Ret.), 1928
(2) Washington DC, San Antonio, Baltimore
(3) Dolomiti, Guam, Japan, Kaiserslautern, Korea, Rhein-Main

Small Business Conference
Nov. 16-18, 2016 

Atlanta, Ga.

Facilities Management Workshop
Feb. 8-10, 2017 

San Antonio, Texas

FY2018 DOD & Federal Agency 
Program Briefings

March 7, 2017 
North Bethesda, Md. 

Academy of Fellows Investiture
March 8, 2017 

North Bethesda, Md.

Golden Eagle Awards Dinner
March 8, 2017 

North Bethesda, Md.

Transition Workshop & Job Fair
March 23-24, 2017 

Linthicum, Md.

Joint Engineer Training Conference
May 23-25, 2017 
Columbus, Ohio

WWW.SAME.ORG/CALENDAR

  NATIONAL EVENTS
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2017 TME  
Editorial Calendar

Get Published! TME is accepting  
articles on the following topics for 

possible publication in 2017! 

January-February
• Environmental Engineering

• Innovative Financing & Partnerships
(Article proposals due Oct. 6)

March-April
• The Infrastructure Issue
• Spotlight on Resilience

May-June
• Energy & Sustainability

• FY2018 Engineering Service Programs

July-August
• Project Delivery

• Joint Engineer Operations

September-October
• Asset Management

• Health & Safety

November-December
• Design & Construction

• Humanitarian & Civic Assistance

Every issue also welcomes 
submissions for:

• Spotlight Articles
• Professional Insights: 
 Contracts & Acquisition
 Business Development
 Research & Innovation
 Training & Leadership

For more information,  
including submission deadlines,  

visit www.same.org/tme or  
contact editor@same.org.

SAME MEMBER ALBUM
SAME has teamed with PCI to 

provide a printed comprehensive 
directory (member album) of 
Society members. The national 
office has received numerous 
requests over the years to provide 
a complete member directory; this 
partnership is the most effective 
way to offer such a product. We 
hope that you find the new directory of value and will make the decision to participate. 
Other organizations such as the Navy League and the Military Officers Association 
of America have utilized this service previously. 

Participation in the member album is completely up to you and not required. Should 
you wish to participate, contact PCI directly at 1-877-497-3505. Proceeds above the 
guaranteed amount will be donated to the new SAME Foundation. 

FEDERAL OWNERS’ FORUM REPORT 
SAME and DBIA have published a report on 

the Federal Owners’ Forum the two organiza-
tions co-hosted this spring. The report identifies 
the issues and challenges that hinder the federal 
sector’s ability to achieve optimal efficiency and 
performance in designing and constructing the 
built environment.

The forum brought together 13 leaders from 11 
federal agencies. The report summarizes the discus-
sions related to each area, and describes various 
proposed solutions. In some instances, the solution 
lies with the federal agency. In most, however, the 
solution lies with collaborative change involving 
industry. It is these solutions that will help drive 
the DBIA and SAME agendas moving forward.

SAME and DBIA have made the report available in hopes of fostering ongoing 
industry-government collaboration in improving outcomes in project delivery. 

To view the report, visit www.same.org, then head to the Industry Research Center 
under “Grow Professionally” and click on Documents & Reports.

VIETNAM COMMEMORATIVE ISSUE
Did you check out your copy of the TME 

Vietnam Commemorative Issue? Featuring 
historical retrospectives on military engineering, 
reprinted articles from The Military Engineer in 
the 1960s and early 1970s, and personal reflec-
tions from SAME members who served in 
Vietnam, the TME Vietnam Commemorative 
Issue offers an accessible look at the technical, 
strategic, and human side of military engineering 
during the Vietnam War.

Additional copies are available for purchase 
at member and non-member rates by visiting 
www.same.org/store.

We want to hear from you! Email us your 
feedback on the special issue at editor@same.org.
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Field Tent at the 2016 JETC in Phoenix.

FINDING SOLUTIONS AT JETC 
The 2016 JETC 

featured an Exhibit 
Hall  Training 
Exercise. Attendees 
were tasked with 
finding exhibitors 
to help support 
a mock-disaster 
in the Phoenix area. The winning 
team’s report is featured at right. 

Teams were asked to provide 
information on those companies 
who could help with disaster relief 
efforts; those companies who could 
have helped in the prevention of 
such a disaster; and those compa-
nies, services or products that may 
have helped but were not present 
in the Exhibit Hall. Thank you to all 
who participated in the exercise!

Winning Team: 
Matt Matteson*, EIT, GIT, Dan 
Bowholtz, P.E., and Chris Winklejohn, 
P.E., CTI and Associates Inc. *Matteson 
is now with Amec Foster Wheeler.

Runner-Up: 
Master Sgt. Adam Boubede, USAF, 
51st Civil Engineer Squadron, Osan 
AB, Korea, and Master Sgt. Amanda 
Wakefield, USAF, 819th RED HORSE 
Squadron, Malmstrom AB, Mont.

Honorable Mention: 
Sharon Krock, PWS, F.SAME, and 
Lauren Wargo, Schnabel Engineering

1   Which exhibitors can now support the city’s disaster relief efforts and how?

EXHIBITOR NAME SERVICES/CAPABILITIES

Tetra Tech Site Assessment

HNTB Flood Mitigation

Contech Plate (one-day) Bridges; Bin-Wells for Flood Mitigation/Protection

Environmental 
Restoration LLC

Decontamination/Debris Management & Disposal (trees included); 
Household Hazardous Waste Collection and Disposal; Demolition of 
Condemned Structures; Boat Civilian Rescues

Envirocon Sediment Management; Decontamination of Structures and Water 
Producers; Demolition of Condemned Buildings

City Light & Power Electrical / Utility solutions to Restore Working Grid

Stanley Consultants Post Conflict Assistance/Infrastructure Assessment

Heritage Consultants Mass Transportation & Disposal; Household Hazardous Waste Collection

TestAmerica Contamination Testing and Identification

Cover Six Shelters Pedestrian Relocation and Temporary Housing

KBR Displaced Pedestrian Assistance, Temporary Man Camps, and Potable Water 
Supply

2   Which exhibitors could have helped in the prevention of such a disaster?

EXHIBITOR NAME SERVICES/CAPABILITIES

Schnabel Engineering Dam Integrity / Design

HNTB Flood Risk Management

RedVector HAZWOPER/Stormwater/Sustainable Design/Water Resource Training

Lockheed Martin First Responder Communications & Microgridding

Stanley Consultants Contingency Planning & Design

MNS Engineers Inc. Water Resources / Civil Planning & Stormwater Mitigation to Contain 
100-year Flood

Cover Six Shelters Tornado Shelters

3   What companies, services or products may have helped, but are not present at JETC?

EXHIBITOR TYPE CAN OFFER SUPPORT BY EXPLANATION

Medical First 
Responders

Providing care for 
injured and sick people

Working with local hospitals, care could be given 
to those in need. While EMTs were on site, EMT 
staffing companies were not in attendance.

Tree Removal Helping restore power 
by removing trees from 
downed power lines

Though Environmental Restoration LLC does 
help with debris removal, it would be good to 
get local subcontractors involved in addition to 
restore order as soon as possible.

Sand Bagging Flood control and 
containment measures

While Contech did offer some flood control and 
containment measures, sandbagging is a proven 
cost-effective means of controlling surface flow. 
It would have been beneficial to have available.

*Information published as provided by the winning team.
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Here’s what you may have missed in

COMING MONTHLY TO YOUR INBOX!

SAME launched the Real TiME e-newsletter in May to help streamline communications from the national office—to save you time 
and make it easier to stay engaged! Make sure you are getting your monthly update by subscribing at www.same.org/realtime.

*Screenshots compiled from multiple issues of Real TiME. 
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Compiled by Lt. Col. Scott Prosuch, F.SAME, USA (Ret.) and Carrie Ann Williams, CPSM, M.SAME

STEM CAMPS SHOWCASE EXCELLENCE
Summer is the surge for the SAME STEM Camps program, as we rolled through our 

four national camps: the Exploring Engineering Academy in Atlanta (June 6-June 10); 
and the Engineering & Construction Camps in Vicksburg, Miss. (June 19-June 25); 
Camp Lejeune, N.C., (June 19-June 25); and Colorado Springs, Colo. (July 7-July 13). 
Collectively, these camps hosted 243 students this year. 

Campers. The SAME camps feature some of the best, brightest and most well-rounded 
kids you will ever meet. While the students came mostly from the United States, some 
traveled in from around the world. The campers have grade-point averages as high as 
5.0. They play most every sport you can image. They are Eagle Scouts and enrolled in 
Junior ROTC. They are band members, class leaders, black belts, 
and active in their community and church. They are already 
engaged in STEM activities and competitions at state, regional 
and national level. They want to be engineers, and many want 
to serve in the Armed Forces of United States. 

Volunteers. We get as much out of the campers as we give and 
this is a vital part of helping us maintain our critical position 
as a country: Building our Nation’s Future Engineers. 

Our volunteers are amazing. They come from all over SAME. 
It takes in excess of 120 people to run these week-long camps. 
This does not include the many Sustaining Member firms and 
public/private partners that may play a role for a single activity. 

A typical day may start at 6:00 a.m., when the students wake 
up, and runs non-stop until lights-out at 10:30 p.m. All the 
camp directors are very thankful to have a great organization 
in SAME supporting the program with so many dedicated and 
committed volunteers. 

Exploring Engineering Academy. Conducted with the Boy 
Scouts of America, and held on the campus of Georgia Tech, 
for 16 years the Exploring Engineering Academy, led in part 
by the SAME Atlanta Post, has been exposing students in the 
Georgia area to a very diverse set of engineering skills and 
activities. We had 67 campers this year and they visited over 
27 engineering sites, including the Delta Airline jet engine test 
center, Porsche simulators, and “under” the Georgia Aquarium. 

The camp was a tremendous success. The only disappoint-
ment was that over 100 applicants had to be turned away. 

SAME/U.S. Army Camp. For 14 years, Vicksburg engineers 
and leaders with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers have hosted a 
dynamite camp in conjunction with SAME near the Mississippi 
River. This year, 40 students attended from across the United 
States. The campers plan and execute hands-on engineering 
projects and tour engineering facilities. They place concrete, 
assemble mechanical devices and travel four hours on the 
Motor Vessel William James up the Mississippi while engaged 
in challenging STEM tasks. Many camp alumni are practicing 
engineers and military officers serving around the world.

(Top) Students tour the Georgia Aquarium during 
the 2016 Exploring Engineering Academy, which was 
co-hosted by the SAME Atlanta Post. (Bottom) The 
SAME/U.S. Army Engineering & Construction Camp is 
held each summer in Vicksburg, Miss.

STEM CORNER
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SAME/U.S. Marine Corps Camp. While it may 
be the youngest SAME Engineering & Construction 
Camp at just four-years old, the U.S. Marine Corps 
Camp at Camp Lejeune offers an incredibly exciting 
experience. With slots for 40 students, the camp activi-
ties are almost entirely hands-on. The week features 
events such as Concrete Beam, Moving Water Uphill, 
Trebuchet Launcher, “Devil Dog” Reaction Course, 
Cardboard Canoe, Demolition, and Solar Energy Array. 

SAME/U.S. Air Force Academy Camp. With slots 
96 campers, the U.S. Air Force Academy Camp is the 
largest of the four SAME STEM Camps. The week-long 

experience includes 
building and 
breaking concrete 
beams, installing 
irrigation systems, 
visiting world-class 
laboratories, water 
purifications activi-
ties, water balloon 
launches, and 
constructing verti-
cal wood structures. 
The camp is able to 
utilize the incredible academic resources 
of the Air Force Academy and many of its 
talented cadets and faculty. This year, seven 
of the staff were returning former campers! 

PAYING IT FORWARD
Since inception, these camps have 

produced over 700 engineers and 500 mili-
tary officers. The programs are essential 
to our nation’s objective to develop future 
engineers and STEM professionals. But 
we always need more support, especially 
mentors. Application rates also are down. 
We need Posts to find interested students 
and steer them to these programs. 

Most importantly, we are looking to expand 
the program and help grow more engineers 
for our nation’s future. Is your Post interested?  

For more information on the SAME STEM 
Camps, visit www.same.org/stemcamps.

WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
Hundreds of SAME Engineering & 

Construction Camp alumni have gone on 
to become engineers in the private sector 

and leaders in the U.S. military. Know of 
a former camper who has gone on to great 

things? Email Scott Prosuch at sprosuch@
earthlink.net.

LT. HAILEY CLINTON, USAF

• SAME/U.S. Air Force 
Academy Camp, 2009

• U.S. Air Force Academy 
graduate, 2014 (Operational 
Research)

• First assignment: HH60 
Helicopter Pilot, based at 
RAF Lakenheath, United 
Kingdom.

SEAN PROSUCH

• SAME/U.S. Air Force 
Academy Camp, 2000 

• Tongue Point Maritime 
School graduate, 2010

• Currently working as a Ship 
Engineer on vessels over 
400-T and 4,000-hp, from 
the Gulf of Mexico to the 
North Sea. 

(Top and Middle) The SAME/U.S. 
Marine Corps Engineering & 
Construction Camp, which was first 
held in 2012, brings high school 
students each summer to Camp 
Lejeune, N.C. (Bottom) The SAME/
U.S. Air Force Academy Engineering 
& Construction Camp is the largest 
of the SAME STEM Camps, with slots 
for 96 students each year.

STEM CORNER
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Compiled by Robert D. “Bob” Wolff, Ph.D., P.E., F.SAME

EVALUATING DEGREE PROGRAMS
The Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET) is the 

leading programmatic accrediting board for engineering programs. 
Most states require ABET accreditation before one can practice engineering 

and earn an engineering license. In general, attending an accredited college 
will ensure that you received a quality education, that your credits will transfer 
to other schools, and that employers will recognize your degree. ABET does 
accredit associate engineering degrees.

Bachelor’s Degree Programs. Accredited online engineering degrees are 
available in a variety of disciplines, including biomedical, civil, computer, 
electrical and mechanical engineering. They also are available at all levels, 
from certificate through doctoral. Current engineers can use these online 
programs to further their training while continuing to work.

ABET evaluates programs that use a variety of delivery methods: on-site 
instruction, online instruction, and those having components of both methods. 
The programs are evaluated against the same criteria regardless of delivery 
method. In a distance learning bachelor's program, students complete foun-
dational and engineering classes online but may be required to visit campus 
for hands-on labs. For example, an online civil engineering degree might 
require online geology, chemistry, and technical drawing classes. Students 
would come to campus in the summer to finish labs in materials engineering, 
soils, circuit analysis, and manufacturing processes.

“Students really need to research what online programs require, what they 
cost, and what they offer before deciding to pursue an online engineering degree,” 
advises Michael Milligan, Ph.D., P.E., CAE, Executive Director & CEO of ABET. 

INCREASING ACCESS TO EDUCATION 
With the advent of the internet, people have 

abundant access to online education, both for 
continuing education and attainment of college 
degrees. Studies concerning the success of online 
education compared to on-site education suggest 
that the challenges of online education often result 
in higher dropout rates of students than those 
attending campus programs. 

This could be explained by the nature of those 
signing up for online degree programs (for instance, 
people who cannot afford to attend college on a 
full-time basis due to family or work commit-
ments, or financial considerations). However, 
online education programs can offer those across 
the military, government, and private industry 
valuable access to ABET-accredited engineering 
degrees and associate degrees in engineering when 
they are unable to attend a campus program. 
Many colleges and universities also are integrat-
ing online technology into on-campus programs, 
including instructional videos and materials to 
enhance the learning process.—R.W.

EDUCATION & TRAINING NEWS
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Construction Engineering and Management

  The only interdisciplinary CEM program in the state backed by 
industry and supported by accredited schools of architecture 
and planning, and business

  Program structure supports a wide range of self-designed 
concentrations 

 Located in the heart of downtown Denver

  Program designed for students and working professionals 
looking to become leaders in construction

  Streamlined afternoon and evening class schedule with an 
emphasis on real-world projects and practical applications

 Faculty with years of industry and research experience

engineering.ucdenver.edu/cem
303.556.6274  |  civilengineering@ucdenver.edu

BUILD YOUR FUTURE
AT CU DENVER

760079_University.indd   1 06/08/15   2:15 AM

http://engineering.ucdenver.edu/cem


“Virtually all campus programs now employ 
some type of online component and many 
accredited universities offer online master’s 
degree engineering programs.”

Associate Degree Programs. An asso-
ciate degree is typically the minimum 
educational requirement to begin entry-
level work as a technician in an engineer-
ing field. Online associate programs can 

provide students with a background in the 
technological and mathematical concepts 
engineers use to devise systems and prod-
ucts. Most programs require two years of 
full-time study and completion of 60 to 64 
credit hours. High school graduates or GED 
certificate holders with a strong background 
in science and mathematics are eligible to 
apply to associate programs in engineering.

The majority of associate engineering 
programs teach students introductory theo-
ries and practices in their chosen fields. 
Students may choose to study aerospace, 
civil, electrical and electronics, environ-
mental, or mechanical engineering technol-
ogy. Curriculum material varies by area of 
concentration. But most programs feature 
basic classes in computer concepts, physics, 
chemistry, calculus, and other advanced 
forms of mathematics. Students in these 
programs often are able to combine class-
work with hands-on instruction at local 
sites or laboratory settings. 

Upon graduation, engineering techni-
cians usually work under the direct super-
vision of more experienced workers and 
provide assistance as needed. Those who 
want to advance into roles as full-fledged 
engineers must then complete a bachelor's 
degree program. 

Submit Education & Training 
News items with high-resolution 
(300-dpi) electronic images, to 
editor@same.org.

EDUCATION & TRAINING NEWS
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FEATURED ONLINE PROGRAMS: 

MS in Project Management 
MS in Construction Management 
MS in Engineering Management 

MBA
MS in Cybersecurity

And many more!

LEARN MORE:

ONLINE.DREXEL.EDU/ENGINEER

Named a “Military Friendly School” by GI Jobs magazine, 
Drexel University proudly offers military servicemembers, 
veterans and their immediate family members a 10-40% 

tuition savings on online programs.

TRANSLATE YOUR  
MILITARY EXPERIENCE INTO  

A CIVILIAN CAREER
Civil Engineering

For accreditation information visit www.louisville.edu/accreditation
For program availability in your state visit uofl.me/sarstates

Apply Now!
http://uofl.me/mileng

Active-Duty
Tuition Assistance
$250 per credit hour
*Active-duty is defined as on orders for 180 days or more.

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN

100% ONLINE

mailto:editor%40same.org?subject=
http://online.drexel.edu/engineer
http://uofl.me/mileng


FEDERAL SMALL BUSINESS 
PROCUREMENT SCORECARDS

The Small Business Administration (SBA) 
earlier this year released its Small Business 
Procurement Scorecards for FY2015. The 
scorecards provide an assessment of the 
annual small business contracting achieve-
ments of 24 federal agencies against their 
goals, using grades of A+ through F. 

Overall, the federal government reached 
its small business federal contracting goal 
for the third consecutive year, awarding 
25.75 percent in federal contracts to small 
businesses—totaling $90.7 billion. That 
represents the highest-ever percentage 
of contracts awarded to small businesses 
by the federal government. Overall, the 
government received an “A” for FY2015.

“These accomplishments wouldn’t be 
possible without the help of the agency 

Office of Small Disadvantaged Business 
Utilization directors and senior leaders 
throughout the federal government,” said 
John Shoraka, Associate Administrator 
for Government Contracting & Business 
Development. “This year’s scorecard also 
includes several historic firsts. For the first 
time in history, the U.S. government met its 
Congressionally-mandated goal of award-
ing 5 percent of eligible federal contracts to 
women-owned small businesses.”

The Small Business Procurement 
Scorecards measure how well federal 
agencies reach their small business and 
socio-economic prime contracting and 
subcontracting goals; provide transparent 
contracting data; and report agency-specific 
progress. The prime and subcontracting 
goals include targets for small businesses, 
small businesses owned by women, small 

disadvantaged businesses, service-disabled 
veteran-owned small businesses, and 
small businesses located in Historically 
Underutilized Business Zones (HUBZone). 

An agency’s overall grade is comprised 
of three measures: prime contracts (80 
percent), subcontracts (10 percent), and its 
progress plan for meeting goals (10 percent). 
The Department of Defense received an 
“A” for its small business contracting. The 
General Services Administration, Small 
Business Administration, and Department 
of Transportation each received an “A+” for 
FY2015. The only socio-economic category 
in which the federal government did not 
meet its goal last year was HUBZone; it 
achieved 1.82 percent ($6.42 billion), short 
of its 3 percent goal.
(Source: Adapted from SBA Small Business 
Procurement Scorecards)

2014 Achievement 2015 Goal 2015 Achievement

Department of Defense Grade—A 106.34%
Prime Contracting Achievement
Small Business 23.47% 21.60% 24.64% ($52.4 B)
Women Owned Small Business 3.97% 5.00% 4.43% ($9.4 B)
Small Disadvantaged Business 8.95% 5.00% 9.53% ($20.2 B)
Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business 3.04% 3.00% 3.45% ($7.3 B)
HUBZone 1.93% 3.00% 1.87% ($4.0 B)

Subcontracting Achievement
Small Business 33.20% 36.00% 32.30%
Women Owned Small Business 5.70% 5.00% 5.30%
Small Disadvantaged Business 4.60% 5.00% 4.40%
Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business 2.10% 3.00% 2.00%
HUBZone 1.50% 3.00% 1.40%

Department of Homeland Security Grade—A 118.85%
Prime Contracting Achievement
Small Business 35.06% 32.00% 34.05% ($4.7 B)
Women Owned Small Business 7.37% 5.00% 7.34% ($1.0 B)
Small Disadvantaged Business 14.59% 5.00% 14.72% ($2.0 B)
Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business 6.19% 3.00% 5.38% ($747.1 M)
HUBZone 3.86% 3.00% 4.05% ($562.8 M)

Subcontracting Achievement
Small Business 46.40% 41.00% 42.30%
Women Owned Small Business 10.30% 5.00% 10.40%
Small Disadvantaged Business 9.00% 5.00% 7.20%
Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business 3.10% 3.00% 4.20%
HUBZone 1.50% 3.00% 2.10%
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2014 Achievement 2015 Goal 2015 Achievement

Department of Veterans Affairs Grade—B 97.12%
Prime Contracting Achievement
Small Business 34.42% 32.00% 30.80% ($6.2 B)
Women Owned Small Business 3.42% 5.00% 2.96% ($594.2 M)
Small Disadvantaged Business 8.35% 5.00% 7.46% ($1.5 B)
Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business 18.71% 3.00% 16.81% ($3.4 B)
HUBZone 1.50% 3.00% 1.69% ($338.5 M)

Subcontracting Achievement
Small Business 18.60% 17.50% 17.70%
Women Owned Small Business 2.70% 5.00% 2.80%
Small Disadvantaged Business 2.60% 5.00% 2.90%
Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business 0.60% 3.00% 1.50%
HUBZone 0.40% 3.00% 0.50%

General Services Administration Grade—A+ 132.49%
Prime Contracting Achievement
Small Business 38.97% 32.00% 44.16% ($1.6 B)
Women Owned Small Business 8.03% 5.00% 9.30% ($347.0 M)
Small Disadvantaged Business 16.04% 5.00% 21.36% ($797.0 M)
Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business 4.17% 3.00% 4.79% ($178.8 M)
HUBZone 3.29% 3.00% 4.35% ($162.4 M)
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SUMMERCONSULTANTS.COM

Mechanical, Electrical, and

Commissioning

Mechanical, Electrical, and Plumbing 
Engineering

Commissioning
Serving the East Coast since 1963

Small Business (NAICS 541330)
Department of Homeland Security 
2015 Small Business Achievement  

Award Winner

CONTRACTING	  
	  

CONSULTING	  
	  

ENGINEERING	  
	  

INSPECTIONS	  

A	  CVE	  Verified	  Service	  Disabled	  	  
Veteran	  Owned	  Small	  Business	  (SDVOSB)	  

TTI	  ENVIRONMENTAL,	  INC.	  

Federal	  Prime	  &	  Subcontractor	  

www.4env.com	  
4-‐info@4env.com	  

856-‐840-‐8800	  

Karen	  Buniak,	  Federal	  Program	  Manager	  x	  14	  
Susan	  Thames,	  Associate	  Director	  x	  33	  

Proving	  Services	  NaBonwide	  with	  
MulBple	  Offices	  

Environmental and Geotechnical Drilling
California / Nevada

Waste Water Treatment and Disposal Facility - Nor Cal

www.woodwarddrilling.net / Sales@WoodwardDrilling.com

8(a)  WMBE  DBE  SBE

707-374-4300

Water Treatment & Disposal  
Service/Soil and Water Hauling
•	 Automated	Drum	Dumper
•	 Vac	Trucks
•	 Large	and	Small	Pickups
•	 Disposal	capability	of		

50,000	per	day
•	 Wash	Out	Area
•	 Milk	Runs	and	Expedited	Rums
•	 Storage	of	up	to	200,000	gallons

Safety and Customer Service is our FIRST priority
Mechanics / Welders full time on staff

Top Drillers on Staff
In business since 1990

Woodward Drilling provides services for Government and Private Sector

Environmental
•	 Water	Well	Installation
•	 Well	Development	Services
•	 Soil	Vapor
•	 Inclinometers	/	Piezometers
•	 Monitoring	Wells
•	 Air	Rotary
•	 Pump	Repair	/	Installation
•	 And	much	more

Geotechnical
•	 Mud	Rotary
•	 Coring	HQ3
•	 Rock	Coring
•	 Soil	Borings	/	Sampling
•	 Over	the	water	drilling	

vessel
•	 And	much	more

http://www.summerconsultants.com
http://www.ttienv.com
http://www.woodwarddrilling.net


2014 Achievement 2015 Goal 2015 Achievement

Subcontracting Achievement (General Services Administration continued)
Small Business 28.70% 29.00% 26.30%
Women Owned Small Business 7.10% 5.00% 6.90%
Small Disadvantaged Business 9.90% 5.00% 9.00%
Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business 0.70% 3.00% 0.70%
HUBZone 0.30% 3.00% 0.40%

Department of Energy Grade—A 104.38%
Prime Contracting Achievement
Small Business 5.25% 6.00% 8.97% ($2.1 B)
Women Owned Small Business 1.27% 5.00% 1.97% ($452.3 M)
Small Disadvantaged Business 2.28% 5.00% 3.41% ($783.8 M)
Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business 0.43% 3.00% 0.93% ($213.5 M)
HUBZone 0.58% 3.00% 0.64% ($146.4 M)

Subcontracting Achievement
Small Business 49.40% 50.00% 47.15%
Women Owned Small Business 10.30% 5.00% 9.19%
Small Disadvantaged Business 10.00% 5.00% 8.69%
Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business 2.30% 3.00% 2.20%
HUBZone 2.90% 3.00% 2.43%

*View additional agency scorecards at http://go.usa.gov/Nxxd.
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New Metal Roof

Roof Huggers on
Old Metal Roof

Celebrating 25 Years with 70 Million SF Installed

www.roofhugger.com
800-771-1711

ROOF HUGGER®

•	 Greater	wind	&	thermal	resistance

•	 Strengthens	existing	purlins

•	 Upgrade	to	standing	seam	roofing

•	 No	disruption	to	building	operations

•	 ACAD	details	&	specs	–	 
LEED	point	qualified

•	 Over	2.7	MSF	installed	at 
U.S.	government	facilities

Metal Roof Problems?

At Moser Rose, we provide  
personal and individual service to our 

Government Contracts clients and guide 
them through the intricacy of the Federal 
contracting arena, while balancing cost 

reasonableness with risk and results. 
Call us for an assessment of your issue.

CONTACT

kj@moserrose.com
www.roseconsultingllc.org

229-244-1527

We Build Our Relationships…
One Client at a Time

AREAS OF PRACTICE

Protests 
Joint Ventures 

Teaming Agreements
Mentor Protégé

Construction

Claims
REAs
Contracts
Davis Bacon
Employment

|
|
|
|
|

SAME National Small Business
Advocate of the Year

2015 SAME Robert B. Flowers 
Small Business of the Year

North America Toll Free

1 800 528 9899

www.sprung.com/military

AIRCRAFT HANGARS

Sprung Structures
High performance fabric building solutions.
Available immediately from inventory.

info@sprung.com

http://go.usa.gov/Nxxd
http://www.roofhugger.com
http://www.moserrose.com/
http://www.sprung.com/military


EASING THE APPLICATION PROCESS 
SBA has launched a new website (www.

certify.sba.gov) designed to further 
streamline and improve the application 
processes for small businesses and entre-
preneurs seeking to do business with the 
federal government. 

“This new website first focuses on clos-
ing market gaps for women entrepreneurs 
in the federal marketplace by featuring the 
Women-Owned Small Business (WOSB) 
Program as we work toward breaking fed-
eral contracting goals for a second year in 
fiscal year 2016,” said SBA Administrator 
Maria Contreras-Sweet.

SBA’s contracting application and certi-
fication process for women-owned small 
businesses is now completely accessible 
online. Women contractors can now eas-
ily manage the certification process, in-
cluding Third Party Certifications as part 
of the WOSB Federal Contract Program.

The new website will eventually serve 
additional SBA contracting programs, 
including the 8(a) Business Development 
Program, the HUBZone Program, and 

others. The site will allow several forms 
to be filled out electronically, thereby re-
ducing the burden of printing, scanning, 
and uploading. As additional certifica-
tions like the 8(a) Business Development 
Program are moved into the new system, 
documents uploaded for one program 
may be reused for another.

The website also has a tool called “Am I 
Eligible?” that allows a small business to 
answer approximately 15 questions and to 
determine if the WOSB Federal Contract 
Program, the HUBZone Program, and/or 
the 8(a) Business Development Program 
are a good fit for their business.
(Contributed by SBA)

SUPPORTING R&D PROGRAMS
SBA has launched online tutorials to help 

small businesses navigate the Small Business 
Innovation Research (SBIR) Program. This 
platform will provide accessible program 
information and training resources to 
underrepresented areas. Users can learn 
about the program through a combination 
of videos and text. There is no registration 

or fee required. Courses are open to all.
The SBIR and Small Business Technology 

Transfer (STTR) programs, also called 
“America’s Seed Fund,” inject $2.5 billion 
every year into small, innovative and 
nimble firms across the nation. 

The mission of each program is to 
support R&D in technical areas that 
align with American priorities, and build 
a strong national economy to meet the 
pressing needs of the federal government. 
Currently, there are 11 federal agencies 
with SBIR/STTR programs. 

With 52 modules housed within 10 
courses, the new platform addresses 
topics relevant to small businesses new to 
the SBIR/STTR programs and companies 
that have previously received SBIR funding. 
More topics are under development.

For more information, visit  
www.sbir.gov/tutorials.
(Contributed by SBA)

Submit Small Business News items  
to editor@same.org.
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Pittsburgh, PA  |  Richmond, VA
724-502-4394     804-893-3117

 www.gbfss.com

General Contractor

ANO 8(a) DBE

 Laboratory
 Office Renovations
 LEED Construction
 Design/Build
 Active contracts with USACE,

 US ARMY MICC, NAVFAC,
 USAF, DOE, NIOSH/CDC  USAF, DOE, NIOSH/CDC 

 Insured & Bonded

Proud to be Veteran Owned

 ü Safety is our 1st Priority
 ü Technical Inspections
 ü Complete Turbine Rebuilds
 ü Trash Racks and Gates
 ü Cavitation Repair
 ü Fabrication and Construction

Generators & 
Turbines

Gate Repairs 
Replacements

Expert Riggers 
Crane on Barge

Turnkey Rebuilds

http://www.certify.sba.gov
http://www.certify.sba.gov
http://www.sbir.gov/tutorials
mailto:editor%40same.org?subject=
http://www.gbfss.com
http://www.mb-global.com
http://www.rus-inc.com
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For general information, contact:
bristol-companies.com

(877) 563-0013

Bristol companies offer turn-key project 
solutions that are effective, innovative 
and value driven. Small Business and 8(a) 
contracting opportunities are available. 
Each Bristol company is a subsidiary of 
Bristol Bay Native Corporation. 

• Civil & Structural Engineering 
• Environmental Remediation
• Fuel Systems
• Range & UXO Services
• Vertical & Civil Construction
• Security & Secure Construction

design solutions
architecture 
commissioning 
fire protection 
electrical 
mechanical 
structural  
landscape 
planning 
civil 
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Proven leader in

construction management with

self-performance capability in

mechanical, piping & fabrication

cms-corporation.com

Quality • Reliability • Integrity

Proud Member of SAME
SB and SDB Certified

Providing Turnkey Radiological  
Remediation Ser vices

  •   Site Closure is our Core Competency 
  •   Smart Design for Characterization,   
     Sampling, Data Management
  •   Innovative Detection & Treatment  
          Technologies
  •   NRC Radioactive Materials License  
     & California RML

SAME 2015 SB Award Winner

Quality Credibility Relationships Team Accountability

Crawford Consulting Services
Woman-Owned Small Business

P:  412.823.0400

Supporting our valued AE 
clients and Government part-
ners for 23 years on projects 
in over 20 countries around 

the world.

CRAWFORD adds value to our partners 
providing support through:

Mission Statement:
CRAWFORD is a trusted leader in provid-
ing world-wide pre-construction and con-
struction-phase services to diverse clients 
on complex projects, delivering innovative, 
unbiased, responsive premier-quality 
solutions.

• Cost Engineering
• Scheduling
• Value Engineering
• Cost Management

• Construction 
Management

• QA/QC Inspection
• Project Management

http://www.afgcm.com
http://www.bristol-companies.com
http://www.cemsengineering.com
http://www.cms-corporation.com
http://www.cabreraservices.com
http://www.crawfordconsultingservices.com/index.php
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Construction for 
Apollo
(Above) Lunar Launch Pad A, Complex 39, with 
Apollo-Saturn V on the Pad. (Right) Manned 
Spacecraft Operations Building, Industrial Area, 
Kennedy Space Center, Cape Kennedy, Florida. 

Editor’s Note: The photos shown are reprinted 
from the article “Construction for Apollo” by 
Brig. Gen. A. P. Rollins Jr., USA, which was 
first published in the May-June 1967 issue of 
The Military Engineer. The article details the 
space-age facilities built by the U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers to support the Apollo program, 
including at Kennedy Space Center. 



Multi-tank ConVault installation at naval fueling 
station in Hawaii

E_ConvaultPlus_TME_Ad_Full_120715_V01.indd   1 12/7/2015   9:42:11 AM

http://www.convault.com


We don’t just design and build your facility — we help you manage it. Our technology takes 

hundreds of projects throughout dozens of buildings and across millions of square footage, and 

puts the map in the palm of your hand. Find out how you can leverage BIM models for facility 

management to move you lightyears past the rest at burnsmcd.com/TME16.

Mapping the future of facility management.

Offices Worldwide

http://www.burnsmcd.com/tme16
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